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Abstract 
The prominent topographic range in middle Awash River basin brought in spatial variation of meteorological 
elements. The distribution and amount of rainfall over the study area is tailored by orographic effects and 
considerably influenced at larger extent by topographic setup. Volcano clastics are the major geologic units in 
rift floor whereas the massive volcanics of trachy-basalts and ignimbrite constitute the escarpments and plateau 
areas. Hydrological inflow to the area generally constrained in south-west and groundwater productivity, depth 
of occurrence and its chemistry are greatly controlled by the orientation and extent of rift faults. A grow in 
groundwater table by 13 meters over the last five decades took place at Wonji irrigation fields implying the 
development of water table mound by voluminous accretion of return water from excess irrigation water. All 
waters including Sodere and Wonji thermal waters have Na and HCO3 as major chemical constituent with 
elevated level of C02 and silica in thermal waters resulted from interaction of waters from silicate volcanic 
aquifers in more acidic and oxic environment with C02 rich gas from deep mantle.  
 

Key Word:  Hydrology, Wonji, groundwater, volcanic aquifer, Irrigation, Awash River 
 
 

Introduction 

The study area is located in the Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) within the geographic coordinate 
of 70, 50’ to 90, 30’N and 380, 55’ to 400, 45’E and has an area 19,297 Sq km (Fig 1). 

The Miocene massive geological process of the rift (Kinnard, 1998 et Williams et al., 2004) 
generates the buildup of three distinct slices of geomorphologic series as plateau, escarpment 
and rift floor that range in altitude from 4200 to 700 m.a.s.l. This variation in physiography 
forms three distinct climatic zones which are identified as humid, sub humid and arid zone 
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Figure 1: Location Map of study area 

 
 
 

Temperature varies with altitude and range from 30C at northwest and southeast of mountain 
highs to 360C in north central lowlands around Awash Arba. The distribution and amount of 
rainfall over the study area is characterized by orographic effects and considerably influenced 
at larger extent by topographic setup. The north west highlands of Ankober, Ginager and 
Sendafa, Deksis and Abomsa in south east get maximum precipitation(above 1800mm/yr) 
while the central and north-east lowlands receives light rain (below 600mm/yr).  
 
Beside the physiographical configuration, the movement and the position of the Inter-Tropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) also influence the rainfall occurrence in Ethiopia including the 
study area.  Annual average aerial precipitation is 887.7mm and shows two separate rain 
seasons caused by positional shift in ITCZ. The main rainy season often extends from June to 
September while the little rain occurs in the months of March and April.  Potential 
evapotranspiration as estimated by Penman and Thornwaites empirical model is 979.95 
mm/yr while actual evapotranspiration according to Mather and Thornwaite soil moisture 
balance model is 842.4mm/yr which is closer to aerial precipitation. This means that 
evapotranspiration is the principal way through which water is lost.    
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Geology 

The geological activities of the MER resulted in the formation of two major landforms. The 
central part of MER is represented by rift axis that trend NNE-SSW direction and the 
mountain block bounding the rift floor. The rock in the flat terrain of the rift ranges from the 
older Cretaceous to Quaternary formation (Brotzu et al 1981.) and mainly consists the 
volcani-clastics, ignimbrites, tuffs, and pumices with localized piles of basaltic flows and 
caldera. The volcanic product, typically basalt, trachyte and ignimbrites form the western and 
eastern mountain mass. The massive plateau basalt found intermingled with large 
accumulations of ignimbrite and acidic rhyolites overlying uncomformabily the intrusive 
trachytes (Abebe et al., 2006).  

The notable thermal signatures such as Wonji, Sodere thermal waters and Fantale volcano 
along the central rift floor are the conspicuous proof for the on work of volcano-tectonics in 
the study area.  The Fantale volcano spilled extensive flows of scoriatic basalts that reached 
the shore of Lake Basaka.  Small local faults and landslides and recent fissures are very 
common in study area (Boccaletti et al., 1999). This tectonic experience coupled with surface 
physical weathering continually modifying the land form and structures of the area. 
 
 

Hydrogeological function 

The hydrogeological function of the study area is influenced to a large extent by 
physiography, geology and climate of the area. Hydrological inflow is constrained in south 
west part of the study area in low lying plain of upper Awash. Surface runoff emerges from 
escarpments bounding the rift and in place forms swamp in some localized area such as 
Welenchiti, which later disappear at large by evaporation and to lesser extent as seepage. The 
geological effect on groundwater flow in middle Awash basin is substantial. The scoraceous 
basalt and highly fractured ignimbrite are the main aquifers. Observation of 153 wells shows 
the progressive deepening of groundwater rift wards indicating the higher permeable layer at 
deeper basal. This shows the existence of substantial geological heterogeneity in the study 
area. 

Physical surface features like Koka reservoir, Awash River and wetland (irrigation) are 
thought to have significant influence on groundwater flow domain at Wonji-Adama sub flow 
system. However, the scale and mode of their influence are not yet documented and this will 
be part of this ongoing PhD project. Furthermore, due to the circular nature of this sub flow 
systems, surface runoff from surrounding highs hoard around Wonji flat terrain, which 
overtime infiltrate to groundwater. As none of earth materials are absolutely impervious to 
water (Reilly, 2001), water impounds in canals and irrigation field for extended time period 
could slowly soak in to subsurface. In many circumstance particularly during heavy rain 
event, Awash River spill over its natural canal and overwhelm wider areas of land including 
areas with rock exposures; an event when momentous infiltration to groundwater is inferred.  
Analysis of groundwater level of 50 years at Wonji irrigation farm indicate the progressive 
grow in groundwater level since the existence of Wonji mechanized irrigation farm which 
imply the anthropogenic impact on groundwater (Legesse and Ayenew, 2006). 

Maximum water rise occurs in summer rain season; during the period of minimum intake of 
Awash River to farm land.  Moreover,   groundwater level shows a declining tendency for the 
period of winter (dry season) during which enormous volume of river is sidetracked to farm 
field.  The first possible reason for this ambiguous situation could be water logging effect for 
extended time during the rainy season which in due course slowly soaks in to unconsolidated 
soil horizon to shallow groundwater. The declining trend of groundwater level during the 
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winter dry time (during maximum irrigation period) could be due to high rate of groundwater 
evapotranspiration which is prominent during dry time when evaporative parameters are high. 
The other possible reason for rise of groundwater during summer season could be the input of 
Awash River to groundwater during its spill over through active tectonic structures. 
 
 

Hydrochemistry and stable Isotopes  

The chemistry and stable isotope of waters along groundwater flow direction have been 
analyzed to identify source and mode of groundwater circulation in the flow media. The 
temperature of water range from 120C (Debre sina spring) to 750C (Sodere hot spring), TDS 
from 450 to 600 mg/l except for L.Beseka, pH values are in the range of neutral (6.8) to 
mildly alkaline (8.9). Such variability in physical and chemical parameters corresponds to the 
location of water samples with respect to the rift volcanic active zone. Na and HCO3 make-up 
major chemical ingredient of all waters including the Sodere and Wonji thermal waters. 
However, hot springs have high dissolved C02 and silica concentrations that could be the 
geochemical process of waters from silicate volcanic aquifers with C02 rich gas influx from 
deep mantle into groundwater horizon along faults (Berhanu Gizaw 1996 and Tamiru A. et al 
2005). Some deep boreholes such as Golbo bitniti (420C) below Wonji, Tututti (480C), near 
Fantalle and Arba bodede (340C) near Awash arba are also hot waters with high level of CO2.  

 

The low TDS value (450-600mg/l) of water suggests volcanic aquifers under the condition of 
low degree water-rock interaction with short residence time under low aquifer temperature. 
The high dissolved carbon contents as bicarbonate ion and water with elevated temperature is 
due to the noticeable interaction of groundwater with CO2-rich fluids from deep mantle via 
rift faults (Fausto et al., 2006). Deep faults and tectonics seem to play an important role in 
controlling the rising of thermal waters and deep gases towards the surface.   

 

Environmental isotope of all water types along flow direction is analyzed to understand the 
hydrogeochemical process in the flow paths and to identify sources (Kendall, 1998). Awash 
River and the highland springs of Debre sina and Dibre Birhan are plotted near but slightly to 
the left (negative-shift) to LMWL (Fig 2) which indicates the meteoric origin under non 
evaporative conditions (Kebede et al., 2005). Groundwater at highlands (Addis Ababa), 
Escarpment (Modjo)  and rift floors (Wonji and Nazerath) have similar isotopic signatures 
with Awash Rivers and highland springs plotted closer to LMWL which also suggest their 
meteoric origin under state of fast circulation.  The copious faults and fractures in volcanic 
aquifers together with high altitudinal variation toward flow direction favor fast groundwater 
circulation. As a result of this short intact of groundwater with host rocks, water isotope and 
chemical constituent remains unaffected over long distance along the flow path.  
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Figure 2: Stable isotope plot for selected water samples 

 
Thermal springs are quite widespread in the study area and sited within the zone of active 
main rift fault belt. Rift floor hot springs such as Sodere and Wonji have slightly higher d18-
O values (positive 18O-shift) (Fig 2) and have high CO2 which indicate the effects of 
interaction of inorganic carbon dioxide of the mantle with groundwater. The locations of these 
hot springs are exactly concurrent with the main tectonic active centre of the rift.  
 
 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

All water types (except L.Beseka) have Na-HCO3 type water with similar isotope signatures 
indicating meteoric origin flowing in volcanic aquifers under fast circulation.  

Anthropogenic impact brought significant groundwater rise at Wonji sub flow system. 

The mode and extent of interaction of Reservoir, wetland and river with groundwater at Wonji 
sub flow systems need to be acknowledged through groundwater flow modeling.   
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The period of pumping test in heterogenous aquifers 
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Abstract 

In heterogenous aquifers, the effects of heterogeneity results in marked variations in hydraulic parameters being 
calculated for different periods of pumping tests. It is important to assess an appropriate period for pumping tests 
in such aquifers. A simple method has been derived which can assess the minimum period of pumping test 
required for evaluating the aquifer parameters. In this approach, the values of transmissivity are computed and 
plotted against time for different periods of pumping test. The appropriate period for pumping tests is the period 
when stabilization is achieved. However, stabilisation does not occur in some pumping tests. In such cases, 
based on the required precision, a 1 to 5 percent ratio error between two successive values of transmissivity may 
be accepted.  

 

 
Keywords: aquifer, heterogeneity, pumping test, pumping period, transmissivity 
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Qualité chimique et recharge des systèmes aquifères de Djibouti 
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Abstract 
Dans une région à climat aride où les recharges sont faibles et l'évaporation des eaux superficielles est 
importante, la connaissance des caractéristiques hydrochimiques et isotopiques des systèmes aquifères est 
essentielle dans la planification de l'alimentation en eau potable. Plus de trois cent points d’eau ont été 
échantillonnées en République de Djibouti. Les résultats des analyses chimiques des éléments majeurs effectuées 
au laboratoire de géochimie du CERD montrent une large variation de la composition chimique des eaux. Pour 
les aquifères sédimentaires, le faciès chimique des nappes côtières est essentiellement chloruré sodique et celle 
des bassins sédimentaires se situent entre deux types principaux : bicarbonaté-alcalin-alcalino-terreux et 
bicarbonaté-sulfaté-chloruré-alcalins. En revanche, les aquifères volcaniques présentent deux catégories d’eaux: 
les eaux superficiels ayant une faible minéralisation, et les eaux profondes dont la minéralisation totale s’élève 
sur certains forages au-delà de 10000 mg/l (ex : le forage Hidga guissyed MT=14000mg/l). Les faciès chimiques 
des eaux est généralement de type Na-Cl avec des tendances calcique ou magnésienne pour les eaux les plus 
minéralisées, et Ca-HCO3 ou Na-HCO3 pour les eaux les moins minéralisées. Les analyses isotopiques ont été 
réalisées à Paris-Orsay et Avignon. Les résultats des analyses des isotopes stables montrent que la recharge se 
produit par infiltration rapide dans les fractures des roches sans subir d’évaporation au préalable. Les teneurs en 
isotopes radioactives, quant à eux, mettent en évidence un mélange entre des eaux anciennes qui se seraient 
infiltrés avant les essais nucléaires et des eaux récentes.  
 
Mots clés : hydrochimie, qualité des eaux, isotope stable, aquifères volcaniques et sédimentaires, Zone 

aride, République de Djibouti. 
 
 

Introduction 

Situé dans la corne de l’Afrique, dans un contexte climatique aride, la République de Djibouti 
(23 000 Km², ~700 000 Habitant) est soumise à un fort déficit hydrique (P moyenne = 150 
mm/an et Evapotranspiration moyenne = 2000 mm/an). Les mesures des analyses physico-
chimiques des eaux collectés sur une longue période depuis les années 80 jusqu’à nos jours 
combinée avec quelques résultats ponctuels en isotopes de l’environnement (O18, H2, 13C et 
14C) permettent de dresser une synthèse des données disponibles pour la République de 
Djibouti. L’objectif de ce travail est de mettre en relief d’une part les faciès hydrochimiques 
des systèmes aquifères volcaniques et sédimentaires de la République de Djibouti, et d’autre 
part, de déterminer l’origine et les mécanismes de recharge des eaux souterraines afin de 
mieux gérer et protéger cette ressource. Deux principaux types de systèmes aquifères sont 
rencontrés en République de Djibouti : les aquifères sédimentaires et les aquifères de 
formation volcaniques.  
 
 

Faciès chimiques des aquifères volcaniques et sédimentaires  

Les trois plaines sédimentaires côtières sont celles de Djibouti, Tadjourah et Obock en ordre 
croissant de superficie. Elles se présentent globalement dans un contexte hydrogéologique 
similaire, à savoir qu'elles sont limitées en amont par des formations volcaniques sous forme 
de massifs et de plateaux plus ou moins élevés et par la mer en aval. Les minéralisations 
totales des eaux échantillonnées sur les puits et les forages varient entre 500 mg/l à plus de 
5000 mg/l. le faciès chimique des nappes côtières est essentiellement chloruré sodique. Par 
ailleurs, les séries géologiques des bassins sédimentaires du Sud-Ouest du pays sont des 
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remplissages lacustres et fluviatiles sur plusieurs centaines de mètres où les dépôts argileux 
dominent. Les bassins sont délimités par la série des basaltes stratoïdes et dans le cas du 
Grand Bara, aussi par les basaltes de Dalha dans la partie Sud et Est. Après avoir été des lacs 
d'eau douce durant les périodes climatiques humides, ces bassins sont aujourd'hui des plaines 
arides alimentées par d'importants oueds comme le Hanlé ou le Gobaad, ou par plusieurs 
oueds de dimensions réduites. Le faciès chimique des eaux des bassins sédimentaires se 
situent entre deux types principaux: bicarbonaté-alcalin-alcalino-terreux et bicarbonaté-
sulfaté-chloruré-alcalins. La nature bicarbonatée est liée à la présence des calcaires lacustres 
dans les séries sédimentaires et le sulfate proviendrait de la dissolution du gypse intercalé 
dans les sédiments. 

Les formations volcaniques sont reparties en quatre zones géographiques (Sud-Est, Sud-
Ouest, Nord-Est, Nord-Ouest).  

� Dans la région du Sud-Est du pays, on trouve d’un côté l'aquifère des basaltes de 
Dalha et de l’autre, l’aquifère des basaltes anciens d'Adolei situés en aval des massifs 
des grès crétacé. 

L'aquifère des basaltes de Dalha affleure sur une longue bande ponctué de plusieurs 
champs de captage: Oueah, Hindi-Mouloud et Dikhil. Ces champs de captage sont 
exploités depuis les années 1970 de façon continue et on observe une augmentation de 
la minéralisation des eaux au cours du temps. Les minéralisations totales mesurées à 
l'heure actuelle ne dépassent pas 2500 mg/l et à Oueah elles restent en-dessous de 
1500 mg/l. Le faciès chimique des eaux est entre le type bicarbonaté-sodique et 
chloruré-sodique à tendance calcique et/ou magnésienne, et parfois avec une tendance 
légèrement sulfatée pour les eaux proches du Grand Bara. La nature bicarbonatée 
serait liée aux eaux d'infiltration superficielle depuis les nappes inféroflux et 
s'expliquerait par la dissolution des carbonates dans les sédiments et aussi dans les 
veines de calcite dans les fissures des basaltes. Le site d’Ali Adé est localisé à l'Est de 
la région d'Ali Sabieh. Les affleurements de cette région correspondent aux basaltes 
anciens d'Adolei situés en aval des massifs des grès crétacé. Les basaltes sont traversés 
par l'oued d’Ali Adé qui charrie les alluvions formés par les débris des grès crétacé 
essentiellement. Les puits captent les alluvions de l'oued et certains captent les 
basaltes. Les minéralisations totales des eaux sont élevées pour les eaux des alluvions, 
entre 2000 mg/l et 5000 mg/l. Les eaux dans les basaltes sont caractérisées par des 
minéralisations totales relativement faibles inférieures à 1000 mg/l, sauf pour quelques 
points d'eau, mais ne dépassent pas 2000 mg/l. L'analyse des données hydro-chimiques 
dans le diagramme de Piper révèle deux groupes représentés par les points d'eau des 
aquifères sédimentaire et basaltique (Figure.1). Les eaux des alluvions varient entre les 
types chloruré-sodique et chloruré-sodique-alcalino-terreux. Elles se distinguent des 
eaux des basaltes qui sont du type chloruré-sodique-bicarbonaté parfois à tendance 
calcique et/ou magnésienne. Certains puits et forages à proximité des alluvions 
montrent les mêmes caractéristiques que les eaux des alluvions. Le type d'eau des 
alluvions et leur minéralisation totale élevée pourrait s'expliquer par la dissolution des 
minéraux évaporites contenus dans les grès crétacé. Le diagramme NaCl confirme les 
deux types d'eau. Les points correspondants à l'aquifère sédimentaire et celui 
basaltique s'alignent selon deux axes distincts. Sur l'axe formé par les points de 
l'aquifère sédimentaire on retrouve les points de l'aquifère basaltique dont les eaux 
sont influencées par les alluvions.  
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Figure.1: Hydrochimie de la région de Ali Adé 
 

� Dans la région du Sud-0uest du pays, se trouve les basaltes et les rhyolites de la série 
stratoide qui s'étend jusqu’en Ethiopie dans la basse vallée de la rivière Awash. Au 
fond du bassin le plus méridional, se trouve le lac Abhé de saumure (150 g/l) alimenté 
principalement par la rivière Awash. Cette zone est connue pour son activité 
hydrothermale. Il existe de nombreuses sources d'eau chaude et des fumerolles autour 
du lac. Les sources apparaissent aussi dans la plaine de Hanlé et de Gaggadé, ainsi que 
dans la région géothermique du lac Asal. Les forages sont principalement localisés 
dans la plaine de Hanlé. La minéralisation totale des sources est plus élevée que celle 
des eaux des forages. Elle varie entre 900 mg/l jusqu'à 4500 mg/l. Celle des forages 
fluctue entre 300 mg/l et 2000 mg/l. 

Figure 2 : Diagramme Piper et NaCl, Aquifère basaltique régional 

 
Les eaux de la rivière Awash sont de type sodique-alcalino-terreux-bicarbonaté et leur 
minéralisation totale reste inférieure à 400 mg/l. Les eaux des forages et des sources, à 
quelques exceptions, sont toutes chloruré-sodiques avec des tendances sulfatées et/ou 

alcalino-terreuses. La source de Abaitou et le forage de Gorabous sont localisés au SE 
de la plaine de Hanlé, et le forage de Dawdawya dans la partie Nord de la plaine de 
Gaggadé. Leur faciès chimique semble être influencé par les eaux superficielles 
bicarbonatées. 
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� Dans la région Nord Est, au Nord de la ville d'Obock, quelques forages et puits captent 
les aquifères volcaniques. Les basaltes de Dalha sont captés par Lahassa, Gontoi, 
Alaili Dada et Kibo, les forages Samalou traversent la série des rhyolites mabla, et 
plus au Sud, le long de l'oued Sadai, Illisola et Assassan pénètrent dans les basaltes 
anciens de Mabla. Les minéralisations totales de ces eaux sont assez élevées, 
supérieures à 2500 mg/l. Lors des pompages les forages de la zone de Gontoy-
Lahassa-Samalou, produisent des eaux pouvant dépasser 3500 mg/l. Seuls les 
minéralisations totales du puits peu profonds d’Alaili Dada et des forages de Illisola et 
Assassan restent inférieures à 2000 mg/l. Le faciès des eaux de ces captages sont 
essentiellement chlorurées-alcalines-alcalico-terreuses 

� Dans la région Nord Ouest du pays on trouve trois systèmes aquifères représentés par 
les rhyolites Mabla, les basaltes de Dalha et les basaltes de la série stratoide. Les 
points d'eau considérés sont ceux de Dora, d'Asa Gayla, Garenlé, Adailou, Andaba et 
les sources dans le massif de Goda. On peut considérer que les sources, les puits et les 
forages de Garenlé se situent dans une même zone dans le Goda. La plupart de ces 
points d'eau sont ruraux et connaissent une exploitation peu intensive à l'exception du 
site de Garenlé, utilisé pour l'alimentation en eau du Day depuis quelques années. Les 
minéralisations totales des eaux sont en général inférieures à 1500 mg/l. Les eaux des 
sources et celles de Dora sont les plus douces avec quelques centaines de 
milligrammes par litre. Localement, il est possible de trouver des minéralisations 
totales élevées comme sur un des puits de Garenlé. Le faciès des eaux varient entre 
chloruré-sodique et bicarbonaté-calcique. Tandis que les eaux de Dora dans la plaine, 
se distinguent par le type bicarbonaté-sodique. 

 
 
Analyses isotopiques 
Les teneurs en isotopes stables des eaux sont situés entre la droite météorique mondiale et la 
droite de mélange avec l’eau de mer. Cela suggère que la recharge se produit par infiltration 
direct des précipitations à travers les fractures et les fissures des roches. Cependant les points 
s’écartant de la DMM montre une influence de leur signature isotopique due à un effet de 
mélange possible avec une eau d’origine marine. Les teneurs en 13C et en 14C montrent, en 
outre, l’existence de deux groupes d’eaux :  

o Un premier groupe constitué par une recharge récente correspondant à une eau de 
circulation rapide à travers les réseaux de fracture. 

o Un deuxième groupe contenant des eaux anciennes qui se seraient infiltrés avant 
les essais nucléaires correspondant à une eau avec un taux de renouvellement 
faible. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DM
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Conclusion 

L'étude des caractéristiques hydrochimiques et isotopiques des systèmes aquifères 
volcaniques et sédimentaires, nous a permit d’identifier différents faciès chimiques. Un faciès 
bicarbonatés-sodique avec des tendances sulfatés ou calcique-magnésienne pour les aquifères 
sédimentaires. Les aquifères volcaniques, compte à eux, présentent deux catégories d’eaux: 
des eaux superficiels ayant une faible minéralisation, et des eaux profondes très minéralisés. 
Leurs faciès chimiques est de type Na-Cl avec des tendances calcique ou magnésienne pour 
les eaux les plus minéralisées, et Ca-HCO3 ou Na-HCO3 pour les eaux les moins 
minéralisées. L’étude de la relation ‘18O-deutérium’ a montré que la recharge des aquifères 
s’effectue directement à partir des eaux de précipitation sans subir d’évaporation notable. 

Enfin, la corrélation entre les teneurs en 13C et 14C, montre que certains points d’eau 
pouvaient contenir des eaux anciennes, et cela doit être prise en compte dans la gestion des 
aquifères en République de Djibouti. 
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Abstract. 
The small island of Montserrat has been heavily affected by the latest volcanic episode which began in 1995. 
Subsequent hydrogeological investigations were at first concerned solely with the provision of potable water to 
the remaining 5000 islanders, but after 12 years of work by the Montserrat Volcanic Observatory it is being 
increasingly appreciated that water−volcano interactions have a number of implications for the island and its 
community. These include short-term dangers such as dome collapse and rainless flooding, but also longer-term 
problems like loss of spring flow or deterioration in water quality. There are also implications for the island’s 
geothermal resources.    

This presentation reviews what is already known about the hydrogeology of Montserrat, but also outlines future 
plans to investigate water–volcano interactions using a wide variety of techniques including geology, 
geochemistry and geophysics to arrive at conceptual models of system behaviours. This will enable integrated 
modelling of interaction between the hydrothermal system, volcanic/seismic activity and groundwater to be 
performed. The information gained can potentially be applied not only to other islands, but to andesitic 
volcanoes in general.   
 
 
Key-words. Active andesite volcano. Water–volcano interaction. Hydrochemistry. Stable isotopes. 

Montserrat. 
 
 

Introduction . 

Studying the hydrogeology of active volcanoes is not simply a matter of considering how 
rainfall percolates through the volcanic edifice: it must also consider the diverse ways in 
which meteoric waters and magmatic fluids may interact. In the short term, for example, 
rising magma may force groundwater to the surface, resulting in unforeseen floods, or intense 
rainfall onto hot lava may destabilise the flow and trigger dangerous collapses. In the longer 
term, phenomena such as loss of spring flows can have severe economic and social impacts, 
especially on island communities who live in close proximity to the volcano with little 
available land and resources for resettlement.  

Very little is yet known about how water–volcano interactions trigger these phenomena in 
terms of the underlying physical and chemical processes. While standard hydrological 
analysis techniques are well established, and can in principle be applied as readily to 
volcanoes as to any other type of terrain, the particular ways in which groundwater systems 
respond to crustal deformation and high thermal gradients caused by magma movement and 
eruptive processes are largely unknown. This lack of understanding has limited the ability of 
volcanologists to provide reliable forecasts to help ensure public safety, and has also hindered 
attempts by hydrogeologists to assess the availability and security of water supply. 
To improve the ability of both categories of scientists to make their forecasts, it is necessary 
to raise substantially our level of understanding of how water and magma interact on active 
andesite volcanoes.  

Montserrat is a small (102 km2) volcanic island in the Caribbean Leeward Island group, 
southwest of Antigua, east of Nevis and northwest of Guadeloupe. Before the commencement 
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of the current volcanic episode in 1995, the population of the island (approximately 10,500) 
was mainly located in the south west and central areas, around Plymouth, the former capital, 
and a series of villages between Salem in the west, Trant’s in the east and Brades/St John’s in 
the north. Following the eruption, the area south of a line between Salem and Trant’s was 
declared an exclusion zone (Figure 1). A large proportion of the islanders chose to emigrate, 
leaving some 5000 located in the northern part of the island. Water supply for this population 
is obtained by the Montserrat Water Authority (MWA) from springs located outside the 
exclusion zone, within the southern and western fringes of the Centre Hills. However, the 
discharges from these springs have been declining and yields are now barely sufficient to 
meet demand. 

There is therefore a combination of scientific and practical reasons to study the hydrogeology 
of Montserrat, particularly while the present volcanic episode persists.  
 
 

Figure 1: pographic map of Montserrat from the pre-eruption period. There is now an 
exclusion zone south of latitude 16°45´N due to the volcanic activity. 
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Progress 
Access difficulties over more than a decade have restricted most activities to the part of the 
island north of the 16°45’N exclusion line. Here, a review of the groundwater resources of 
central and northern Montserrat was carried out by Davies and Peart (2003).  This involved an 
initial survey using remote sensing to identify potential development sites, ground and 
geophysics survey, and an investigation of reduced spring yields.   

Analyses of available satellite imagery and aerial photography of the island indicated that 
sites for potential groundwater development would be limited to the lower reaches of the 
larger valleys where thicker alluvium deposits are located upon significant fracture lineations. 
Use of the satellite imagery was limited by cloud cover and poor resolution at scales less than 
1:50,000. Thick vegetation cover limited the use of aerial photographic interpretation 
especially where occurring around the spring zones. A limited magnetometry geophysical 
survey was undertaken in the Belham Valley in the attempt to locate an artesian borehole 
‘lost’ beneath pyroclastic flows.  This met with only limited success, suggesting that more 
sophisticated geophysical techniques would be necessary. 

Ground surveys of the spring zones and collection of spring discharge, rainfall, earthquake 
and volcanic event data were undertaken. Analyses and correlation of these data indicated that 
the reductions in spring discharge rates are probably caused by the combined effects of 
secular changes in rainfall and recent volcanic activity that combine to reduce rainfall 
infiltration in the Centre Hills area. 
 
 

Hydrogeology 
Spring discharge rate data have been collected by the MWA intermittently since 1984. The 
records suggest that the decline of groundwater discharge from the spring zones has been 
ongoing for at least 15 years. What began as a decline due to diminishing amounts of rainfall 
has apparently been made worse by the negative impacts of earthquake activity and ash-fall 
deposits mantling spring system catchment zones (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Declining yields from water-supply springs on the Centre Hills of Montserrat: the relative 
contributions of volcanic activity and declining rainfall remain to be resolved. 
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Despite the general decline in yield, hydrochemical analyses indicate that the spring waters 
usually have very good inorganic quality.  However, a sample from the Belham River 
alluvium beneath the lahar deposits has a poorer water quality although only the manganese 
and iron oxide contents actually exceeded WHO guidelines (Davies and Peart, 2003). 
The schematic in Figure 3 is considered to represent hydrogeological conditions on the Centre 
Hills, a now-inactive volcano, since the current phase of pyroclastic eruptions began.  
Although a large number of water production boreholes have been drilled around the island 
the occurrence of groundwater within the pyroclastic deposits of Montserrat remains poorly 
understood.  Drilling conditions were difficult and the quality of data collected during the 
drilling and test pumping elements has tended to be poor.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
To assess the flowpaths taken by infiltrating rainfall, a better concept of groundwater 
residence time is required.  Differences in stable isotope composition revealed by sampling in 
2003 and again in 2008 (Table 1) offer the prospect that short-residence flowpaths could be 
revealed if rainfall isotopic compositions were monitored. For longer flowpaths, indicators 
such as CFCs or SF6 could be useful (e.g. Koh et al., 2006).   
 
 
 

 
 

Table 1: Changes in δ18O with time suggest a short-residence spring system which could be modelled 
if rainfal isotopic composions were monitored. 

 

Present sea level 

Sea level at 20 kyr 
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pyroclastic  flow 
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Groundwater flow within alluvium 

Figure 3: Schematic section showing the possible groundwater occurrence and flow patterns within 
the Centre Hills of Montserrat. 

Spring Aug 2003 Jun 2008 Spring Aug 2003 Jun 2008

Belham River -2.57 -4.28 Lawyers Spring -2.40 -3.25
Fogarthy Spring -2.94 -3.31 Monkey Spring -2.25 -2.83
Hope Spring -2.45 -3.28 Olveston Spring -2.46 -3.26
Killicrankie Spring -2.09 -2.88 Quashie Spring -2.37 -3.21
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Future scientific objectives 

Characterising the hydrogeology of the now-inactive Centre Hills is a necessary prelude to 
understanding water–volcano interactions on the whole of Montserrat. However, much 
research remains to be carried out. An important step will be to develop a 3D hydrogeological 
model to quantify the water budget for the entire island, taking due account of uncertainties. 
This will involve improved measurements of rainfall, the meteoric/magmatic water fraction in 
the active volcano’s plume, spring flow inland and at the coast, sea water ingress, runoff, solar 
radiation, evaporation and transpiration. The model will be enhanced by incorporating 
regional and local structures that focus fluid movement and which control hydrological–
volcanological interaction. This will require a new structural assessment of the island and 
offshore shelf using geological mapping, shallow bathymetry, shallow seismics, evaluation of 
recent seismic tomography results, gravimetric monitoring, airborne geophysics including 
innovative four-frequency EM, and a new lidar-derived DEM.  

Analytical and numerical solutions for crustal stress and strain perturbations forced by rainfall 
and volcanic and magmatic events will be devised, and tested against volcanological, 
hydrological and geophysical data, new and already acquired by the Montserrat Volcanic 
Observatory (MVO). New data will include seismic, geodetic and rainfall rates in both the 
near-field (i.e. on-volcano) and far-field settings, supplemented with measurements of spring 
flow rates and groundwater levels where these can be safely measured in the far-field.  

Novel geophysical remote monitoring techniques (Automated time-Lapse Electrical 
Resistivity Tomography or ALERT) will be employed to capture key parameters of near-
surface hydrological–volcanological interaction in real time, allowing analysis of the temporal 
evolution of this interaction with unprecedented resolution. Variations in hydrothermal flow 
will be investigated through proxy data (resistivity and self-potential) and correlated with 
observed volcanic activity. Together with geochemical analysis of hot and cold springs, this 
information will be used to devise a conceptual model of the interaction of the groundwater 
system on the volcano with the active hydrothermal system (Chiodini et al., 1996). 

To carry out this ambitious programme, a consortium approach will be necessary. The 
following organisations have expressed willingness to assist the British Geological Survey to 
achieve the various goals: MVO, MWA, University of West Indies at Trinidad and Barbados, 
Institut de Physique du Globe (France, Guadeloupe), Buffalo and Penn State Universities 
(USA), and Bristol, Cambridge, East Anglia, Newcastle and Reading Universities (UK). 
 
 

Conclusions 

A hydrogeological survey of Montserrat north of the exclusion zone has raised questions over 
the balance between volcanic and climatic factors in impacting the island’s water supply. The 
survey has also resulted in a concept of how groundwater flows in the absence of near-field 
volcanic activity. The challenge ahead will be to refine this far-field ‘baseline’, and then to 
extend it to the zone of active volcanism, with appropriate modification, in order to obtain a 
significantly improved view of water–volcano interactions during the present major eruptive 
episode. To accomplish this, a consortium of hydrogeologists, geochemists, geophysicists and 
volcanologists, often using novel techniques, is at the detailed planning stage. 
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Abstract 
The highlands of Cameroon Volcanic Line (CVL) and Adamawa plateau form the second most extensively 
active volcanic zone in Africa after East African Rift. It is made of horsts (Mount Cameroon, Manengouba, 
Bambouto, Bamenda and Oku, Bamoun and Adamawa plateaus, Mandara Mountains) alternating with gabens 
(Tombel, Mbo, Noun, Tikar and Benue). The most important rivers have their head in these volcanic highlands 
known as great Cameroon water castles, witch huge reserves (not yet determined as it’s the case in sedimentary 
and metamorphic rocks) regulate streams rates during dry season. Major fractures lines correspond to the sketch 
of streams and are main zones of water infiltration to form groundwater aquifers. In these volcanic formations, 
water is found in pores (pyroclastic deposits), in fissures (prisms of basaltic and trachytic lavas flows) and lastly 
in fractures. Survey of groundwater in this context need a good knowledge of field geology and the precious help 
of geophysics.  

Geologic, geoelectric and hydrogeologic studies on western Cameroon horsts (with high density of populations) 
having a similar structural geology with Adamawa, showed under a thick resistant mantle more or less 
lateritised, two types of aquifers; one in decayed rocks and the other in fractured zones with 11,5 to 120m deep. 
Their low mineralization (linked to lithology and level of decaying of lavas) is controlled by the interactions 
water-rock processes (Nono et al. 2008) and vary from 22,5 mg/l in superficial aquifers (in decayed rocks) to 
300 mg/l in deep aquifers (fractured zones); their permeability vary from 1,51x10-7 to 4,04 x 10-3 m/s, their 
transmissivity from 2,83x10-6 to 3,6 x 10-2 m3/s and the influence ray from 35 to 488 m (Nono et al 2006). The 
boreholes rates (linked to density of fractures and their interconnection) are generally low, (<1 to 7m3/h) but can 
go up to 12m3/h in some special geologic formations such as pyroclastic deposits. In grabens (Tombel and Noun 
plains) aquifers are well filled so that springs flow like groundwater streams, but water quality not good due to 
large permeability of thick stratas of scoria witch are the main geologic formations found in these areas.  

Physico-chemical analyses show high iron and silica contents (compared to WHO norms). Aquifers with highest 
iron contents are founded in mafic lavas and those with highest silica contents are linked to felsic lavas where 
cavities with secondary cristallalization of quartz, calcite and zeolite are observed. 
 
Key words: Cameroon volcanic Highlands, interconnected fractures, discontinuous aquifers, 

Productive bores holes. 
 
 
Extended abstract 
 
Presentation of the Cameroon line 

The Cameroon Alkaline magmatism mainly straddle an almost SW-NE linear trend (mean value: 
N30°E) referred to as the Cameroon Line defining one of the major geological structures of the 
African plate and continent. Known as the second most important geological curiosity in Africa after 
the East-African-Rift system, the fact that it displays a continental part and an oceanic part, makes it a 
unique feature in Africa and even in the world. Recent available petrological, geochemical and 
structural data are consistent with: (1) the mantle origin of mafic rocks as petrographically evidenced 
by their richness in ultramafic xenoliths and isotopically marked by Sri ratios (0.7030-0.7045) in the 
range of mantle values; the derivation of felsic rocks from mafic ones through fractional crystallization 
with more or less crustal contamination during ascent; (2) the absence of geochemical discrimination 
between oceanic and continental sectors; however, felsic rocks are mostly undersaturated in the 
oceanic sector and saturated to oversaturated in the continental sector (3) the existence of volcanoes 
with transitional affinities in the continental sector (e.g. Mt Bangou) which contrasts with the entire 
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alkaline nature formerly suggested; (4) The older age of plutonic complexes (67-30 Ma) relative to 
volcanic massifs, but volcanic activity ranges from 45 Ma to Present and not from 30 Ma established 
for the distribution of volcano-capped swells along the Line; (5) the absence of any age migration 
associated to the SW-NE linear trend. The continental part comprises both plutonic complexes and 
volcanic massifs, the plutonic complexes (> 60) being of small size (mostly 5-10 km in diameter). The 
oceanic part is entirely volcanic, and consists of four well studied islands (Bioko, Principe, São Tomé 
and Annobon) and two recently discovered large seamounts (Burke, 2001) between Bioko and 
Principe and between Principe and São Tomé. The whole gives to the line striking almost SW-NE, a 
swell-and-basin structure referred to as horsts (Mount Cameroon, Manengouba, Bambouto, Bamenda 
and Oku, Bamoun and Adamawa plateaus, Mandara Mountains) and grabens (Tombel, Mbo, Noun, 
Tikar and Benue). structure after Déruelle et al. (1991). 

The volcanic Highlands (West Cameroon and Adamawa) are horsts made of metamorphic 
basement covered with volcanic products. The basement is part of Centre Cameroon domain 
of the North Equatorial Panafrican range, and is mainly made of calco-alkaline orthogneiss 
which have recorded three deformation phases (Nzenti and Tchoua, 1996): - D1 characterized 
by foliation and schistosity orinted N30°E, D2 corresponding to shearing and folding and – 
D3 characterized by veins and fractures.  

The replay of the megafault NE-SW is responsible of volcanic activity from tertiary to actual. 
Volcanic products are alkaline to per-alkaline tendancy. Basement rocks show decreasing 
contents of SiO2, Al2O3, Na2O, and K2O, wheras volcanic rocks are MgO, CaO and FeO rich 
and poor in Na2O and K2O. 
 
 

Water resources 

The most important rivers of Cameroon (Benue, Logone, Sanaga, Wouri, Mungo, Cross 
River) have their head in these volcanic highlands (Adamawa plateau and West Cameroon 
high lands) known as great Cameroon water reservoirs, witch huge ground water reserves (not 
yet determined as it’s the case in sedimentary and metamorphic rocks) regulate streams rates 
during dry season. Major fractures lines (N20-40E, N130-140E, N70-80E and N150-160E ) 
correspond to the elongation of landforms, lineaments and the sketch of streams and are main 
zones of water infiltration and intense rocks decaying to form groundwater aquifers. 

Application of geoelectric methods on majors fractures gave evidence to the existence of three 
layers;- an upper layer made of decayed rocks, sometimes divided into saturated and non 
saturated resistant and more or less lateritised zones,- an intermediate layer in fractured rocks 
hosting bottom aquifers when fissures are filled with water, and a bottom layer , very 
resistant, which is the undecayed (unweathered) rocks. 

The thickness of decayed rocks vary from 9 to about 40 m, aquifers are located from 11,5 to 
120 m deep and hard rocks drilled in the areas are mostly basalt. The productivity of bore 
holes (0,2 to 18 m3/h) is linked to the opening and interconnection of fractures. The most 
productive aquifers (12 and 18 m3/h) are located in pyroclastic deposits (volcanic tuffs and 
scoriae respectively). In each bore hole, the aquifers are mostly located in fractured rocks, 
mining that: - water resource is not easily renewable; - ground-flowings are regional and need 
good knowledge of geology and fractures network. 

Two types of aquifers are found in the volcanic Highlands: -aquifers in decayed rocks 
supplying water to traditional wells and springs, - deep aquifers in fissures of basement and 
volcanic rocks supplying water to bore holes. 

The low mineralization of aquifers (linked to lithology and level of decaying of lavas) is 
controlled by the complex interactions water-rock processes (Nono et al. 2008) and vary from 
22,5 mg/l in superficial aquifers (in decayed rocks) to 300 mg/l in deep aquifers (fractured 
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zones); their permeability vary from 1,51x10-7 to 4,04 x 10-3 m/s, their transmissivity from 
2,83x10-6 to 3,6 x 10-2 m3/s and the influence ray from 35 to 488 m (Nono et al 2006). Waters 
are grouped in four domains: 1)- calcic and magnesian chlorite, 2)- sodic and potassic 
chlorite, 3)-sodic and potassic bicarbonate and 4)-calcic and magnesian bicarbonate. Water 
from bore holes are generally oxidant, free CO2 rich with hydrogen carbonate tendency. Na+, 
K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Fe2+, H4SiO4 are easily dissolved in water after long contact with clay 
minerals (kaolinite and montmorilonite) in rocks fissures. Physico-chemical analyses also 
show high iron and silica contents (compared to WHO norms). Aquifers with highest iron 
contents are founded in mafic lavas and those with highest silica contents are linked to felsic 
lavas where cavities with secondary cristallalization of quartz, calcite and zeolite are 
observed. 

In grabens (Tombel and Noun plains) aquifers are well filled (rates of boreholes go up to 
18m3/h and sometimes more), so that in some cases, springs flow like groundwater streams, 
but water quality (microbiological characteristics) is not good due to large permeability of 
thick stratas of scoria witch are the main geologic formations found in these areas.  

Waters from boreholes in Adamawa plateau are more mineralised (up to 300 mg/l) than in 
Western Cameroon highlands (not more than 268 mg/l). This can be explained by the long 
time stay of water-rock contact due to gentle slopes in Adamawa compared to higher slopes 
observed in western Cameroon. 
 
 

Conclusion. 

Geological, hydrogeological and hydrochemical studies of volcanic highlands areas have 
shown the complexity of water-soils-rocks relations. The productivity of aquifers is linked to 
geologic structures (fractures), their chemical characteristics and mineralizations depend on 
the lithology and the weathering stage of host rocks. 
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Abstract  
The groundwater flow system and mechanism of recharge of different aquifers has been studied using 
conventional hydrogeological field investigations, hydrochemical and isotope techniques in the volcanic terrain 
of central Ethiopia. Litho-hydrostratigraphic relationships were constructed from lithologic logs obtained from 
exploratory drilling of deep boreholes. The result indicates quite complex flow pattern and hydraulic 
characteristics of the different volcanic aquifers. The analysis of the temporal and spatial variation of water 
samples from different places revealed clear groundwater-surface water interactions. Two distinct regional 
basaltic aquifers (Upper and lower) were identified showing distinct hydrochemical and isotopic signatures. The 
groundwater from the deep exploratory wells (>250m) tapping the lower basaltic aquifer and wells located in the 
south were found to be moderately mineralized (TDS 400-650mg/l) and with relatively less enriched stable 
isotope composition. In contrast the upper shallow aquifer has lesser ionic concentration and more isotopically 
enriched. Evidences form the different methods indicate that there is likely groundwater transfer from the 
northern adjacent Blue Nile basin to the Upper Awash basin.  
 

Key Words:  Awash Basin, Groundwater flow, Hydrochemistry, Hydrostratigraphy, Recharge, 
Stable isotope. 

 
 

Introduction 

Most of the Ethiopian landmass is covered with volcanic rocks with highly variable 
composition and stratigraphic setup. Experience in groundwater exploration in different parts 
of the country revealed that the major productive aquifers are confined within the volcanic 
sequences, particularly basalts and associated volcanicclastic and alluvial deposits. The Upper 
Awash basin is characterized by one of Ethiopia’s best aquifers providing water supply for 
different cities including the capital Addis Ababa. The basin is located at the transient of the 
Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) and the central highlands. The basin has all the three major 
physiographic zones: rift, escarpment and highlands. 
 
 

Location, physiography and Climate  

The Upper Awash basin is located in central Ethiopia at the western margin of the Main 
Ethiopian Rift (MER). The capital Addis Ababa is located at the northern end of the basin. 
The study area is confined within the limits of 370000-540000E and 910000-1030000N (Fig. 
1). It has a total area of about 10841 km2. As there is a large topographic difference the 
climate is also variable. It is humid in the highlands and arid to semi-arid in the escarpment 
and rift valley. 
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Geological and hydrogeology setting 

The formation of the Ethiopian Rift during the Miocene separated the eastern and western 
highlands. The Upper Awash basin is exclusively confined within the north-central plateau 
and the adjacent escarpment and rift. The adjacent central plateau is drained due west by the 
Nile River drainage system and due north-east by the Awash River drainage system. 
Generally speaking, along the plateau-rift transect, the geology changes from dominantly 
lower Tertiary basaltic volcanic plateau to inter-layered Tertiary basaltic and acid volcanics in 
the centre and Quaternary volcano- sedimentary sequences to the south towards the rift floor 
(fig. 2) (Zanettin et al, 1980; Girmay et al 1989; Tefera et al, 1996). 
 

 

Figure 1.: Location Map of Upper Awash Basin with Isohyets, major acidic volcanic ridges (1=Mt.Intoto, 
2= Mt.Wechecha, 3= Mt.Furi, 4= Mt.Guji, 5= Mt.Yerer, 6= Mt.Bedegebaba, 7=Mt.Ziquala, 
8=Weliso Highlands, 9=Gurage Highlands) and Y-T on the inset representing the regional 
Yere-Tuluwelel Volcanic lineament and Ambo fault belt. 

 
 

The aquifers in upper Awash can be divided broadly in to two categories; primary porosity 
aquifers and double porosity aquifers. The first category comprises aquifers related to 
Quaternary alluvial and lacustrine deposits and the second broad categories belongs to the 
basaltic volcanics and again subdivided in to upper and lower basaltic aquifers separated by 
less permeable, along fractured and weathered zones and/or impermeable otherwise, of acidic 
volcanics (WWDSE, 2008).  
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The alluvial and lacustrine aquifers are found dominantly in the southeast around Debrezeit 
and Modjo, and locally in the northwestern part of the Becho plain and along the main 
perennial river courses. Volcanic aquifers are scattered all over the study area (fig. 2). 

Quaternary Bedegebaba rhyolites, Ziquala trachytes and Tertiary Entoto-Becho rhyolites , 
Central Volcanics of Wechecha, Furi and Yerer have low permeability, except along 
weathered and fractured zones and act as local aquicludes by compartmentalizing the upper 
basaltic aquifer. Chefedonsa Pyroclastics, Nazaret group Welded ignimbrites and Addis 
Ababa ignimbrites of low productivity along the weathered and fractured zones, act as 
aquicludes by separating the upper and lower basaltic aquifers in the northwestern, north-
central and northeastern part of the basin. 

 

 
Figure 2: Simplified geological and hydrogeological map of Upper Awash Basin (modified after WWDSE,2008) 

 

Approach and Methodology 

Converging evidence approach was followed mainly using conventional hydrogeological 
investigations. The main systematic database used is related to the 23 newly drilled deep 
exploratory wells, which are scattered in the upper Awash basin and adjacent Blue Nile 
plateau. A two hydrological year time series monthly data set of water quality monitoring at 
some selected areas, hydrogeological data collected in the two season field survey (summer 
2007 and winter 2008) is used. More over, systematic water samples collected from different 
water points is analysed. In addition extensive hydrochemical and isotope data from previous 
works was also used.  
 
 

Results and Discussion 

From the exploratory drilling in upper Awash and adjacent Blue Nile plateau the following 
litho-hydrostratigraphic configurations are outlined. The formations encountered from top to 
bottom (younger to older) are: Quaternary alluvial/lacustrine/volcanic deposits, underlain by 
Addis Ababa /Akaki basalts (upper basaltic aquifers) followed by thick ignimbrite formation 
(at places up to 282m), underlain by scoraceous and/or vesicular Tarmaber basalt, followed by 
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the columnar jointed Amba Aiba and highly weathered Ashangi basalts respectively (lower 
basaltic aquifers). The oldest volcanic unit before the underlying Mesozoic sedimentary 
formation is the massive Blue Nile basalt.  

Water types have been classified based on the Piper Trilinear diagram. The plot classified the 
waters of the study area into the following major groups of chemical facies based on the 
dominant cations and anions: Ca-Mg-HCO3, Mg-Ca–HCO3, Ca-Mg–Na-HCO3, Na-Ca-Mg-
HCO3 and Na-HCO3. The δ18O versus δ2H plot of waters from different sources in the study 
area revealed certain trends (Fig. 3). From the plot it is possible to observe at a glance that 
there are two major groups of waters. The first group comprises water from rivers, springs, 
and wells tapping the upper unconfined shallow aquifer and are relatively high in their stable 
isotope composition, which signifies their direct contact with the modern precipitation. 
Waters from Filuha Thermal wells, wells tapping the lower Aquifer and wells in the southern 
part of the study area belong to the other group. These waters are relatively low in their stable 
isotope composition.  

 
 

Figure 3: 18O vs 2H plots of waters in the study area 
 

The water chemistry monitoring data indicated temporal variations of the water quality and 
the interactions of the different water bodies in the study area. Based on converging evidences 
from exploratory drilling, litho-stratigraphic relationships, water chemistry monitoring, stable 
isotope and hydrochemicstry, the groundwater occurrence and flow in upper Awash basin and 
in the adjacent Blue Nile plateau can be conceptualized as shown in figure 4 

. 
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Figure 4: Conceptual model of groundwater flow and occurrence in upper Awash basin and Adjacent Blue Nile plateau, Central Ethiopia 
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Conclusions  

This work is the first of its kind to differentiate between the upper and lower basaltic aquifers in 
the central volcanic province of the country by taking advantage of the newly acquired data from 
exploratory drilling and converging evidences of litho-hydrostratigraphic relationships, water 
quality monitoring, hydrochemical and stable isotopic signatures. In addition to this the evidences 
indicated that the adjacent Blue Nile plateau recharges upper Awash basin via the lower basaltic 
regional aquifer. We hope the new approach will initiate researchers to work in this regard which 
will lead to a clear understanding of the groundwater dynamics of that part of the area which will 
further help to extend the methodology in similar regions having similar hydrogeological 
scenario. 
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Abstract 
To adress the sustainable water supply problem of the town of Djibouti, the Master Plan of water resources fixed the 
objective to modele the fractured Gulf basalts in order to allow its management. To tackle this issue, a 
hydrogeological experimental site (HES) was implemented within the regional MAWARI project, to study the 
hydrogeological features of the volcanic aquifer beforehand. At this stage, the HES comprises ten piezometers and is 
equiped with hydrological and hydrogeological instruments. The unconfined volcanic aquifer system is made of 
fissured basaltic lava flows with fresh water overlying a scoriaceous layer with brackish waters. The pumping tests 
and slug tests data analysis reveal high tranmissivities in the scoria and variable transmissivities in the fissured lava 
flows. Drainage has been observed in the basaltic layer during pumping tests. Geochemical data suggest that the 
underlying brackish waters are of marine origine and evolved with the water/rock interactions. 
 
 

Introduction 

The Republic of Djibouti is located in the Horn of Africa under an arid climate and faces severe 
difficulties for water supply. The intensive exploitation of the coastal Gulf basalts aquifer for 
Djibouti town over the last thirty years led to a regular increase of the salinity. In addition, the 
shortage of fresh water estimated between 3 and 5 millions cubic meter per year will still increase 
with the involvement of the new economical programmes. For such a critical situation, the 
Master Plan of water resources programmed in priority the management of the Gulf basalts 
aquifer. 

For such objective, a hydrogeological experimental site (HES) has been implemented in the Gulf 
basalts aquifer. The project is part of the regional project MAWARI, funded by the French 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and managed by CIFEG. The aim of the HES is plural: 1) study the 
aquifer structure using geology and geophysics; 2) understand better the underground flows and 
the hydrodynamic properties; 3) evaluate recharge from the stream beds; 4) apply geochemestry 
and isotopes to study the origine of the underlying brackish waters and 5) use the results to 
realize a 3D modele of the aquifer.  

The paper presents the preliminary results obtained on the HES. These data concern the geology, 
the first pumping tests and slug tests, and the geochemical outputs. 
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Description and geological settings at the HES               

The HES is located in the South Eastern part of the Gulf basalts aquifer, five kilometers from the 
sea. The selection of the site is based upon several criterias: (1) the volcanic aquifer is tapped at a 
low depth of 30-40 meters in order to reduce the drilling costs; (2) the pumpings for Djibouti 
town do not affect the study area; (3) the HES is close to the sea; (4) the HES is close to an 
important watershed stream bed (Atar); (5) high TDS waters are encountered at depth (available 
data from the well E28) and (6) the HES has an easy access through a rough road of seventeen 
kilometers from the research center.   
 

 
Figure 1: Location of the Hydrogeological Experimental Site (HES) 

 
 

The HES is composed of 5 wells (AM1 to AM5) of 50 meter depths (7 5/8” casings) (fig.1). Five 
other wells (AMP1 to AMP5) are drilled up to 40 to 45 meters depths with complete core 
samples collection of 2” diameter. The wells are disposed according to an equidistance of 25 
meters following parallele and perpendicular directions of the underground flow. To increase the 
scale of observations, a refined mesh has been build around AM3.  

The manual monitoring consists of periodical measurements of piezometric levels, water 
sampling and, temperature and conductivity log profiles. In addition a network of automatic 
stations equips the HES: (1) 3 pressure probe dippers for piezometric levels; (2) a multiparameter 
probe for the conductivity, the pH, the temperature, the dissolved oxygene and the piezometric 
level; (3) a rain gauge; and (4) a radar system for run off measurements. 

The hydrogeological experimental site of Atar is located at the boundary of the coastal plain 
sediments and the Gulf basalts on the Western part.  

Cuttings and core samples describe 19 to 20 meters of sediment materials before tapping the 
basaltic formations (fig.2). The general structure of the sediments is represented by a superficial 
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layer of 6 to 11 meters of red clays, followed by coarse alluviums. Some wells as AM3 and 
AMP1 show few meters of brownish siltic and sandy sediments with gypsum and carbonates with 
the red clays at the top. The red clay layer comprises sometimes sparse elements of basaltic 
gravels and blocks or detritic layers and shows the presence of gypsum and carbonates. The 
coarse alluvium level is particularly heterogeneous. It is formed by blocs, gravels and sands with 
various content of clay containing carbonates. Some thin layers of red clays are interbedded. 

Figure 2: Geological logs and bloc diagramme of the conceptual model of the aquifer at the HES: 1) lava flow; 2) 
fissure; 3) lava flow contact; 4) scoria level 

 

Below the sediments, the wells penetrate basaltic flow formations up to 38 meters and 43 meters 
followed by a scoria level. The thick basaltic level is formed of 4 to 6 flows. The interbedded 
sedimentary layers can be accompanied by detritic materials and show gypsum and carbonate 
deposits. The lava flows texture varies between massive and highly vesicular basalts. The 
weathering degree is relatively low and calcite mineral can be often observed. The scoriaceous 
layer is represented by a very light material characterized at some levels by the weathering 
effects. 

The highly vesicular basalts vesicles can be interconnected at a certain degree forming relatively 
large voids, nevertheless these voids remain close within the basaltic rock matrix and do not 
interfere with the groundwater flow. The basalts present shrinkage cracks and fractures. The 
shrinkage cracks openings observed on the core samples are in the ordre of magnitude of the 
millimiter. They can be plugged by calcite deposits and silt deposits where also noticed. The silt 
deposits might be explained by the infiltration of silty waters from the run offs. Openings in the 
ordre of magnitude of the centimeter where only observed on the field. The more the spacing is 
large the more the shrinkage cracks planes are irregular and deviate from the vertical direction. 
On the other hand, the vesicles of the scorias do not also participate in the groundwater flow but 
the voids between the scorias in the scoriaceous levels present typicaly an interstitial porosity 
type. The Gulf basalt aquifer in the experimental site area is therefore characterized by two types 
of porosities, one fissural type in the lava flows and another interstitial type in the underlying 
scoriaceous layer. 
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Analysis of hydrodynamic data 

Observations during drilling operations reveal that groundwater mainly occurs when the 
scoriaceous level is tapped between 38 and 43 meters depth but groundwater occurences are 
noticed in the basaltic layers too, below the water table. The heads in the wells tapping 
respectively the scoria level and the fissured basalts are equal.  
 

Figure 3: Drawdowns during long term pumping tests on AM2 
 
Long term pumping tests ran on the well AM2 lasted for 48 hours with a pumping rate of 83 
m3/h. Given the superposition of the fissured basaltic layer and the scoriaceous layer, the 
drawdowns in the pumping well and the piezometers bring out the following observations (fig.3): 

- The drawdowns are relatively small in the order of magnitude of some centimeters except 
the pumping well which drawdowns remain under 1.5 meters 

- The AM piezometers react within 5 minutes from the beginning of the pumping and the 
AMP piezometers react later between 35 and 85 minutes. AMP3 located further than 
AMP2 reacts long before the latter. 

- The plot of the drawdowns data on a semilog graph describes globaly a linear trend. The 
pumping well AM2 describes almost a stabilized state for a short period before a linear 
evolution followed by a stabilisation. AM3 and AM5 would show a stabilised regime at 
the start and then a linear trend. AMP3 and AMP4 plots could be interpretated as a curve 
instead a linear trend. 

- The stabilisation that occurs on the pumping well is quite well correlated with the AM 
piezometers, but AM1 shows a limit effect and AM5 seems still to evoluate. On the other 
hand drawdowns on the AMP piezometers continue to evolve after the stabilisation of the 
pumping well.  
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The above observations suggest that the overlying fissured basalts layer behaves as a semi-
unconfined layer. In this layer, drainage of water occurs after pumping has began and a delayed 
yield phenomenon is observed (Boulton 1964). The delay yield would be generated from the 
storage in the fissures network of the basaltic lava flows and the vesicles transected by these 
fissures. It is only apparent on AM3, AM5 and the pumping well. From the measured data on 
AM3 and AM5, only the second and the third part of the curve from the model of Boulton can be 
identified. On the pumping well, all of the three parts can be identified, the two first parts being 
short in duration. The drainage factor B for AM3 and AM5 are respectivly 250 m and 88.7 m. 
The time twt from which the drainage does not influence the drawdowns are 3000 seconds for 
AM3 and 6900 seconds for AM5. 

The hydrodynamic characteristics are obtained from Jacob (Cooper and Jacob 1946), Theis 
(Theis 1935) and Boulton (Boulton 1964) methods. Transmissivity values are generally 
comparable from one to another method, however some discrepancies exist for few wells and 
between drawdown and recovery values. Calculated transmissivities are very high and vary 
between 7.3x10-2 m2/s and 4.0x10-1 m2/s. These values are in agreement with previous studies on 
the Gulf basalts aquifer (Jalludin and Razack 2004). The storage coefficients confirm an 
unconfined aquifer system and the values cover an intervale from 0.0042 to 0.77. Compared to 
the storage coefficient for unconfined aquifers given by the litterature (Freeze and Cherry 1979), 
the higher limit of the intervale appears particularly elevated and exceeds the known values. Slug 
tests conducted on the AMP piezometers to check the transmissivities of the basaltic layer show 
an important variability of the hydrodynamic parameter. Injection of water in AMP3 and AMP1 
gave almost no variation of the water table, pointing out an elevated transmissivity. On the 
contrary, calculated transmissivities on AMP2 and AMP4 are very low, respectively 8.7x10-9 
m2/s and 5.0x10-9 m2/s.  

 
 

 
Figure 4: Conductivity and temperature profiles 

 
 

Underlying brackish waters 

Since the beginning of the exploitation of the Gulf basalts aquifer in the 1960s, the pumping 
became more and more intensive, and a regular increase of the TDS has been observed (Houssein 
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and Jalludin 1996, Gamal Eldin 1988). The hypothesis of sea water intrusion alone seems not 
satisfactory as few wells located between 5 and 12 km from the sea show high TDS ranging from 
4 to 18 g/l (Bouh. et al. 2008) reported that the increasing of TDS would be caused by the mixing 
of meteoritic waters, sea waters and a third component related to the existence of underlying 
brackish waters. One of the objectives of the HES was therefore to tap the source of brackish 
waters in order to clarify its nature and origine. 

The conductivity profiles on the AM piezometers describe the superposition of the fresh water 
overlying the brackish water (fig. 4). The interface between the two water bodies is relatively 
clearly marked down at the fissured basalts and the scoriaceous level contact. A limited diluted 
zone can be observed on AM1 and AM4. The temperature profiles also distingish the water 
bodies and an increase of 0.5 to 0.7 °C is noticed from the fresh to the brackish water.  

The bromine/chloride ratio either of these waters or those of the other production wells of the 
Gulf basalts is the same as for the sea water. However, these sodium-chlorinated type of waters 
are characterized by a calcium and magnesium trend. The calcium/chloride ratio is significantly 
different for these waters compared to the sea water. Over the time, the water supply wells waters 
evolve from sodium-chlorinated type to sodium-chlorinated-calcic type. This evolution is caused 
by the mixing of fresh waters with the underlying brackish waters. It can be assumed that the 
brackish waters would have a marine origine but their geochemical type would have changed 
over the time under water/rock.  
 
 

Conclusions 

The hydrogeological experimental site in the Gulf basalt aquifer brought out hydrogeological 
informations with regards to the geological nature, the hydrodynamics and the underlying 
brackish waters. The main findings are summarized hereinafter: 

- The volcanic medium is characterized by a fissural porosity in the lava flows and an 
interstitial porosity in the scoriaceous layer allowing hydraulic interconnectivity between 
the volcanic system layers; 

- The fissured basaltic lava flows overlying the scoria behave as a semi-unconfined layer 
where drainage occurs during pumping tests; 

- Very high transmissivities are found in the scorias in the order of 2x10-1 m2/s and the 
fissured basalts reveal a wide range of transmissivities which lowest values are around 
5x10-9 m2/s; 

- Fresh water is contained in the fissured basalts and the brackish water is recognized in the 
scoriaceous level. The brackish water would represent an old sea water that would have 
reacted with the volcanic rock minerals. 

Several other studies are under way or will be realized soon on the HES as new pumping tests, 
tracing for hydrodispersive parameters, isotopes and trace elements for the age and water/rock 
interaction issues, recharge, geophysics (electrical tomography and MT) and modeling. The 
preliminary results from the HES describe a complexe aquifer system where modeling will have 
to take into consideration the underlying brackish waters as, probably, a boundary condition. 
With regards to the future management of the volcanic aquifer, the presence of brackish water 
would have severe consequence on the available groundwater resources. 
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Hydrodynamical characterization of the Gulf basalts aquifer using slug tests 
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Abstract. 
The Gulf Basalts aquifer is located on the south east coast of the Republic of Djibouti, in an arid climatic context. 
The aquifer is exploited to supply mainly drinking water to the capital city of Djibouti. A hydrogeological research 
site was set up at the Atar locality, 15 km far from the capital, for monitoring and testing purposes in order to assess 
the hydrogeology of these complex volcanic rocks. The Atar site includes by now 5 deep wells and 6 piezometers. 
This papers presents the results of slugs tests performed on the piezometers and long term pumping tests performed 
on the deep wells to evaluate the groundwater flow parameters.  
 
Key-words: Basaltic aquifer. Atar Research site. Slug tests. Pumpings tests. Djibouti. 
 

Introduction. 
The ciy of Djibouti, capital of the Republic of Djibouti, is supplied with drinking water, 
abstracted from the Gulf basaltic aquifer (Fig.1).  This aquifer is of paramount importance for the 
social and economic development of the country. The evaluation of this aquifer's hydrogeological 
properties is one of the main objectives of a large research program launched by the authorities, 
with the help of the french Ministry of Foreign Affairs, within the MAWARI research project.  

Djibouti  

Somalia 

20 km 

Gulf of Tadjourah  

Obock 

Indian Ocean 

Gulf basalts aquifer 

HES 

Red 
 Sea 

R.D.D. 

 
Figure 1: Location map of the Gulf basalts aquifer. Republic of Djibouti;HES : Hydrogeological Expeimental Site 

To this end, a hydrogeological research site in volcanic rocks was set up, at the Atar locality, 15 
km far from the city of Djibouti.  
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The Atar research site. 

This research site includes for now 5 wells (AM1 to AM5, Fig.2) and 6 piezometers (AMP1 to 
AMP6). The first goal of this site is to evaluate the groundwater flow parameters in these 
complex volcanic rocks by performing hydraulic tests. A fair knowledge of the aquifer's structure 
at the Atar site scale is available, thanks to the analysis of the wells and piezometers cores. Rock 
cuttings of the piezometers and wells highlights from top to bottom 1) a surface sedimentary 
layer between 6 and 20 meters thick ,consisting of clay, sand and alluvial deposits formed of 
blocks and  ;gravel 2) between 20 and 40 a fractured and and more or less weathered basaltic 
layer often intercalated with mainly sedimentary clay levels ; 3) between 40 and 50 m, scorias 
and scoriacious basalts.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – The Atar research site. Locations of the wells (AM) and the piezometers (AMP) 
 
 
Two types of tests have been conducted : slugs tests on the shallow piezometers penetrating 
altered basalts over twenty m depth and long-term pumping tests on deeper wells penetrating the 
basalts and the underlying scoriacious layers.   
 
 
Results of the slugs tests  

Depths of the shallow piezometers range from 36m to 49m (see Table 1). Slug tests were 
conducted in February 2008 at piezometers AMP2, AMP4, AMP5 and AMP6 penetrating only 
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the fractured and weathered basalts.  Water levels responses recorded on these piezometers 
during the tests were analysed using the solutions of Bouwer and Rice (1976) and Hvorslev 
(1951) solutions. An exemple illustrating the use of Bouwer and Rice method, is given in figure3. 
The hydraulic conductivity (K m/s) of the fractured basalts, derived from these tests, range as 
follows : 

- Bouwer  & Rice solution : 1.2 E-8 m/s < K < 5.5 E-8 m/s 

- Hvorslev solution : 1.5 E-8 m/s < K < 7.2 E-8 m/s 

Results of both methods are quite similar and show that the hydraulic conductivity of the 
fractured basalts is very low, at the order of 5E-8 m/s. 
 
 
Table 1: Hydraulic conductivity  (K, m/s) determined from slug tests performed in the piezometers, using 

Bouwer & Rice solution and Hvorslev solution. 

 AMP2 AMP4 AMP5 AMP6 Average 

Depth/surface (m) 41 36 49 49  

Bouwer & Rice 5.5 E-8 4.3 E-8 1.2 E-8 5.3 E-8 4.1 E-8 

Hvorslev 7.2 E-8 5.6 E-8 1.5 E-8 6.4 E-8 5.2  E-8 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Long term pumping tests  
The long term pumping tests were operated at the deep wells which penetrate the scoriaceous 
layer, under the fractured basalts. These deep wells are screened only in the scoriaceous layer. 

Two constant discharge tests were performed as follows : 
- pumped well: AM2 , discharge rate : 82 m3/h, pumping time : 48 hours . 
- pumped well : AM5, discharge rate : 52 m3/h , pumping time : 25 hours. 

 
 

Figure 3: Analysis of slug test at AMP5 piezometer with Bouwer and Rice (1976) solution. 
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During these pumping tests, piezometric levels were recorded at all wells and piezometers. 
However all the data were unfortunattely not usable for interpretation due to various reasons 
(gaps, failure of the data recorders, …).  Accordingly, data recorded at wells AM3 and AM5 
during the pumping in well AM2, and data recorded at the well AM3 during the pumping in AM5 
were analysed.  
 
 
Table 2: Pumping tests at well AM2. Estimated aquifer parameters of the various models using AM3 well 

data.  T: transmissivity (m²/s) ; K : hydraulic conductivity (m/s) ; K': vertical hydraulic 
conductivity of the leaky layer (Walton model) ; r : radial distance (m); B : leakage factor ; Kb : 
block hydraulic conductivity (Moench dual porosity) ; Kf : fracture hydraulic conductivity 
(Moench dual porosity) 

 T m²/s K m/s S r/B K' Kb/Kf  Sb/Sf 

Theis 2.9 E-1 1.4 E-3 1.1 E-3     

Hantush-Jacob  

(Walton) 
2.6 E-1 1.3 E-3 6.8 E-4 5 E-2 1.2 E-7   

Moench dual 

porosity 
3.7 E-1 1.8 E-3 2.2 E-3   0.01 100 

Moench partial 

penetration 
4.5 E-1 2.2 E-3 2.8 E-3     

 
 
Table 3: Pumping tests at well AM2. Estimated aquifer parameters of the various models using AM5 well 

data. See Table 2 caption. 

 T m²/s K m/s S r/B K' Kb/Kf  Sb/Sf 

Theis 2.7 E-1 1.4 E-3 8.8 E-3     

Hantush-Jacob  

(Walton) 
2.1 E-1 1.0 E-3 1.9 E-2 5 E-2 4.8 E-7   

Moench dual 

porosity 
2.8 E-1 1.4 E-3 2.9 E-2   0.01 100 

Moench partial 

penetration 
3.7 E-1 1.9 E-3 1.2 E-2     
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Table 4: Pumping tests at well AM5. Estimated aquifer parameters of the various models using AM3 well 
data. See Table 2 caption. 

 T m²/s K m/s S r/B K' Kb/Kf  Sb/Sf 

Theis 1.9 E-1 9.9 E-4 2.3 E-2     

Hantush-Jacob  

(Walton) 
1.6 E-1 7.9 E-4 2.6 E-2 5 E-2 7.8E-6   

Moench dual 

porosity 
1.3 E-1 6.5 E-4 3.2 E-2   0.01 100 

Moench partial 

penetration 
3.8 E-1 1.9 E-3 1.2 E-2     

The following models are applied to the pumping tests data : the Theis (1963) confined aquifer 
model, the Hantush-Jacob (1955) semi-confined aquifer model with no storage in the leaky layer, 
the Moench (1984) dual porosity model and the Moench (1993) partial penetration model. The 
first three models account for different types of aquifers. The last model accounts for partial 
penetration effects. Indeed the total thickness of the basaltic aquifer is not well known. The only 
information available on the Gulf basalts thickness is given by Daoud (2008). A value of 200m 
was considered in this study. No well penetrates entirely the basaltic aquifer. Results of the 
pumping tests analyses are given in Tables 2 to 4. Analysis of the well AM3 data using the 
Jacob-Hantush model is shown in figure 4. 

 

 

Figure 4: Analysis of well AM3 data using the leaky aquifer Jacob-Hantush model. 
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Comments and conclusion 

The hydraulic testings performed on the Atar research site have yielded the orders of magnitude 
of the parameters of the Gulf basaltic aquifer (transmissivity, hydraulic conductivity, storativity). 
The transmissivity and hydraulic conductivities determined by the different models remain 
consistent and comparable.  

The fractured basalts have a very low permeability compared to that of the scoriacious layer. Two 
orders of magnitude at least differentiate the permeability of these formations. Clearly, at the site 
scale, a layered model seems most appropriate to the structure of the system.  

The fact that the exact thickness of the aquifer is not known, is affecting the results but does not 
change their order of magnitude.  

These initial results are very encouraging and incentive for further equipment of the research site, 
including the drilling of one or two wells deep enough (100m <depth <200m) and pumping 
materials to perform hydraulic tests at much higher rates. 
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Abstract 
Volcanic materials have highly variable geological characteristics depending on origin, age, degree of alteration, 
position and relationship with intrusions, distance to eruption sites, and large fractures. The Canary Islands, 
originated by an intraplate hot spot, have an evolution sequence. They contain a low permeability “core”, that may 
crop out or not, and plays an important role in each island groundwater hydrology. Also, it is important the presence 
of top and peripheral young volcanics. Each island can be considered a unique heterogeneous and anisotropic 
hydrogeological body where recharge takes place mainly in the highlands by rainfall infiltration. Discharge is to 
some springs, to the sea, or by groundwater development. Chemical quality of groundwater is controlled by climatic 
and soil conditions, and in some areas by deep CO2 contribution. Contamination due to marine intrusion and 
agriculture is present in the more populated islands. The essential hydrogeological features of the seven Canary 
Islands are briefly presented. 
 
Key words: volcanic hydrogeology, volcanic islands, Canary Islands. 

 
 

Introduction 

Volcanism is an important geological agent in the construction of rocky formations, with 
different characteristics respect to other rocks. Volcanic formations may present a great 
complexity due to the combination of diverse materials with different accumulation and 
destruction patterns, and singular geochemical processes, all of them developed in relatively short 
times, geologically speaking. 

Volcanic materials present significant differences among them, also depending on the study 
scale, which leads to diverse hydrogeological conceptual models. Nevertheless, the progress of 
the knowledge about volcanic terrains shows that the basic hydrogeological principles fully apply 
to describe and quantify groundwater macroscopic behaviour, although for each case the specific 
conditions have to be taken into account. 

Volcanic islands have specific hydrogeological characteristics, although they are highly variable 
depending on the geodynamic setting under which they originated: subduction zones, accretion 
zones, transforming faults, or the inner part of the plates for oceanic intraplate islands. These last 
formations, whose origin is attributed to hotspots originated in the lower mantle, evolve with 
patterns that are now reasonably known, which include a long and important submarine stage 
(Carracedo et al., 2002; Custodio, 2007). 

The general pattern during the subaerial phase –not always complete– is the formation of a 
juvenile stage (including a shield volcano, caldera and post-caldera) and a post–erosive stage, 
separated by a gap in the volcanic activity. In the juvenile stage, the more relevant structures in 
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hotspot volcanic islands takes place, like rifting (“dorsales” in the Canary Islands) and the 
calderas. Rift zones are volcanic cones lineaments that form long topographic crests, 
incorporating dense dike sets and abundant pyroclastic materials. The calderas use to be linked to 
giant island landslides that may fastly transform island topography by gravitational collapses and 
subsequent reactivation of emissions from deep magmatic chambers. These eruptions may cover 
and fill former calderas, forming a second shield phase which ends the main volcanic activity. 
Afterwards, during the erosive stage, episodic volcanic events may happen, creating younger 
formations that bury the former ones or are emplaced in peripheric positions. They have a 
particular hydrogeological importance. 

Plate movement over a hotspot, which is apparently fixed in the mantle, produces the repetition 
of the same patterns in other places, along the plate path, thus generating successively younger 
islands. This is the case of Hawaii, Reunion and the Canary Islands. In the Canary Islands (Figure 
1) the ages of the shield stage decreases from East to West. Therefore, the youngest islands, 
presenting an abrupt and gullied orography, are the western ones, while the eastern ones are older 
islands with a lower orography and wide valleys. When the oceanic bottom results elevated, deep 
erosion may unearth submarine volcanics and deep intrusive formations. 

The islands rainfall regime is highly influenced by climate and altitude. Highlands may intersect 
trade winds humidity and general rain fronts, thus increasing precipitation upslope in the 
windward part, with more dry conditions leeward (shadow effect). Also sporadic and intense 
storm fronts may produce recharge and surface runoff, especially in arid areas. 
 
 

Hydrogeologic knowledge of the Canary Islands 

The hydrogeologic knowledge of the Canary Islands started late in the 1950’s with some local 
studies and works carried out by the Geologic Service for Public Works (SGOP). The first 
conceptual scientific studies were produced inside the Spanish Government–UNDP Project 
(SPA–15, 1974) including all the seven islands, in which the SGOP was an important partner. 
However Gran Canaria and Tenerife concentrated most of the efforts. A collateral effort was 
carried out in Lanzarote. Late on, some inventories and measurement campaigns have been 
carried out by the Geological Survey of Spain and the Islands’ Water Authorities. Conceptual 
contributions have been elaborated in research and development projects leaded by the Technical 
University of Catalonia (UPC) and the International Centre for Groundwater Hydrology 
(Barcelona) (F/CIHS), and they have been joined recently by the University of Las Palmas de 
Gran Canaria (ULPGC). Contributions consist on study reports and several doctoral and master 
thesis.  

The main conceptual contributions can be summarized as follows: 
- Each island can be considered a unique groundwater body, recharged by rainfall 

infiltration and discharging into the sea along the coast, with some discharges into springs 
and gullies, depending on lithological changes. Currently many springs are captured or 
are dry due to the general water–table drawdown produced by groundwater development 
by means of wells and water galleries. 

- The water–table may attain high elevations in the central part of the islands, where a low 
permeability “core” exists (Figure 2), comprising intrusive bodies, thermally weathered 
rocks areas and dike sets. Erosion may unearth the “core” and later  
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Figure 1: The Canary Islands (Spain). Data from Carracedo et al. (2002). 

 
Figure 2: Idealized N–S cross–section of Gran Canaria Island showing the “core” (ver low permeability materials) 

and the water–table elevation, under natural conditions and after more than one century of groundwater 
development. The behaviour of wells and water galleries is indicated. 
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Effusions may rebury it, and fill calderas. Their geometry and the relation with younger volcanics 
may give way to subaquifers. 

– Volcanic materials tend to decrease permeability with increasing depth, although 
irregularly, depending on formations’ characteristics and the presence of interlayered 
sediments. 

– Generally groundwater flows from the highlands towards the coast, mostly within a 
thickness of up to some tens to hundreds of metres below the water–table. The younger 
and more permeable materials are often unsaturated or are currently drained by 
groundwater development, except in the lower apron and the periphery, near the coast. 

– The role of the dikes is variable, when present, depending on the relative permeability 
with respect the country rock and on the degree of opening or infilling of associated 
fractures. They may behave as barriers or as preferential flow paths. In any case they 
increase the system anisotropy. 

– Coastal areas may be formed by recent volcanic materials, often with a high permeability. 
In this case, the water–table is very close to sea level and then marine water is below a 
thin fresh or brackish groundwater layer, with a thick transition zone. 

– Chemical quality of groundwater is controlled by climate and soil. Precipitation and dry 
fallout have a clear marine mark. In the humid highlands with permeable soils, recharge 
use to have less than 30 mg/L of chloride, even less than 10 mg/L, and low mineralisation. 
However in the arid coastal areas, especially when soil is retentive, salinity may increase 
up to more than 0.5 g/L Cl, and even more than 2 g/L Cl. 

– The HCO3
– content in groundwater –the dominant species of dissolved inorganic carbon 

at common pH values– increases with the climate-soil mineralisation effect because soil 
CO2 production is incorporated into less recharge water flow. 

– In some areas, deep gases released by cooling of deep magmatic chambers may contribute 
important CO2 amounts that highly increase groundwater weathering capacity. Thus, 
highly carbonated groundwater (more than 2 g/L HCO3

–) may be produced, with cation 
ratios depending on chemical saturation indexes. Na is often the dominant cation.  

– An excess of SO4
= respect to the SO4/Cl ratio of sea water is produced by anthropic 

contamination or by weathering of pyrite–rich submarine volcanics. High concentrations 
of NO3

- may be the result of agriculture. Areas watered with local groundwater may 
incorporate excess irrigation water with increased salinity and agrochemicals. 

– Out of areas with young volcanic thermal influence, rock and groundwater temperature 
increases according with the normal geothermal gradient. However rock may be cooled in 
areas receiving large rechargerates rates. Thermal profiles in uncased boreholes and wells 
show that permeable zones may be found at notable depths below the water–table. 

– Most of recharge is distributed on land surface and goes down vertically through the 
unsaturated zone, which may attain up to some hundred metres thick. Under favourable 
conditions, groundwater flow in thick unsaturated zones may be through fissures, but 
generally recharge tends to be diffuse through the matrix, like piston flow, with important 
dispersion. Consequently, in some places anthropic contaminants may be detected soon. 
However they are often highly delayed through the unsaturated zone, so they do not show 
up in groundwater in decades. 
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– Hydrogeologic conditions in each island show particular characteristics, also variable 
inside each island, which depend on the climate, soil and hydrogeological conditions 
(Table 1). 

 
 

Conclusions 

Groundwater is the main water resource in the Canary Islands, with important natural roles, 
essential to supply human demand and needed to stabilize important rural settlements.  
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Table 1. Synthesis of the hydrogeologic characteristics of the Canary Islands  

 

SGOP = Geological Service for Public Works (extint) 
SPA–15 = Reports from the Canaries SPA–15 project (main and complementary) 
IGME = Geological Survey of Spain 
PHI = Island hydrological planning 
e–pH = Complementary study for the island hydrogeological planning 

Island Lanzarote Fuerteventura 
Gran 

Canaria 
Tenerife Gomera La Palma Hierro 

Surface, km2 835 1729 1558 2036 378 706 278 

Altitude, m 670 807 1950 3718 1484 2426 1501 

Erosion stage Final Final Advanced Going on Going on Regular 
Incipie

nt 

Character 

Shield. 

Recent 

Submarine 

elevation. 

Shield. 

Intrusive 

bodies. 

Shield. 

Intrusive 

bodies. Rift. 

Large 

caldera 

New shield. 

Shield. Rift. 
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Volcanic aquifers are complex in term of geological structure (geometry) and spatial distribution 
of hydrodynamic parameters. Groundwater flow is controlled among other features by permeable 
inter-lava flow levels (e.g. scoria levels), fissures resulting from lava cooling stress, and/or by 
tectonic fractures. In situ deep weathering processes or hydrothermalisation, where present, can 
also play a very important role and usually results in very low permeable layers due to the 
transformation of primary minerals into clay-rich materials. In addition, the aquifer structure also 
depends on the geometry of lava flows notably characterized by multi-layered systems and their 
structure in embricated paleo-valleys. As a consequence volcanic aquifers are usually 
heterogeneous and often characterized by high spatial variation in hydraulic properties. 
 
Within the present paper we first explore hydrodynamic properties of volcanic aquifers trough the 
analysis of pumping tests data using modern techniques initially developed in the oil industry, 
particularly the diagnostic tool. Two long duration pumping tests (3 and 34 days respectively) 
performed by BRGM (French Geological Survey) in Martinique (French West Indies) show two 
typical hydraulic behaviours found in volcanic aquifers: i) a double porosity functioning 
influenced by vertical leakage from an overlying highly weathered layer and ii) the one of a well 
sited near a contact zone between two volcanic aquifers of different hydraulic properties. These 
hydrodynamic interpretations are found in accordance with geological and geophysical 
investigations. 
 
Then, the second result concerns a drinking water supply borehole located in Mayotte Island 
(Comoros Archipelago). Seven years of historical data (pumping rates, piezometric levels, 
rainfall, nearby stream flow, etc.) collected by DAF-Mayotte and the borehole owner (SOGEA, a 
water supply company) were analysed and modelled. Drawdown curves show that the aquifer is 
bounded by four no-flow boundaries that a priori correspond to the extent of a local paleo-valley 
filled with the lava aquifer, and that infiltration from rainfall recharges the aquifer during each 
rainy season. In addition, this analysis suggests that additional infiltration resulting from leakages 
of the nearby stream affects the aquifer water levels throughout the year. In order to verify this 
particular functioning and to quantify the different groundwater fluxes, a mathematical model 
combining linear and non-linear reservoir modelling and well hydraulics was developed. In 
addition to aquifer parameters (transmissivity, storativity, geometry), the model also integrates 
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pumping flow rate, well losses, climatic conditions and stream discharge and water losses. The 
model successfully simulates both piezometric levels at the exploited borehole and stream flow at 
the gauging station located in the vicinity of the well, which allowed first to quantify the various 
hydrological fluxes and second to estimate the sustainable yield of the borehole. 
 
As a conclusion, this paper shows that the use of appropriate methods for interpreting pumping 
tests data and the development of models for simulating long-duration series provide very rich 
information on the structure, the functioning and the hydrodynamic properties of volcanic 
aquifers, and also on their possible relationships with other aquifers or surface waters. Results 
help in improving the knowledge of such complex aquifers and appear to be a basic prerequisite 
for implementing a sustainable management of the grou 
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Geophysical studies of the shallow structure beneath the Lake Nakuru basin, 
Central Kenya Rift 
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Abstract 

Ground geophysical studies involving vertical electrical soundings, electrical resistivity 
tomography and magnetic measurements were carried out in the Kabatini and Baharini well fields 
within the Lake Nakuru volcano-sedimentary basin, Central Kenya Rift, to map the shallow 
structure and find out if it is has any influence on the flow and distribution of groundwater in the 
basin. Results show that several small seasonal rivers whose origin is traced to the higher rift 
escarpments to the east and west of the basin feed the aquifers in the rift floor basin after they 
disappear into the ground a little distance from their sources. In this study, Ngosur river, one of 
such small rivers, has geophysically been traced and found to be one of the main sources of the 
water bodies feeding the Kabatini-Baharini aquifer system which lies in a north-south trend at the 
centre of the Lake Nakuru basin. Results further show that most of these underground river 
channels are controlled by the north-south trending faults and fractures within the basin. These 
features together with the soft, permeable volcanosedimentary rocks appear to have a strong 
influence on the general flow and distribution of groundwater in the whole Nakuru basin. From 
these studies, it is strongly evident that geophysics is an essential tool to apply in studying 
shallow structures in such closed basins in fractured volcanic environments to enable proper 
management of groundwater resources. 
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Abstract 
The objective of the study is to better understand relations between electromagnetic imaging and hydrologic 
properties of fissured volcanic bedrock down to a few kilometres by mean of magnetotelluric (MT) investigation at 
different scales. The test area is the Djibouti aquifer, the only tap water resource for the city of Djibouti. It is 
comprised of basalts and in contact with a coastal plain. A project to determine the full extension of the aquifer both 
laterally and vertically was initiated within a cooperation program between France and Djibouti to study the geology 
and the hydrology of the Djibouti Plain. We carried out MT soundings to determine the deep structure of the 
bedrock. A detailed geological study at the scale of the Djibouti plain provided data on the fractures and fissures in 
the bedrock. The 3-D modelling of the MT data shows a complex distribution of the electrical resistivity. A high 
conductive layer from 150-800 m may correspond to a deep aquifer limited by the fractured bedrock. We study the 
correlation between these features and the surface fractures to infer the major structure controlling the deep 
hydrological structure of this region. 

 
Key-words: Geophysics. Magnetotelluric. Electrical resistivity. 3D modelling. Basaltic aquifer. Djibouti. 

 
 

Introduction 

Deep waters in the volcanic basement are potential reservoirs in regions devoid of sedimentary 
basins. The objective of this study is to better understand the relationship between 
electromagnetic imaging and hydrologic properties of fissured volcanic bedrock at different 
scales and from the subsurface to a few kilometres in depth. The test area is the Djibouti aquifer, 
the only tap water resource for the city of Djibouti. The hydrology of this aquifer is mainly 
controlled by the fractures in the basalts resulting from the most recent tectonic history of the 
area (Jalludin, 1993). The intense volcanic activity is also associated with hydrothermalism 
leading to highly charged water in depth. Furthermore, the intense use of the water resources near 
Djibouti has resulted in pollution from brackish water, possibly in relation with the nearby sea 
domain. As a result, the area comprised a variety of permeable layers with water quality varying 
from soft to highly saline. The extension of the Djibouti aquifer is not well known. There are 
several catchments within 20 km of the city to the East and to the South. Recharge is limited and 
has reduced over the last few years because of unusual dryness (~150 mm/yr). Near the city, the 
depth of the water table is about 50-200 m. 

A project to determine the full extent of the aquifer both laterally and vertically was initiated 
within a cooperation programme between France and Djibouti. A series of 18 Magnetotelluric 
(MT) soundings were obtained to probe the structure of the bedrock down to a few kilometres 
and over an area of 20x32km (Figure 1). Three-dimensional modelling of the data was performed 
to characterise the electric resistivity distribution with depth. The results are interpreted in terms 
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of structural and hydrological structures. The model provided new insights on the regional deep 
structure of the Djibouti Plain. New informations were also obtained on the underground 
structure of the Atar Hydrological Experimental Site (HES). These large scale results are 
complementary to the detailed geophysical study of the Atar HES (Hassan et al., this volume). 
 

 

Figure 1: Location map of the study area. The numbered circles show the location of the MT soundings. 
The star shows the location of the Atar Hydrological Experimental Site. 

 
 

Magnetotelluric data acquisition and processing 
We carried out 18 MT soundings in the area surrounding the city of Djibouti, along a 4km x 4km 
grid (Figure 1), with SPAM data acquisition system (Ritter et al., 1998). The horizontal electric 
and magnetic field time series were recorded in the 1/2048-2048s period band in two orthogonal 
directions. The electric potentials were measured between two non-polarizable Cl2-PbCl2 

electrodes, with a typical separation of 50-100 m.  

The stations have spacing of about  ~4km and are distributed over the area for 3-D MT 
modelling. We could not achieve a complete 4km x 4km grid because of accessibility and 
vicinity of power lines. However, the data set is large enough for 3-D modelling and 
interpretation although additional sites would provide better resolution.  

The electric and magnetic field time series were transformed into the frequency domain. The 2x2 
MT impedance tensor Z relating the horizontal electric (Ex, Ey) to the horizontal magnetic (Bx, 
By) fields was determined using the robust remote reference method of Chave and Thomson 
(1989). 
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3D Modelling 

The MT data were inverted to obtain a 3-D image of the top few kilometres in depth in order to 
characterise the hydrological system of the surveyed area. The 3D inversion is based on the 
minimisation of the misfit between the data (the full MT impedance tensor) and model response 
plus a regularisation constraint (Hautot et al., 2000; 2007). The forward problem is solved with a 
3-D finite-difference algorithm (Mackie et al., 1993). An initial model grid is generated and 
optimised during the inversion procedure. A grid of 16x10 blocks in the horizontal plane and 11 
layers parameterise the final 3-D volume. This corresponds to a surface of 32x20 km. The 
horizontal grid is defined according to the distribution of the soundings. The total thickness of the 
3-D volume is 20.4 kms, The starting resistivity model  was a uniform 10 ohm.m half-space The 
root-mean-square (rms) misfit of the best-fitting model is 5.7. The residual error is due to some 
difficulty to model the diagonal terms of the MT impedance tensors at the highest frequencies. 
Overall, the agreement between the observed and calculated MT impedance terms is satisfying. 

The best-fitting model is shown in Figure 2. Each panel shows the 3-D resistivity distribution in a 
layer of the model. From the surface to 500 m, the resistivity distribution is quite heterogeneous 
and resistive with locally conductive features. Below, and down to 4.4 km depth, the layers are 
more conductive, with resistive anomalies. At depth (below 4.4 km depth) the electrical structure 
is more homogeneous and more resistive.  
 

Figure 2: Resistivity maps for the 11 layers of the best fitting 3-D model. The Atar 
Hydrological Experimental Site location is shown by a star in the first panel (z=0-
50m). MT site locations are shown by crosses in all panels.  
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Discussion  

The geological context in the survey area is described by Le Gall et al. and Ahmed Daoud et al. 
(this volume). The area is covered by volcanic series, the Gulf basaltic fissure type series to the 
North, associated with the opening of the Tadjoura rift. To the South the Gulf basalts on lap the 
older Somali volcanic series. In the 3D resistivity model, the average resistivity of the top layers 
(depth < 500m) are well correlated to the volcanic series.  

These volcanic series lay on a conductive medium, extending from 300m to >4km depth. The 
topography of the Djibouti Plain is flat. There is no outcrop providing indications about the 
nature of the conductive medium in terms of geological structure. In Figure 3, we show two 
vertical cross-sections of the 3D resistivity model. Both sections outline well the uppermost 
volcanic material, of thickness varying significantly along the profiles. Beneath the volcanic 
series, the conductive material is thick, varying from 2-4km. This homogeneously conductive 
material suggests a sedimentary sequence, which agrees quite well in term of thickness with the 
model proposed by Le Gall et al. (this volume) where the Mesozoic sedimentary series exposed 
in the Ali Sabieh antiform, to the West of the present survey area, extends eastward beneath the 
volcanic series of the Djibouti Plain. 
 

 

Figure 3: Left: Location map of the two vertical cross sections extracted from the 3D model shown in 
Figure 2: Black dots: MT sites. On the right: Vertical resistivity cross-sections along profiles A et B 
shown on the map. 

 

The MT survey was a preliminary study, and the density of sites was not optimised to resolve 
small scale features (<1 km size). Additional sites are  necessary to constrain a fine image of the 
heterogeneities within the volcanic series for instance. Nevertheless, in the uppermost part of the 
model, the data constrain some local conductive features that suggest a fracturation zone. One of 
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the largest feature extends SW from the city of Djibouti and is very clear in the second layer (50-
150m depth). The NE-SW trend may be observed down to 500m in depth. 
To the South, highly resistive bodies extend southward from the Atar Hydrological experimental 
site, down to 800 depth (layer 5). These structures are constrained by the data. The southern MT 
sites clearly indicate very heterogeneous 3D bodies that, given their high resistivity, could be 
associated with sill/dyke intrusions. This result suggests a complex geometry in the Atar HES 
region and compares well with the 3D geoelectrical model proposed by Hassan et al. (this 
volume) which describes the electrical structure of the Atar HES down to about 100 m. 
 
 

Conclusion 

Imaging and characterising the geometry of fracture zones and sill/dyke intrusions is essential for 
a better understanding of the dynamic properties of the Djibouti aquifer. Our results show that 3D 
MT imaging can be used to characterise the properties of an aquifer at the scale of a few tens of 
kilometres. However, for the case study presented here, additional MT sites are   necessary to 
better constrain the heterogeneities within the volcanic series. 
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Abstract 
Groundwater search in hard and compact rocks of basement complex using 2-D resistivity imaging survey supported 
by 1-D vertical electrical sounding with Schlumberger array along the same profiles were carried out. Four (4) 
traverses with Wenner electrode configuration were established around the building complex. The results show 3-5 
layers which signify different lithological units encountered as resistivity values were converted into geologically 
reasonable picture. 2-D resistivity image interpretation indicates that the apparent resistivity values are increasing 
gradually downward in the sections but pick up later in two of the four profiles; an indication of bedrock depression. 
The results of the VES points show a maximum of 3 to 5 geoelectric layers composed of topsoil, clay/clayey sand, 
sand/sandy clay, weathered/fractured rock and fresh basement. The aquifer unit is made up of the weathered layer of 
resistivity 23 – 106 Ωm and thickness of 6.55 - 19.19m and fractured rock with resistivity 133 – 750 Ωm and 
thickness 6.85 – 19.84m 
 

Key-words: Groundwater. Depression. Bedrock Topography. Resistivity Imaging. Fracture. Ago-
Iwoye. 

 
 

Introduction 

Surface water was the major source of drinkable water for the earlier man. This was improved 
upon in the early years of increasing populations. Unfortunately, surface water reservoirs, which 
are historically safer and cheaper than groundwater as major portable water resources, have not 
been properly recharged and maintain to meet the population’s need. On the other hand, 
groundwater is strategically valuable because of its high quality and availability as it represents 
about 97% of the planet’s fresh water (Singh et al., 2006). 

However, groundwater exploration and exploitation have pose a little challenge as it is not 
guaranteed that any place could be drilled for prolific water resource. Since the development of 
electrical resistivity methods in early 1900s, 1-directional electrical resistivity method was 
successfully employed to locate fractured zones in the basement complex. But for the last 10-15 
years VES method has changed greatly from solution of traditional 1D model (horizontal 
layering) to 2D (and 3D) models for interpretation in heterogeneous media (Shevnin et al, 
2006b). 

Where it is difficult to locate aquifers such as water-saturated zones in hard and compacted 
terrain, it is also difficult to select suitable site for drilling. Resistivity imaging method has 
improved the chance of drilling success by identifying the fractured and weathered zones in these 
areas. The technique is gaining wider application been a veritable tool to solve environmental and 
engineering problems among other usage, (Loke, 2004). 
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Physiography and Geology 

The study site is Faculty of Art building of Olabisi Onabanjo University, Ago-Iwoye (Fig 1). 
Generally, Ago-Iwoye is a rainforest with annual rainfall of about 788mm to 1844mm and 
temperature range of about 220 C and 350 C.  This affects the groundwater recharge as most hand-
dug well dry up in dry season in the area. The topography is undulating. The geology falls within 
the Precambrian basement complex of southwestern Nigerian. This composed of  the migmatite-
gneiss Complex, the metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks (The Schist Belts), the Pan-
African Granitoids (The Older Granites), and the undeformed acid and basic dykes as reported by 
several workers such as Jones and Hockey, (1964), Rahaman (1989, 2006) and Caby (1989). The 
geology of the area is made up of gneiss and quart/quartzite schist, (Folorunso, 2008). 

It is worthy to note that the rocks are highly weathered and fractured. These have created 
secondary porosity: a prerequisite for groundwater accumulation in hard rock terrain. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Location of the survey site in OOU Campus, Ago-Iwoye 
 
 

Materials and Method 

The resistivity measurements are made by injecting current into the ground through two current 
electrodes and measuring the resulting voltage difference at two potential electrodes using the 
Wenner electrode configurations for the 2-D survey and Schlumberger array for the Vertical 
Electrical Sounding (VES). The ABEM 300 SAS terrameter used is renowned for accuracy tested 
and proven over the years. It measured the resistance of the earth material from which an 
apparent resistivity – not the true resistivity value- is calculated. Computer iteration enables the 
determination of true subsurface resistivity values for both surveys. The computer program 
DIPRO for Window Version 4.0 was used to determine the appropriate resistivity values for 2-D 
and WINKLINK software was employed for the VES. 
Results and Discussions 
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The inverted apparent resistivity images for the four profiles are shown in Fig 2 below. From 
these figures 3-5layers are encountered as resistivity values were converted into geologically 
reasonable picture. The distribution of resistivity along the pseudosection at both sides is not 
uniform as apparent resistivity values are increasing downward in Profile 1 but decreasing 
downward in Profile 4. However, the trend differs in Profile 2 and 3. In Profile 2, apparent 
resistivity values are decreasing gradually downward at both sides of the section leaving very low 
resistivity region inbetween. The same was noticed in profile 3.The low resistivity area is 
basically an indication of either bedrock depression or a buried river channel or a saturated 
compressible soil (clay). It could be noticed that the low resistivity material was encountered 
from the earth surface. This was further confirmed by 1-direction survey, VES, established along 
the same profiles as shown in Fig 3.  

Basically, 3–5 geoelectric layers were delineated from the VES results. They include topsoil, 
clay/clayey sand, sand/sandy clay, weathered/fractured rock and fresh basement. A prominent 
low-resistivity zone was encountered at the surface to a depth of 20m (blue) in profile 2 below 
surface positions at 22-80m. Similarly, it could be interpreted from resistivity section in profile 3 
that a low-resistivity zone was observed at depth of 10-30m below surface positions at 65-95m 
(blue). The inverted resistivity values of these zones are 5-65Ωm. A variable overburden 
thickness was encountered in profiles 3 and 4 (Fig 2a and 2b). A synclinal structural feature, 
which is interpreted as water accumulation zones in this region, was delineated in profile 3. 
Lower resistivity values in both figures are either due to silty or clayey soil. This was confirmed 
by the VES results, which depicts weathered materials (sand and clay) in the second layer (Fig.3). 

Interpretation of the 2-D and VES results combined with geologic features and topography of the 
site reveal that the study area can be divided into three hydrogeological sequences; the topsoil 
variously composed of lateritic soil and sand/sandy clay, followed by highly water-saturated 
weathered/fractured rock sequence and deep-seated hard and compact fresh rock section.  
 

(a)   (b)  

Figure 2: Resistivity Data along Profiles 2 and 3 
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(a) (b)   

Figure 3: Geoelectric Section for the VES points 
 

Based on the results of the survey a deep-drilled tube well site could be recommended up to a 
depth of 60m ± 10m at surface positions at 75m. 
 

Bedrock Relief Map 
The bedrock elevation beneath each of the VES points was determined to produce the bedrock 
relief map for the study area. This is a reflection of bedrock topography and shows bedrock 
ridges and depressions within the study area (Fig 4). The depression was overlain by saturated 
weathered materials of secondary porosity which serve as aquifer in this area. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Bedrock Topography of the Study Area 
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Conclusions 

A resistivity imaging of survey carried out in the OOU campus has led to the following 
conclusions: 

• A bedrock relief map of the area has delineated a bedrock depression. 
• Deep water-bearing weathered materials overlying the bedrock depression have been 

encountered. 
• The overlying materials are of good secondary porosity suitable for sitting a prolific 

borehole. 
• A deep drilled tube well site was recommended up to a depth of 60m, plus or minus 

10m based on interpretation of Fig 2b at a surface position of 75m. 

The resistivity imaging technique has successfully located a groundwater aquifer overlying a 
bedrock depression in hard rock with a good secondary porosity and permeability. 
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Summary 
The Atar Hydrological Experimental Site (HES) is located in the South Eastern part of the Djibouti aquifer, Republic 
of Djibouti. With very weak annual rainfall, the aquifer is the only resource in tap water for the city of Djibouti. A 
succession of basalt flows and sedimentary deposits connected by fractures allows good draining at different levels 
in depths. However, the presence of these fractures and the intense use of the water resources near Djibouti have 
resulted in pollution from seawater. As a result, the water quality varies from soft to highly salted. In order to allow a 
better management of the Djibouti aquifer, a hydrological experimental site was established for the characterisation 
of the aquifer using a multidisciplinary approach (geology, geophysics, hydrogeochemistry). This site is one of the 
test sites for the MAWARI project (Sustainable management of water resources in the East-African Rift system), 
which funded this study and is also a standard site for the future work on Djibouti aquifer. 
An array of 12 electrical resistivity tomography profiles has been carried out at the HES in order to better understand 
the relationships between soft water and brackish water. The 2-D apparent resistivity sections show large differences 
from one profile to the other, indicating a strong heterogeneity of the subsurface structure. Hence 2-D modelling is 
not adapted to interpret these data because the Djibouti aquifer is a highly heterogeneous 3D system. The Djibouti 
aquifer is located on the Gulf volcanic basalts. This volcanic unit is characterized by the presence of a network of 
faults in all directions involving large lateral electrical resistivity contrast. For that we use a 3D approach to inverse 
this data in order to avoid a misinterpretation. 
 
Keywords: HES, electrical resistivity tomography, 2D inversion, 3D inversion, hydrology, fractured 

basalts 
 
 

Introduction 

The Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) has become an important hydrological and 
engineering site investigation tool. Over the last decade this technique has been extensively used 
for geophysical investigation in particular in the field of hydrogeology to map salt-water 
intrusion. This method is very low cost and its application on the field is easy. Many papers 
illustrate the application of 2D ERT imaging to hydrogeological studies (e.g. Binley and al., 
2002; Sandberg and al., 2002). However, there are some cases where the 2D ERT is not adapted 
because of the complexity of the earth structure in particular when the bedrock structure is very 
heterogeneous. In this case the 3D electrical resistivity tomography may be the only answer to 
overcome this problem. Chambers et al. (1999) realised a 3D ERT survey over oil and tar- 
contaminated soils covering a 95x95m area. Ogilvy et al. (1999) carried out a 3D survey over and 
old quarry site used as a landfill.  
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Hydrogeological context  

The experimental ATAR site (HES)  is located in the Afar depression, between the Gulf basalt 
units and sediments of the coastal Djibouti plain (see Fig. 1). These volcanic basalts are highly 
fissured and are beneath less than 20m of sediments. At the ATAR site, 9 boreholes were drilled 
and are monitored. The maximum distance between the boreholes is 25m and we note an 
important lateral change in the lithology. However, a main sequence is observed in all boreholes: 
19 to 20 meters of sediments (sands and clays) overlying fissured basalts. In most of the 
boreholes, a scoria level was reached at the bottom. Several wells providing water to the town of 
Djibouti were abandoned because of brackish water. First, it was assumed that the high salinity 
was due to sea water intrusion alone. But this hypothesis is now questioned because at some 
wells near the sea, brackish water is not observed. The main goal of the HES was to determine 
the origin of the brackish water. Drilling operations at the HES revealed that the fresh water is 
contained in the volcanic basalts at a depth of 38-40 meters, on the top of a scoria layer which 
contains the brackish water. The top of the fresh water aquifer is below the water table. This 
suggests that the aquifer is a confined system. But results of pumping tests evidenced an 
unconfined aquifer. Thus, first results of the experiment indicate a complex system, and the origin 
of the brackish water is still to determine. 
 

 
Figure 1: Geological map of the study area. The red dot shows the location of the Atar site. In the inset: 

Location of the boreholes (after Jalludin and Gaba, in preparation). 
 
 

Geophysical studies and results 
In 2007, we carried out an ERT survey with a ABEM SAS4000 multi electrodes system (64 
electrodes) using an array that covers the HES including the boreholes (Fig. 2). We obtained DC 
resistivity sections along 8 profiles (length=315m) with 5m electrodes spacing (blue lines) and 4 
profiles (length=630m) with 10m electrodes spacing (red lines). We also carried out one long 
profile about 500m East of the site. With the short profiles, we have a good resolution from the 
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surface to about 60m depth. The long profiles provide information on deeper structures, about 
120m depth.  
We performed preliminary 2D inversion of the data with the RES2DINV software (Loke, 1996a) 
for each profile. The models obtained are different from one profile to the other, in contradiction 
with the 2-D hypothesis. The Fig. 3 shows the resistivity section obtained for profile P2 (Fig. 2). 
We observe large variations in the resistivity distribution. This result suggests that the bedrock 
structure is very heterogeneous. Near the center of the profile, the model shows a very conductive 
structure near the surface (see Fig. 3). This feature is observed on all the profiles. The 2D 
inversion results suggest that the water flow is strongly controlled by a 3D heterogeneous bedrock.  
 

 
Figure 2: Location map of the ERT survey. Red lines: electrodes spacing=10m. Blue lines: electrodes spacing= 

5m. The black dots are the location of the boreholes. 
 

 
Figure 3: Example of 2D inversion result: Best fitting model obtained for profile 2. 

 
For a better understanding of this 3D geometry, we used a 3D approach to interpret the data. 
First, we considered the long profiles. We rearranged the data in order to produce a single 3D 
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data set that we interpreted by using the RES3DINV software (Loke, 1996b). Accordingly, we 
have 17040 data and 27027 parameters for the 3D inversion. Since the spacing between 
electrodes is 10m, the size of each parameter cell is 10x10m. On the Fig. 4, we show the result of 
the 3D inversion (rms error=27.37%). From 0-17m depth, we observe a 3D conductive structure 
centred on the Atar HES and surrounded by a resistive medium. Deeper (>33m depth), the 
resistivity model shows a NS structural trend, with a succession of resistive and conductive 
structures. 
 

 
Figure 4: Result of the 3D inversion of the data recorded along the long profiles. 

 

Then we considered the short profiles that allow a better resolution of the near-surface structure 
beneath the Atar HES. We have now 8520 data and 13167 parameters for the 3D inversion and 
the size of each parameter cell is 5x5m. 

The result of the 3D inversion for the short lines (rms error=13.45%) is shown in Fig. 5. The 
same conductive structure evidenced in Fig. 4 from the long profiles modelling is still observed 
here with a better resolution. Also, the structural change observed at 33m depth in Fig. 4 appears 
in Fig. 5. 
 
 
Discussion 

An array of 12 electrical resistivity tomography profiles has been carried out at the Atar HES in 
order to better understand the relationships between underground soft water and brackish water. 
The resistivity models show large differences between the different profiles, indicating a strong 
heterogeneity of the subsurface structure. Thus, we used a 3D approach to interpret our data. The 
result of 3D inversion clearly shows a superficial conductive structure which can be associated 
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with sediments when we refer to the lithological logs. At depths larger than about 33m, the 
resistivity distribution changes into a NS structure. The depth of this structural change 
corresponds to the depth of the brackish water in the boreholes. Thus, the conductive features 
below 33m depth could indicate the presence of brackish water. Therefore, our models suggest 
that brackish water is concentrated within NS trending structures. 
 

 
Figure 5: Result of the 3D inversion of the data recorded along the short profiles. 
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The hydrology of volcanic islands is poorly characterized due to their complex internal structure and 
challenging access. Classically, two main groundwater flow conceptual models are described in the 
literature: a basal aquifer relayed inland by dyke-bounded perched aquifers (Hawaii) or, a unique 
continuous basal aquifer with a weak hydraulic gradient close to the sea, which rapidly increases inland 
due to the decrease of the hydraulic conductivity (Canary Islands). An alternative model for the Piton de la 
Fournaise (Réunion Island) describes the groundwater flow inside the volcano as a succession of local 
perched aquifers, which eventually release water to a continuous basal aquifer close to the coast with 
diffuse outlets to the ocean. 
 
The Galapagos Islands, an insular basaltic environment with unique ecosystems and growing 
anthropogenic pressure, suffer from scarcity of freshwater resources and from the lack of fundamental 
knowledge on their hydrology. The Galapagos Island: Integrated Water Project (GWIIP) was started in 
2003 with the objective to characterize the hydrological dynamics of this system where extremely limited 
basic data were available (low accuracy topographic maps, no fracture network surveys, no water 
discharge measurements, nor continuous water table level measurements).  The GIIWP team conducted a 
multidisciplinary approach (geomorphology, geophysics, hydrology, hydrogeology, geochemistry) based 
on in situ and indirect methodologies performed at various scales. The two islands studied were: Santa 
Cruz, which exhibits limited surface freshwater (a unique low-outflow spring, no perennial rivers, few 
semi-perennial ponds) and, San Cristobal, unique for the presence of permanent surface freshwater 
(several perennial springs, rivers flowing to the ocean, and a permanent freshwater lake). 
 
Structural geology combined with the analysis of a DEM generated through satellite imagery 
(Santa Cruz), allowed to characterize the relationships between fracture networks and 
hydrological features. Innovative helicopter-borne transient electromagnetic geophysics (the 
SkyTEM method developed by the University of Aarhus, Denmark) permitted 3D resistivity 
mapping of the edifices and the identification of their hydrogeological potential from perched 
aquifers. The results of this survey will be extensively presented. The new hydro-climatologic 
network which was installed provided useful data records and allowed to quantify the studied 
systems and to characterize the hydrodynamic properties of the basal aquifer. The conceptual 
model proposed for each island confirms the alternative one proposed for Le Piton de la 
Fournaise (Réunion Island). It remains to be confirmed with the drilling of bore wells and a 
geochemical study of deep waters including noble gas analysis. 
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Geology and structures of the lake Nakuru basin and their implications to the 
hydrogeology of the basin 
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Abstract 

The Lake Nakuru basin lies between latitudes 0o 10’ '
'S  - 0o 30 Ś and longitudes 36o 00’E – 36o 

20oE forming a spectacular depression bounded to the north by the Menengai crater, to the east 
and to the west by the Bahati and the Mau escarpments respectively. 
 
The geology of this basin is largely dominated by pyroclastics and lacustrine sediments of the 
Bahati plains and highlands to the east of the Bahati escarpment, trachyte and glassy lava flows 
of the Menengai crater to the north, trona and lake sediments around lakes Nakuru and 
Elmentaita; olivine basalts of the Lake Elmentaita; phonolitic trachytes of the Sirrkon ridge, east 
of Lake Nakuru and lastly very thick (~50 to over 100m) of superficial and volcaniclastic 
sediments which cover the largest part (over 75%) of this Nakuru basin.  The stratigraphy of the 
Nakuru basin is hence largely characterized by a series of alternated volcaniclastic sediments 
which are mainly loose sands and gravels, pyroclastics, largely tuffs and ignmbrites and lastly 
lava flows of trachytic/phonolitic nature. 
 
This Lake Nakuru basin is highly faulted and such faults are well exposed in the lava flow rocks.  
Elsewhere they have been buried by the recent superficial and volcaniclastic sediments.  Majority 
are normal faults and have an approximate NW-SE, N-S and NE-SW trends.  A number of 
unconformities have been established within the alternated volcano- sedimentary rock series of 
this basin. 
 
The geology and structures have provided ideal conditions for the formation of good aquifers in 
this basin.  The pyroclastics and lake sediments constituting the Bahati plains and highlands on 
the eastern side form one of the recharge zones of the Lake Nakuru basin.  This area receives a 
lot of rainfall and its many faults and the lithologic nature of the pyroclastics and sediments allow 
ideal transmissivity for the meteoric waters to recharge the aquifers within the basin.  Another 
recharge zone is from the highlands west of the Mau escarpment which also receive a high 
precipitation. The stratigraphy of the alternated volcaniclastic sediments, pyroclastics and lava 
flows underlying the Lake Nakuru basin have formed fantastic unconfined and confined aquifers 
in this area.  These aquifers provide over 50% of all the waters for industrial and domestic uses to 
the approximately 700,000 population of Nakuru town not counting the population of the 
surrounding environs.  With this understanding the environment, land use management and 
utilization of geological resources in the Lake Nakuru basin and its environs need to be carried 
out with maximum caution so as not to adversely affect the water balance of this basin. 
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A low-lying narrow corridor covers the region between the two major lakes in the Main 
Ethiopian Rift- Lakes Langano and Shala. Owing to the differences in surface elevation between 
the two lakes and the fact that the region is affected by tectonism, the presence of possible 
subsurface rift structures and flow of fluids between the lakes has been postulated.  
 
Geophysical surveys, involving electrical resistivity, gravity and magnetic surveys, have been 
carried out over the corridor to verify the presence of these structures. Three traverses, 
appropriately selected to cross the area have been used for the surveys. 9 VES, 150 gravity and 
about 300 magnetic data have been collected and analyzed. The results are presented in the form 
of electrical psedo- and geoelectric- sections and also anomaly plots and modeled sections and 
interpreted to verify the presence of such features within the corridor.  
 
From the electrical survey data analysis it is seen that corridor between the two lakes is 
represented by an extensive low resistivity response region which is believed to result from a 
highly saturated subsurface horizon. The electrical survey has also mapped the presence of 
structures whose orientation makes them a candidate to act as fluid flow paths between the lakes. 
The gravity and magnetic data have been modeled together to depict the lateral and depth 
variations in density and magnetic susceptibility. These results also show the presence of 
structures that could act as paths for interchange of fluids between the two lakes.  
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Hydrogeologic surveys in Djibouti, Africa 
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In response to long term and ongoing drought conditions, the Combined Joint Task Force-Horn 
of Africa (CJTF-HOA) mobilized a Hydrogeologic Team to complete several hydrogeologic 
surveys in Djibouti in order to make recommendations on how resources may be applied to 
mitigate existing drought conditions.   
 
Several survey areas were completed with the objective to select prospective well 
sites based on desktop studies followed by field expeditions to identify mapped 
geologic structures likely to produce adequate clean water resource.  The 
Hydrogeologic Team worked closely with Djiboutian Ministry of Agriculture 
Hydro-Geologists in these bi-lateral efforts.  The surveys also provided assistance in 
the form of recommendations for water well installations and primary water 
distribution improvements.  
 
Prior to each mission, the survey team compiled and synthesized an extensive data set that was 
subsequently entered into two database sets; the CJTF-HOA Water Resource Database and the 
Horn of Africa Groundwater Resources Database.  The information in these databases was used 
to steer the field efforts to promising locations for new water supply wells and potential reservoir 
sites.  
 
The CJTF-HOA Water Resource Database data set was obtained from U.S. Government 
references and commercial resources during the September 2005 to December 2007 timeframe.  
This data was used to assess the existing hydrologic and hydrogeological conditions in northern 
and southern Djibouti.  The data set consisted of journal articles, travel maps, geologic maps 
(including fracture analysis), topographic maps, hydrologic maps, animal migration route maps, 
World Health Organization disease maps, water resource maps, rainfall maps, water quality 
information and the GIS data bases.  The data set also included literature that described regional 
geology, groundwater, well construction methods and installation, and ASTM standards.  NASA 
LANDSAT images, aerial photographs, and other available website information were placed into 
the databases.  Working products from the desktop studies include geologic maps and remote 
sensing tools in the form of satellite images with mapped lineaments interpreted as geologic 
structure and contacts, geomorphic features, and unique biological relationships (tree lines).  
Once validated, these fault and fracture analyses became part of the field reports for each 
prospective water resource site.    
 
Preliminary sites in priority areas were selected during the “desktop study” by correlating 
mapped surface and subsurface conditions conducive to hosting suitable fractured rock aquifers.  
The desktop studies were followed by field trips to investigate and provide confirmation of the 
mapped features of the proposed sites.  The field survey efforts sought to validate the sites by 
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looking for an optimum combination of surface indicators and subsurface geology to warrant 
further development effort in the hope of water well installations with adequate well yield.  A few 
case study areas are presented and include:  Assamo, Assagaila, PK 52, Afadou Canyon, Ministry 
of Defense Training Site, Hallou Canyon, and Bouley Canyon. 
 
Overall, field observations determined that fractured extrusive rock layers are often bounded by 
palaeosoils with high clay composition and interpreted as potential water bearing units. These 
soil-rock interfaces can cause semi-confined or confined aquifer conditions typical for lava flows. 
In addition, younger fractured basalt layers will also have a higher transmissivity for groundwater 
migration.  The transmissivity of older fractured basalt has likely decreased due the following 
factors: a) fault movement; b) infilling of fractures from chemical precipitates caused by 
secondary groundwater mineralization (Calcite and Gypsum); and c) erosion and weathering by-
products (Montmorillonite and Illite) causing reduced permeability and infilling of fractures.  It 
has been observed that the top and bottom of individual lava flows, are often highly fractured and 
weathered; whereas towards the middle of the lava flows, the basalt tends to be more dense, 
competent, and less fractured. We suggest that in deep volcanic flow sequences that the 
horizontal fracture zones in the younger basalt layers are promising targets for groundwater 
production.  At these sites, borehole pumping tests should be used to determine transmissivity 
and estimating specific capacity of younger basalt layers. 
 
For best long term production, the team recommends the use of geophysical and zone testing 
equipment to help with developing construction specification of water wells. Typically, in water 
well installations, pilot boreholes are drilled and down hole geophysics are conducted.  After 
logging the pilot test boreholes, and before the setting of casing and screen down hole, the well 
design criteria should be determined by using geophysical tools that measures caliper, electric 
resistivity (e.g.: 1664 short and normal), spontaneous potential, and natural gamma, followed by 
zone testing.  In addition, if enough soil/rock material can be recovered; geotechnical soil and 
grain size distribution soil analysis can be completed.  The information collected from logging 
and testing are used for the final well design criteria, and are often used in the water well industry 
for both shallow and deep well installation.  
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The deep structure of the Djibouti Plain in the Afar rift framework 
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Abstract. 
On the basis of geological evidence from old (Oligo-Miocene) synrift volcanic terranes and their Mesozoic 
substratum exposed in the Ali Sabieh antiform, structural correlations are attempted with the Djibouti Plain (DP) to 
the East where the main aquifer of the Republic of Djibouti is known to occur at shallow depths. Various deep 
structural models are applied to the DP, and further tested by magneto-telluric data recently recorded over the DP.  
 
Keywords : Afar rift, Gulf and Somali basalts, Ali Sabieh range, Deep structure, Miocene depocenter, 

Magneto-telluric records. 
 
 

Geodynamical and geological setting 

The Djibouti Plain (DP hereafter) is a 30 x 50 km subdued topographic area, with average 
elevation <300 m, bounded to the West by reliefs in the Arta zone to the North (<800m) and Ali 
Sabieh range to the South (<1300m) (Fig. 1). The DP is occupied by two volcanic series 
juxtaposed on both sides of a EW topographic inflexion followed by the Ambouli wadi : (1) To 
the N, the 2.8-1.2 Ma Gulf basaltic fissure-type series was erupted during the emplacement of the 
Tadjoura westerly-propagating rift. This <100 m-thick lava succession is involved into a Gulf-
parallel extensional tilted fault block pattern, steping down to the North towards the Gulf axis. 
The Gulf basalts onlaped to the South, (2) the 7.2-3.0 Ma-old Somali Basalts which are dissected 
by a NS-trending set of fault-fractures with little topographic expression. The Somali lavas are 
cross-cut by three transverse EW-oriented tectono-magmatic corridors outlined by a swarm of 
strombolian vents dated at ca. 2.5-1.8 Ma ; (Goumarre Fm). 

The main aquifer in the Republic of Djibouti occurs at shallow depths in the Somali Basalt Fm. 
The Atar Hydrogeological Experimental Site (AES) is located to the South close to the Atar 
volcanic vent (Goumarre Fm). 

Because of its flat topography and moderate river incision, the deep structure of the DP can only 
be deduced from a number of <250 m-deep drilled boreholes that never reached the base of the 
Somali Basalts. As such, the deep structure of the DP is still conjectural.          
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Figure 1. MNT SRTM ombré de la partie Sud du Golfe de Tadjoura, incluant la Plaine de Djibouti et 
  les reliefs bordiers d’Arta et d’Ali Sabieh. 

 
 

Deep structure of the Djibouti Plain 

In the present work, various structural models are applied to the DP on the basis of (1) lateral 
correlations with exposed geology further West in the Ali Sabieh range (Fig. 1), and (2) recent 
magneto-telluric records over the DP (Hautot et al., this meeting). Three various structural 
models are illustrated by a ca. 60 km-long SW-NE cross-section running from the Ali Sabieh 
relief to the coastal plain, close to the AES.  

The corner-stone of our work has been to draw a complete structural section across the Ali 
Sabieh range which is now interpreted as a 20 km-wide antiform plunging to the North, and 
cored by a 28-19 Ma mafic intrusion, in turn overlain by an outward-dipping enveloppe including 
(1) Jurassico-Cretaceous sedimentary sequences that do not exceed 1000 m in thickness, and (2) 
mafic (Ali Sabieh complex) and acidic (Mablas) synrift volcanics, probably <1000 m in 
thickness, and ranging in age from 28 to 11 Ma. The Ali Sabieh antiform is assumed to have 
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originated as a magma-driven dome, operating in the time range 28-11 Ma, prior to the eruption 
of the Dalha-Somali basalts which later onlapped onto its residual flanks.  

The Ali sabieh antiform is also believed to be bounded to the East by a fundamental deep-seated 
discontinuity – the Arta-Asamo lineament (AAD) – which extends with a NS trend to the North 
along the eastern edge of the Arta relief (Fig. 1). Depending on the type(s), magnitude, and 
timing of displacement along this inferred first-order fault structure, various types of stratigraphic 
and structural correlations can be attempted between the Ali Sabieh antiform and the DP to the 
East.  

The three structural models proposed here are supported by larger-scale considerations dealing 
with the Oligo-Miocene tectono-magmatic evolution of the Danakil-Red Sea rift domain which 
developed further North in the exact continuation of the DP-Arta zone under study.     

- A common feature of the three models is the presence of Mesozoic substratum series 
beneath the DP, as deduced from paleogeographical reconstructions. 

- (1) The more simple, but probably irrealistic, hypothesis implies that the Ali Sabieh 
structures continue laterally to the East beneath the Somali basaltic cover in the DP, 
without any significant variations across the AAD which is therefore regarded as a pre-
Mesozoic discontinuity.   

- (2) According to the second model, the Somali Basalts might form a thick (>100’s m) 
trap-like lava complex on top of a preserved of partly eroded Ali Sabieh-type succession 
comprising Oligo-Miocene volcanic series and a Mesozoic substratum, but with a shallow 
or a flat-lying attitude beyond the Ali Sabieh antiform area. As a function of pre-Somali 
fault displacement along the AAD (possibly with a dominant extensional easterly 
downthrow), significant offset are likely to exist in the stratigraphic section at depth.   

- (3) A third structural hypothesis, with quite new and important implications, is based on 
possible NS correlations with the structural framework developed further North in the 
Danakil-Red Sea rift domain. According to this model, the AAD is likely to have played a 
fundamental role during most of the Miocene-Present rift history, in a similar way as 
inferred for the NS-trending discontinuity separating, further North, two distinct rift 
domains accomodating crustal extension in various ways : the Danakil (uplifted) domain 
(Eastern Afar) recording a dominant magma-driven accretion, whereas by contrast, the 
Red Sea extended (subsiding) domain was the locus of fault-basin development.  

Therefore, it cannot be excluded that a time-equivalent (Lower-Middle Miocene) fault-controled 
sedimentary depocenter might have developed further South in the DP area, coeval with the 
emplacement of synrift volcanics further West in the Ali Sabieh domal area ; the AAD operating 
as a major decoupling zone between the two contrasted rifted domains. 

Supportive evidence for the third structural hypothesis are supplied by 3D magneto-telluric 
modelling applied to the DP (Hautot et al., this meeting). Indeed, the high conductive layer 
imaged in the depth-range 0-2 km is likely to correspond to a recent and poorly indurated 
sedimentary succession which might correlate with the Miocene deposits in the Red Sea rift 
basin. Accurate geophysical investigations (seismic reflection profiling, deep drilled boreholes, ..) 
should be highly needed to check the validity of this structural model , and to further test the 
(possible) hydrocarbon potential of these inferred buried Miocene depocenters which are known 
to locally contain oil-prone series in the Red Sea rift.    
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Geological context  

The substratum of the aquifer of the Djibouti plain (DP) is located along the southern flank of the 
Tadjoura rift (TR) that regarded here as an asymmetric half-graben facing to the S. This latter 
extends southwards as a >20 km-long shallower flexural margin, partially exposed in the Djibouti 
Plain where it is locally disrupted by (1) an antithetic southern coastal fault belt, and (2) the 
Goumarre transverse fault-dyke corridors, close to the inflexion point of the Somali Basalts 
monocline. The recent faulting is spatially restricted to the young volcanics constituted by a Gulf 
Basalts which form two narrow opposite coastal strips. 
 
The Gulf Basalts (2.8-1.0 Ma) (Fig 1) in the Djibouti Plain are confined to a 10 x 30 km coastal 
faulted plateau bounded to the S, along the Ambouli wadi, by the older Somali Basalts. The Gulf 
Basalts pile consists of a succession of fluid lava flows of fissural origin, emplaced subaerially. 
Individual flows are generally less than 10 m thick, and their surfaces show typical pahoehoe 
features. The Gulf Basalts pile reaches a maximum thickness of 220 m in boreholes drilled in the 
PK20 area to the W, in which it overlies the Somali Basalts.  
 
The ca. 7.2-3.0 Ma old Somali Basalts cover most of the Djibouti Plain beyond the regional-scale 
flexure to the S. The 30-40 m high cross-sections exposed along the Dey Dey wadi show up to 
ten superimposed subaerial Somali basaltic flows (either columnar-jointed or showing lava 
tubes). They range in thickness from 1 to 10 m and are often separated by autoclastic breccia 
levels and/or by strombolian lapilli horizons up to 1 m-thick.  
 
The Somali Basalts are cut by three tectono-magmatic corridor comprising a swarm of volcanic 
vents and dike-sill intrusions of the 1.7-2.4 Ma Goumarré Fm. Most of the Goumarre Basalts are 
therefore likely to have been emitted from transverse fault/dyke corridors, nearly parallel to the 
present-day Gulf axis. 
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Figure 1: Radiometric age dataset about recent synrift volcanics on the onshore flanks of the Tadjoura rift 
 

Geometrical and statistical fault analyses 

Three sets of faults, striking N100-110°E, N130-140°E, and to a lesser extent N60-70°E, crosscut 
the Gulf Basalts pile. The dominant N100°E (Gulf-parallel) structures display a marked 
clockwise inflexion towards a N120-130°E trend westwards, in such a way that they parallel and 
connect into a ~5 km-wide swarm of N140°E faults which extend through the Somali Basalts, as 
far S as the Dey Dey transverse fault/dyke corridor (Figure 12A) . Such map-scale relationships 
between the Gulf-parallel and N140°E fault networks are also documented from a few individual 
structures (Figure 12A), and may indicate the synchronous emplacement of the two systems. The 
map curvature of the Gulf-parallel fault pattern is accompanied by an increasing density of faults 
which accordingly decrease in length. The majority of fault lengths (80%) are in the range 0.8-2.6 
km, with a peak at 1.2 km. Most Gulf-parallel fault structures are sigmoid or curved in map-view, 
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and the en échelon arrangement of some of them  might result from a significant component of 
sinistral shearing. 

The Somali  basalts are dominated by nearly N-S faults with a short and straight map trace.  

When we analyse the cumulative frequency distribution of fault length crosscutting the Gulf 
Basalts, both a power-law and an exponential-law distribution nearly fit with the fault population. 
But the exponential-law also integrate nearly total population. 

Concerning the cumulative frequency distribution of fracture  length that crosscut the Somali 
Basalts, the exponential-law model describes better the length values, at least for the interval up 
to 4 km. 
 
 

Geochemical data 

All the collected samples are transitional basalts with adominant tholeiitic tendency, with the 
exception of Hayyabley basalts (from Hayyabley volcano) which are clearly subalkalic. The 
Hayyabley Basalts differ from all the other groups by their more primitive character (lower 
FeO*/MgO ratios close to unity, higher Ni concentrations), and their much lower TiO2 and P2O5 
contents. The Gulf Basalts display lower FeO*/MgO ratios (1.5 to 2.5) than the Goumarre and 
Somali Basalts (2 to 3) as well as lower SiO2, P2O5 and K2O  

The rare earth element patterns of the Goumarre Basalts are more fractionated than those of the 
Somali Basalts, and the the two types can easily be distinguish by their different La/Yb ratios, 
calculated at 8-10 and 6-8, respectively. 
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Résumé  
Le Campo de Calatrava est le siège de presque 300 édifices volcaniques, distribués sur 14 sous-bassins 
hydrographiques versants appartenant à la rivière Guadiana. Il occupe une surface proche de 2700 km2. Les 
matériaux les plus anciens appartiennent au Paléozoïque dont les Grès Armoricains sont les plus compétents, et 
donnent des reliefs positifs. Il y a plusieurs bassins sédimentaires mio-quaternaires. Des terrains volcaniques 
comprennant des cônes pyroclastiques stromboliens, des coulées basaltiques, des dépôts phréatiques-magmatiques, 
des cendres, des bombes et des lapillis, qui pourraient éventuellement atteindre l’Holocène, se trouvent dans ces 
bassins. Dans ce contexte il existe plus d’une centaine de sources à débit et caractéristiques physico-chimiques très 
variables. Les points d’eau appelées « hervideros » sont notables, caractérisés par une émission de CO2 ; ces eaux 
ont fréquemment une teneur relativement élevée en Fe et en Mn. Les études hydrogéochimiques permettent de 
déduire que les eaux souterraines du Campo de Calatrava ont une très grande variabilité hydrogéochimique couvrant 
de larges variations de température entre 10 et 50 ºC, faciès bicarbonaté calcique jusqu'à chloruré calcique, ou calco-
magnésien, passant par sulfaté calcique.  
 
Mots clefs : CO2, Campo de Calatrava, hervideros, hydrogéologie, chambre magmatique.  
 
 

Introduction  
Le Campo de Calatrava (Fig. 1) occupe environ 2.700 km2, et est situé sur une frange comprise 
entre les Monts de Tolède au Nord et Sierra Morena au Sud. À l’Ouest il est délimité par des 
sierras quartzitiques, tandis que à l’Est ses limites sont plus diffuses, presque sans solution de 
continuité avec la large plaine qui occupe l’aquifère miocène de la Mancha occidentale.  
Dans cette zone il existe environ 300 édifices volcaniques (Hernández-Pacheco, 1932) et 
différentes manifestations hydrogéologiques curieuses, certaines sont apparemment en relation 
avec un volcanisme tardif, comme la description qui figure dans un texte de 1547 « ... dans la 
zone de pâturage ancienne de cette ville … la colline, le gouffre, où entre les pics sortent des 
flammes chaudes… et en même temps que sort cette flamme et cette chaleur, l’homme perd 
connaissance…, si dans le ravin par où elle sort ils introduisent un chien celui-ci aboie et 
éternue et il tombe en tremblant et tout animal et toute volaille qui arrivent ensuite est morte ».  
Il s’agit d’un volcanisme intraplaque qui date de 8.6 Ma jusqu’à 6,600 a BP (González et 
Gosalves, 2004). Il est associé à des magmas alcalins-mafiques à teneur élevée en CO2 
(Ancochea, 1983 ; Cebriá et López Ruiz, 1995 et 1996). Les émissions diffuses de gaz varient de 
niveaux très faibles, non détectables par les instruments normaux, à des valeurs très élevées (324 
kg/m2d-1 ; Calvo et al., 2008). L’existence d’une activité hydrovolcanique intense a été décrite, 
qui a engendré plusieurs maars actuellement occupées par des lagunes saisonnières ou 
permanentes (González, 1992 et 2002) où parfois les sédiments peuvent atteindre une centaine de 
mètres (Vegas et al., 2006). Le volcanisme latent occasionne, du point de vue hydrogéochimique, 
la présence d’une grande variété d’eaux, avec une distribution spatiale apparemment très 
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aléatoire. Il est fréquent de trouver des eaux très différentes dans des sondages ou sources très 
proches entre elles, et inversement des eaux très similaires à grandes distances, sans que l’on 
puisse donner une réponse simple à ces faits.  
Etablir en détail le rapport avec le volcanisme de phénomènes tels que l’existence de sources 
bouillonnantes hervideros, et de captations dont les eaux qui en outre d’avoir une minéralisation 
élevée et des gaz dissous présentent des températures plus élevés que celles que l’on peut attendre 
de la moyenne thermométrique annuelle, non seulement a un intérêt pour une meilleure 
compréhension de l’hydrogéologie de la zone, mais aussi pour la connaissance du volcanisme du 
Campo de Calatrava. Par cette note nous voulons synthétiser les caractéristiques 
hydrogéologiques de la région, décrire les anomalies de la teneur en CO2 identifiées, et essayer 
d’expliquer leur origine.  
 
 

 

Figure 1 : Situation géographique du Campo de Calatrava, avec indication, sur la petite carte, des affleurements 
volcaniques de la péninsule ibérique (adaptée d’Ancochea, 2004).  

 
 
Cadre hydrogéologique  
Dans le Campo de Calatrava les plus anciens matériaux qui affleurent sont essentiellement d’âge 
paléozoïque, où abondent les quartzites et les ardoises, avec des épaisseurs qui peuvent être 
supérieures à 1000 mètres, et constituant des alignements de directrice typiquement hercynienne. 
Une partie du Paléozoïque est couverte par des dépôts détritiques plus modernes qui remplissent 
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les zones déprimées de topographie douce, rompue uniquement par la présence de quelques 
édifices volcaniques.  
Les différents bassins sédimentaires sont remplis de mur à toit par :  

1. Une formation détritique basale (Piedrabuena, 1995 ; Molina, 1975), qui correspond à 
un faciès distal d’éventails alluviaux du Miocène Supérieur-Pliocène inférieur. Elle 
comprend des cailloux quartzitiques, des graviers, des sables, des conglomérats, des 
boues bariolés et des grès à ciments ferrugineux. Les épaisseurs varient de quelques 
mètres à 25 ou 30 mètres.  

2. Des dépôts divers d’origine volcanique (Fig. 2), qui comprennent des cônes 
volcaniques piroclastiques stromboliens, de coulées de laves basaltiques, de dépôts  
phréatomagmatique, de venues pyroclastiques humides ou sèches, de cendres, de 
bombes et de lapillis (Poblete, 1993). Leurs âges vont du Miocène à l’Holocène et 
leurs épaisseurs, de même que dans le cas antérieur, sont très variables (Ancochea, 
1983).  

3. Des niveaux de lutites rougeâtres qui alternent avec des marnes, des sables et des 
calcaires. Les niveaux calcaires et marneux inférieurs correspondent au pliocène 
inférieur (ruscinien), avec des épaisseurs qui vont jusqu’à 70 mètres. Sur ce niveau il 
existerait des calcaires et des marnes du pliocène supérieur, qui remplissent des 
dépressions engendrées par des mécanismes en rapport avec l’activité volcanique.  

 

 

Figure 2 : Principaux affleurements volcaniques du Campo de Calatrava, avec indication de l’âge des laves (modifié 
d’Ancochea, 2004).  
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La structure correspond à une succession de reliefs positifs correspondant à des quarzites –très 
souvent armoricaine- à directrice hercynienne NE-SO (Gallardo, 2006); des failles délimitent les 
bassins mioquaternaires dont 18 atteignent une dimension considérable, souvent traversés par un 
affluent de la rivière Guadiana, avec une certaine activité agricole. Plusieurs sources, des puits et 
des forages, ainsi qu’un réseau de canaux fournissent l’eau d’irrigation.  
Les études préalables mettent en évidence que la transmissivité des terrains paléozoïques ont des 
valeurs de transmissivité comprises entre 5 et 15 m2/j. Les matériaux miocènes et 
plioquaternaires atteignent 100-130 m2/j. Les roches volcaniques ont les valeurs plus élévées de 
transmissivité qui vont jusqu’à3000 m2/j.  
 
 

Caractéristiques physico-chimiques des eaux  
A partir d’une centaine d’analyses chimiques des points d’eau on déduit qu’il y a une très grande 
variété de faciès dans ce domaine hydrogéologique si complexe (figure 3). Les faciès présents 
sont bicarbonatés calciques, bicarbonatés magnésiens, sulfatés calciques, chlorurés sodiques, et 
chlorurés magnésiens. Les eaux bicarbonatées dominent, suivies des sulfatées, et les moins 
fréquentes sont celles à faciès chloruré. Les analyses isotopiques (Benítez et Pulido-Bosch, 2008) 
coïncident avec le fait que les eaux chlorurées sodiques correspondraient à celles qui ont une plus 
longue période de circulation, avec des temps élevés de résidence et donc de plus grande 
interaction avec les roches.  

 

Figure 3 : Diagramme de Piper des eaux du Campo de Calatrava (102 échantillons).  
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La grande singularité du Campo de Calatrava est sans doute la présence des hervideros du fait 
que le CO2 sort à l’extérieur de façon continue. Une vingtaine de ces sources, appelées parfois « 
aigres » du fait de leur teneur élevée en fer (Yélamos et al., 1999) ont toujours été en rapport 
avec le volcanisme tardif. Leur conductivité varie de 1000 à 7000 microS.cm-1, avec des 
températures de tout à fait froides (8 ºC) à légèrement thermales (25 ºC). Leur débit peut être 
presque nul ou atteindre quelques L/s. La teneur en CO2 peut dépasser 3000 mg/L, bien que le 
plus souvent elle est de l’ordre de 1000 mg/L.  

Des anomalies en Fe –jusqu’à plus de 9 ppm parfois- et Mn enrichi en Co ont été décrites (Cebriá 
et López-Ruiz, 1995), ainsi que des gisements probables (Crespo et al., 1995) également liés à 
cette activité volcanique terminale.  

Des calculs géothermométriques ont été appliqués pour tous les échantillons, sans que l’on ait 
obtenu des résultats satisfaisants. Cependant, quelques sources auraient des températures de foyer 
thermique proches de 70 ºC. Il s’agit de celles qui coïncident bien avec les eaux considérées plus 
anciennes par les résultats de leur faible contenu en tritium et correspondent aux plus 
minéralisées. La plus grande partie reste dans le domaine d’eaux légèrement thermales. Il s’ensuit 
que l’origine profonde de l’eau ne paraisse pas réelle, bien que le gaz semble réel, étant donné 
qu’il a son origine dans l’éventuelle dégazification de masses magmatiques en refroidissement.  

La dégazification ne se fait pas seulement à travers de sources ou de petits puits ou bassins déau ; 
l’avenc décrit à l’introduction se trouve à mi-versant d’une petite colline de quartzites et c’est le 
point à plus haut débit de CO2 mesuré dans toute la région. Mais il y a aussi quelques forages. Le 
plus spectaculaire a été un forage en construction à Granátula de Calatrava en juillet 2000 où, à 
environ 200 m de profondeur et après avoir traversé un niveau semi-confinant, un grand volume 
de gaz a été expulsé pendant 176 jours. L’émission était composée de CO2, de matériaux de la 
formation traversée et de l’eau à couleur très variable, atteignant une hauteur de 60 m. L’eau 
avait un faciès calco-magnésien , avec 57,4 mg/L de Fe et 5,5 de Mn.  
 
 

Considérations finales  

Le Campo de Calatrava est une zone à grande variété d’eaux de caractéristiques géochimiques 
très différentes. On y trouve de plus des phénomènes d’un intérêt singulier tels que les 
hervideros, sources dégageant du CO2 et des températures parfois élevées, probablement liés au 
volcanisme résiduel. Les anomalies d’émission de CO2 pourraient être liées à des corps 
magmatiques profonds en voie de dégazification et de refroidissement émergeant le long de 
certaines fractures. Ce gaz peut connecter avec des niveaux aquifères lors de la remontée qui, 
lorsqu’ils sont confinés, peuvent atteindre de fortes pressions comme cela a été le cas du forage 
de Granátula ; autrement dit, le CO2 peut aussi se diffuser dans l’eau des sources.  

Cet excès de CO2 dans l’environnement peut aussi constituer un danger pour la vie des 
écosystèmes et l’homme si on ne prends pas de précautions.  
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Abstract 
 
The geology of Nakuru area comprises mainly of volcanic rocks (lava and pyroclastics) of 
Tertiary – Quaternary age, which has been affected by a series of faulting, and are overlain by 
recent sediments. The soil also is of volcanic origin and, due to its high porosity, permeability 
and loose structure, is highly susceptible to erosion and land subsidence. Lithological logs 
analyses show aquifer thickness variation that ranges between 2 to 46 meters, with aquifer 
materials consisting commonly of volcanic sediments, weathered / fissured trachytes and 
pyroclastics.  
 
This paper presents assessment of chemical characteristic of groundwater in Nakuru Basin, 
Kenya. Hydrogeochemical investigations of groundwater have been carried out on objectives of 
evaluating groundwater quality. The approaches pursued here include the chemical analyses of 
major ions chemistry and heavy metals for constructing hydrogeochemical maps. HCO3

-, Na+, 
SO4

2- and Cl- are the major elements with considerable amounts of heavy metals. Sources of 
major ions in groundwater were analyzed. The results show the influence of rock weathering on 
the concentration of major ions. There is a significant contribution from the catchment geologies 
in the major constituents of water.  
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Abstract. 
The Gulf Basalts aquifer is located on the south east coast of the Republic of Djibouti, in an arid climatic context. 
The aquifer is exploited mainly to supply drinking water to the capital city of Djibouti. A hydrogeological 
experimental site (HES) was set up in order to conduct differents tests and collect data to better understand the 
functioning of this complex system. Hydrochemical and isotopic analyses were performed on forty groundwater 
samples from the aquifer. Hydrochemical diagrams point out Cl- -Na+-K+ profile influenced by recharge, current 
seawater intrusion but also by a brackish source located at depth. The low variability in 18O and 2H contents reflects 
the absence of evaporation or condensation phenomena. Multivariate analysis helped distinguish 3 poles: a 
bicarbonate pole, reflecting surface water and recent recharge, a magnesium-chloride pole, corresponding to the most 
salted waters, a sodium-sulphate pole, reflecting interaction with rocks other than basalts. 
 

Key-words: Basaltic aquifer. Brackish water. Coastal aquifer. Hydrochemistry. Stable isotopes. Djibouti. 
 
 

Introduction. 

The series of the Gulf basalts (1-3.4My) located on the south east coast of the Republic of 
Djibouti covers an area of about 600 km² (Figure 1). Groundwater in these basalts is used to 
supply drinking water to the capital city of Djibouti. Freshwater and salt water have been 
encountered in these basalts. When the electrical conductivity σ is less than 5000 µS/cm, 
groundwater is considered as fresh and actually distributed for drinking. Otherwise, the 
groundwater is considered as salted (σ > 5000 µS/cm). A hydrogeological experimental site 
(HES) was set up in order to conduct differents tests and collect data to better understand the 
functioning of this complex system.  

Brackish water was found in 5 wells of the HES (AM1 to AM5) and 3 wells in the remaining 
basaltic aquifer (Guelilé, Naasley and Midgaoune2). Within these salted wells, superficial water 
is fresh and deep water is brackish. Water sampling in these wells have thus been carried out at 
least at two depths. In addition to these eight wells, the HG well, at present broken and not in use, 
had already been recognized as brackish by previous studies (Bouh, 2006). A sample of seawater 
is also analyzed. Thirty freshwater wells complete the hydrochemical data table of the Gulf 
basalts aquifer. Data were classified into 4 groups: freshwater samples throughout the aquifer 
except the HES, called "NDJ " ; salt water samples in the aquifer except the HES, called 
"saltedNDJ" ; freshwater samples from the HES, called "HES" ; saltwater samples from the HES, 
called "saltedHES". To facilitate interpretation and comparison with earlier findings, the "HG" 
and the seawater samples were also plotted on the hydrochemical diagrams.  
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Hydrochemistry of groundwater 

The temperature of the basaltic groundwater is relatively high with values between 36.6 and 64.7 
°C. The high groundwater temperatures are due to positive geothermal anomalies that have been 
recognized in the region because of the regional geodynamic context. No relationship seems to 
exist between the water temperature and salinity. The pH varies between 7.07 to 8.35 in these 
waters described as alcaline. The conductivity varies from 448µS/cm to 15700µS/cm and its 
distribution is heterogeneous in the aquifer. There is a vertical gradient of conductivity 
recognized in the salty wells.  
 

Djibouti  

Somalia 

20 km 

Gulf of Tadjourah  

Obock 

Indian Ocean 

Gulf basalts aquifer 

HES 

Red 
 Sea 

R.D.D. 

 
Figure 1: Location map of the Gulf basalts aquifer. Republic of Djibouti; 

HES : Hydrogeological Experimental Site 

 
The chemical analyses show that Cl- is the predominant element followed by (Na+ + K+) and 
Mg++, Ca++. Contents of SO42- and HCO3- , that witness the interaction with the rocks, are lower. 
NO3- is also present in the groundwater but its origin is still unknown. The groundwater has a 
chloride sodium profile. A move towards a sulphate calcium magnesium pole with increasing 
salinity is observed (Figure 2). 
The chemical binary diagrams (Fig.3 and Fig.4) show that the basaltic groundwater is influenced 
by current marine infiltration but also by a brackish source located at depth. Figure 3 represents 
the evolution of calcium vs. chloride. The whole samples are located between the marine 
dissolution line and another line representing the most salted sample (HG) found in the aquifer. 
The waters are enriched with calcium as salinity increases. The Br- is a good indicator of marine 
influence. The ratio Br-/Cl- is used to distinguish a salinity of marine origin from any other 
source. The alignment of samples on the marine dilution line in figure 4, attests of the current 
influence of the sea on the basaltic aquifer. 
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Origin of mineralization  

The contents of stable isotopes, 18O and 2H, are given relative to the SMOW (Standard Mean 
Ocean Water; Craig, 1961). Contents of the stable isotopes are generally homogeneous : -1.73 to 
-0.62 ‰ in 18O and -8.73 to -1.12 ‰ in 2H. 2H contents are 2 to 8 times lower than those of 18O in 
the groundwaters of the aquifer. The 18O shows no significant difference between salted samples 
and fresh samples. 2H is relatively enriched in "saltedHES" samples.  

The stable isotopes low variability shows that evaporation or condensation phenomena that might 
influence 18O and 2H contents (Figure 5) are quite unsignificant. 
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Figure 2: Piper Diagram showing hydrochemical facies of the Gulf basalts aquifer 

Figure 3: Chloride-Calcium diagram 
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Statistical analysis  
In order to better characterize the hydrochemistry of the basaltic groundwater, the data have been 
analysed using an unbiased multivariate method of grouping samples and variables, i.e. the factor 
analysis method. The advantage of this method to the interpretation of large amounts of 
hydrochemical data has been demonstrated by many authors (Lachance et al., 1979 ; Razack & 
Dazy, 1988; Bouyer & Kubler, 1981). The AFC conducts a preliminary homogenization of the 
initial data that eliminates the problem of scale effect. This gives it a higher level of analysis over 
other multivariable methods such as PCA (Principal Component Analysis).  
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Figure 4: Chloride-Bromide diagram 

Figure 5: Chloride-Oxygen18 diagram 
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Figure 6 shows the projection of variables and wells on the same factor plane (F1x F2). This 
representation can distinguish the different poles and visualize the distribution of wells in relation 
to these poles. 3 clusters were distinguished. Cluster 1 is characterised by a bicarbonate pole and 
includes the wells with less salinity within the group NDJ. The temperature is positively 
correlated with HCO3-. This indicates that warmer waters are also softer. The pH is not very 
significant. Cluster 2, represented by the chloride pole is the domain of the most salty wells of the 
aquifer. These waters are characterized by an abnormal enrichment in Mg++ and Ca++. Samples of 
the "saltedNDJ", "HG", "saltedSEH" groups, characterized by high salinity, are found in this 
area. Cluster 3 is characterized by the sulphate pole which is an intermediate area on the salinity 
factor (factor F1). This area includes waters with intermediate salinity characterized by abnormal 
enrichment in sodium. 
 

 
 

Discussion  
All samples considered in this study were taken from the basaltic aquifer. The basalts are not 
exempt from heterogeneity such as scoriacious layers or sedimentary intercalations. Groundwater 
of the aquifer displays quite variable salinities. This variation is not necessarily related to any 
specific local geology. Several wells have shown an increase of salinity vs. depth. The main 
anions are Cl-, SO42-and HCO3- with a predominance of Cl-. The latter is highly correlated with 
the groundwater electrical conductivity, hence the salinity. The graphs Br- / Cl- showed that the 
chloride is of marine origin. All major chemical elements increase with salinity with the 
exception of HCO3-, which shows a slight inverse trend. Moreover, one can note the apparition 
of theoretical salts. 

Figure 6: Factor analysis results. Projection of the variables and the wells on the plane F1-F2 
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Three chemical poles were found in the aquifer: HCO3-, Cl-and SO42-. This involves three 
different sources of salinity involved in the mineralization of the groundwater. It is known that 
water from surface aquifers (inferoflux aquifers) from this region are likely Ca2+-HCO3-. It was 
demonstrated that the surface aquifers recharge the basalts aquifer (Houssein and Jalludin 1996). 
Wells associated with the HCO3- pole are fresh. Recharge from surface aquifers can be regarded 
as the source of HCO3- in the basalts aquifer. The chloride pole includes very salty samples, from 
deep wells. The high mineralization of this group can be explained by seawater intrusion or by a 
mixing with underlying brackish water which was recognized on the well HG (Bouh, 2006).  

So there is an evolution of groundwater chemistry in the aquifer from newly infiltrated waters 
rich in HCO3- to older waters with higher Cl- concentrations. The issue of the SO42-origin in the 
groundwater has not yet been cleared up. Dissolution of gypsum and atmospheric inputs are 
proposed in the literature as main SO42- sources. Atmospheric inputs can be exacerbated by urban 
pollution for aquifers near large cities (Molla, 2007). In the basaltic aquifer case, SO42- is not 
correlated with HCO3- and gypsum deposits were not observed in the aquifer. However, studies 
conducted on the volcanic aquifer systems of the Ethiopian rift found similar SO42- 
concentrations (Kebede et al., 2007). The dissolution of salts from lake sediments, which are 
common along the axis of the rift, is proposed as a source of SO42-. The SO42- presence in the 
Djibouti basaltic groundwater may have the same origin, as sedimentary intercalations up to 10m 
thick can be found in the aquifer.   

The groundwater chemical evolution along a flowpath can be summarized as follows. Recharge 
water which infiltrates in the aquifer are first loaded with HCO3

-. A main trend towards 
increasing salinity is then observed along the flowpath. Composition of the recharge water 
evolves in contact with the aquifer rocks, including the sedimentary intercalations. This is 
followed by increasing concentrations of sulphate. The occurrence of mixing process with old 
brackish waters and the influence of seawater intrusion, contribute to the groundwater chemical 
profile near the discharge area. 
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Abstract 
Two commonly applied groundwater recharge estimation techniques, namely; soil-water balance (SWB) and the 
chloride mass balance (CMB) methods were applied and compared to quantify and analyze groundwater recharge in 
the Akaki catchment, central Ethiopia. The semi-distributed soil-water balance method estimated natural 
groundwater recharge at 10% of the mean annual aerial precipitation. Where as the chloride mass balance method 
applied to the same catchment estimated the annual mean groundwater recharge at 23% of the mean annual aerial 
precipitation for the catchment (1102mm). An earlier investigation has demonstrated that the catchment gets 
recharged both from direct and preferential flow recharge mechanisms which explains the discrepancy between 
recharge estimated through the two methods. Therefore, catchment scale soil-water balance models alone which only 
take into consideration the piston type flow recharge mechanism are insufficient to quantify groundwater recharge at 
the catchment scale. This underlines the fact that multiple recharge estimation methods are needed to reach to an 
acceptable recharge estimate. 
 
Key words: Groundwater recharge, Soil water balance, Chloride mass balance, Preferential flow, Piston-

type flow, Ethiopia 
 
 

Introduction 

Quantification and analysis of groundwater recharge is a prerequisite to all groundwater 
modelling and management exercises. Groundwater recharge which is defined as the entry of 
water into the saturated zone together with the associated flow away from the water table within 
the saturated zone (Freeze & Cherry, 1979; Rushton and Ward, 1979; Lerner et al., 1997, De 
Vries and Simmers, 2002) remains one of the most challenging parameter to quantify in 
groundwater studies; given the diverse recharge path ways, sources, mechanisms, spatial and 
temporal variability of the input to its quantification. However, improved information and 
knowledge of recharge amount and recharge sources are mandatory to ensure the long-term 
viability of groundwater resources and evaluate the vulnerability of aquifers to contamination. 

Recharge processes can be broadly classified into direct or diffusive recharge through the 
unsaturated  soil zone (Piston-type flow) and by-pass recharge processes through fractures, joints, 
shrinkage cracks, sink-holes, etc (preferential flow recharge). Sources of recharge can be among 
others, from direct precipitation, irrigation return flow from irrigated lands, from surface water 
sources such as rivers and lakes, leakage from water mains and swears in urban areas. 

Many studies (Scanlon et al., 2002; Kinzelbach et al., 2002; Lerner et al., 1990) subdivided the 
techniques of recharge on the basis of three hydrologic sources or zones from which the data are 
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obtained, namely surface water, unsaturated zone, and saturated zone. Within each zone, 
techniques are generally classified into physical, tracer or numerical modelling approaches. In 
this paper we present the results of groundwater recharge estimated through daily soil water 
balance and chloride mass balance methods applied to the Akaki catchment (1464 km2) located in 
central Ethiopia between 8046’-9014’N and 38034’-39004’E and underlain by complex Miocene-
Pleistocene volcanic successions. 
 
 
Chloride mass balance approach (CMB) 
The chloride concentration in rainfall, in the unsaturated zone and in groundwater can be used to 
calculate a precipitation surplus or recharge since chloride behaves as a conservative ion (Lerner 
et al., 1990; Appelo and Poatma, 1993). The chloride mass balance (CMB) technique has been 
applied in recharge investigations recently by many researchers (Allison and Hughes, 1978; Cook 
et al., 1989; Edmunds et al., 1992; Edmunds and Gaye, 1994). In the present study, untreated 
groundwater samples for chloride analysis were taken from non-urban area of the Akaki 
catchment directly from shallow dug wells and intermediate boreholes. Three year rainfall 
composite samples (Summer 2003 to summer 2005) were collected at five different 
meteorological stations in the catchment. These samples were analyzed for chloride content using 
an IC S-1000 (Ion Chromatograph).  
An environmental mass balance of the chloride ion, assuming chloride to be a conservative 
tracer, was applied at a number of sampling sites within the study catchment. This allowed the 
computation of total recharge (including preferential flow recharge through fractures, fissures and 
joints) using the following simple relation: 

  P*Clp = R*Clgw        1 

Where P is the mean areal (effective) precipitation in mm, R is total recharge (mm), Clp is the 
mean annual chloride concentration in precipitation (mg/l) and Clgw is the chloride concentration 
in groundwater (mg/l). This method estimated the annual mean groundwater recharge as 258 mm, 
which is about 23% of the weighted mean annual aerial precipitation for the catchment. This 
result is higher than normally expected for a catchment characterized by a sub-humid climate 
with long dry seasons.  
 
 
Semi-Distributed Soil-Water Balance Approach (SMB) 
Soil water balance methods or models were first developed by Thornthwaite (1948) and later 
revised by Thornthwaite and Mather (1955, 1957). These models have since been adopted, 
reviewed, modified and applied to a number of catchments and hydrological problems (Xu and 
Singh 1998; Alley, 1984, 1985; Thomas, 1981; Dunne and Leopold, 1978). The Thornthwaite 
type models and variants of it hereafter called the T and Tα (Alley, 1985) assume that the soil to 
have a particular soil moisture storage capacity, Φ and are applied in this work. In the model, a 
state variable Si represents soil moisture storage at the end of the time step i. Moisture is either 
added to or subtracted from the soil depending on whether precipitation for the time step, Pi, is 
greater than or less than potential evapotranspiration, Peti. 
When Pi ≥ Peti,  

  ( ){ }Φ+−= ,1-imin SPetiPiSi      2 
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Otherwise, soil moisture deficits increase and the model of Thornthwaite and Mather (1957) 
based on the assumption of the relation between loss of soil moisture to evapotranspiration and 
potential evapotranspiration is given by Alley (1984): 

  
( )

S
PiPeti

dt

dS

Φ
−−=         3 

The analytical solution when, Pi < Peti, is: 

( )







Φ
−−−= PiPetiSiSi exp1               4 

And the soil moisture deficit that develops at the end of the time step i, Di, is defined as: 

  SiDi −Φ=         5 

If precipitation for the time step i exceeds the potential evapotranspiration and the soil moisture 
storage attains its capacity,Φ, then the excess water is assumed to contribute to the water surplus: 

( ) ,1 Φ−−+−=∆ SiPetiPiQ  Φ=Si       6 

Otherwise, 0=∆Q , where ∆Q is the addition to water surplus. Stream flow and groundwater 
recharge is assumed to drive from the water surplus. Since partitioning of the surplus water into 
stream flow and groundwater storage is difficult in the above T model, a modified version of it, 
by assuming that some fraction,α, of the precipitation for the time step (usually a day or month) 
is direct runoff, has been applied and the model has been referred to as Tα model (Alley, 1984) 
and applied in this work, in which case the ∆Q is routed into groundwater recharge. 
 

Daily effective precipitation (P) estimated through the Thiessen polygon weighting method is 
used. Potential evapotranspiration for each Thiessen polygons representing a sub-catchment was 
estimated using available daily meteorological data according to the FAO Penman-Monteith 
approach. Land use - land cover and soil maps were processed and analyzed in a desk-top 
Arcview/ArcGIS environment to develop a land use - land cover - soil complex. For each 
vegetation-soil unit, rooting depth, and available water capacity and consequently the maximum 
water holding capacity of the root zone (Φ) was assigned from published data (Thornthwaite and 
Matter, 1957; Dunne and Leopold, 1978; Shaw, 1988; Allen et al., 1998).  Runoff coefficient (α) 
was calculated from river flow data separated into direct runoff and baseflow. The effective 
precipitation minus direct runoff is input to the model so that the model calculates a surplus 
which represents groundwater recharge. All daily input data were put into a spreadsheet program 
and automatically iterated to output Aet, ∆S, Si, and ∆Q in a daily time step for each sub-region 
or catchment represented by its own land cover - soil complex. This semi-distributed soil-water 
balance model resulted in a natural groundwater recharge of 106 mm which is about 10% of the 
weighted mean annual aerial precipitation over the catchment (figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Mean annual groundwater recharge rate distribution estimated through the SMB method for the study 

catchment. 
 
 

The SWB recharge value is much less than the recharge estimated by CMB method. Previous 
applications of the SWB method for instance by Rushton and Ward (1979) have found similar 
results, especially when applied to arid and semi-arid regions. A coupled investigation through 
chloride mass balance, environmental isotope and in-situ permeability tests (Demlie et al., 2007) 
demonstrated that the catchment gets recharged both from direct and preferential flow recharge 
mechanisms which explains the discrepancy between recharge estimated through the two 
methods. Therefore, direct natural recharge estimation through the SWB method should be 
considered as the minimum possible recharge for the area and the recharge estimated through the 
CMB method is the maximum possible. It is believed that the average of the two methods may 
represent the actual mean recharge for the catchment. Thus, catchment scale soil-water balance 
models alone, which only take into consideration the piston flow type recharge mechanism, are 
insufficient to quantify groundwater recharge which underlines the need to apply multiple 
methods. It is believed that the mean of the two methods represent the actual mean annual 
groundwater recharge for the case study catchment under consideration. 

Addis Ababa 
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On the mechanism of groundwater recharge and salinization in a semi arid 
fractured basement aquifer of Dodoma - Tanzania 
 
Hudson Nkotagu 
 
Department of Geology University of Dar Es Salaam Box 35052 Dar-es-Salaam Tanzania 

 
 

Abstract 
 Stable isotopes of oxygen – eighteen (18O) and deuterium (D) together with ground water chemical character show 
that ground water recharge is predominantly through macropores under bypass flow mechanism and matrix to a less 
extent. Sporadic variations in salinity and stable isotope data among boreholes suggest spatial variations in recharge 
volumes, evaporative enrichment or on the extent of leaching of surficial salts. This indicates that local recharge 
dominates over regional recharge. Correlation and factor analyses of chemical data with regression analysis on 
oxygen -18 (18O) and deuterium (D) show that leaching of surficial salt is the dominant salinization mechanism in 
this area. (101 Words) 
 
Keywords: Stable isotopes groundwater recharge salinization mechanism  salinity fractured basement  

aquifer runoff semi-arid 
 
 

Introduction 
About 75% of Tanzania landmass are occupied by pre-Cambrian crystalline basement of granites 
and granitic gneisses. The study area is characterized by semi arid climate, with a long term mean 
annual rainfall and potential evapotranspiration respectively of 550mm and about 2,000mm 
(Nkotagu 1996). Consequent to scarcity of surface water most of this region is greatly dependent 
on ground water resources of highly variable quality, with deep ground water being more saline 
than the shallow one (Maji 1981). Runoff and percolation periodically flash the surficial salts into 
the aquifer after high intensity rains, which normally contribute to groundwater recharge. The 
objective of this paper is to establish the recharge mechanism and factors influencing the 
salinization of ground water in this area. Groundwater recharge mechanism is essential in 
determining the mode of solute transport into and through the vadose zone to the groundwater 
body particularly in semi arid environments (Nativ et al. 1995). Chemical and isotopic data when 
used in conjunction together with hydrologic information can identify the sources of ground 
water recharge and evaporative history; consequently inferences about the recharge mechanism 
and salinization process of groundwater can be made (Issar 1993). Therefore, proper management 
of groundwater water quality in such areas can then be undertaken when the recharge mechanism 
and factors influencing the chemical character of the groundwater are established. 
 
 
Hydrogeological setting 

The study area forms the Makutapora basin and is located in the fractured crystalline basement of 
the Dodoman craton (Fig.1). However, most part of the Makutapora basin are more or less flat, 
punctuated with small hills and covered with recent unconsolidated deposits that forms shallow 
aquifers, whilst the crystalline rocks are exposed mainly in the Chenene hills and at the basin are 
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obscured by the regolith. The regolith varying from 50m to 100m in some areas but averaging to 
about 60m thick overlies the fractured aquifer and has hydraulic conductivity (K) values ranging 
from 10-4 to 10-5

 m/s. The Piezometric surface varies from 20m in the west to 10m eastwards of 
the study area. The area is underlain by a shallow aquifer that forms part of the regolith. The 
thickness of the shallow aquifer varies from place to place depending on the intensity of 
weathering at that particular location and geomorphologic situation of the area. In the lowlands 
and wadis relatively thick shallow intergranular aquifer system is observed while it is to the 
contrary in the uplands. Underlying the shallow intergranular flow system is the basement 
fractured deep groundwater flow system and are both in hydraulic connection. Discrete fracture 
systems do underlie the study area as evidenced by the distribution of 18O and chlorides data 
(Fig…….).   However, the Mulemu and Kitope faults form continuous groundwater flow system 
from west to east and from north to south respectively (Fig.….) 

The deep groundwater flow circulates in the fracture systems with dominant groundwater flow 
from west to east direction as supported by the spatial variation of both tritium and 18O data 
(Figs.……). Similarly, the shallow groundwater flows also from west to east and from south to 
north to the lake Hombolo.  
 
 

Material and Methods 

a) Field sampling 

Water sampling was conducted on sources including boreholes, springs, dug wells, lake, swamps, 
surface runoff, and rain events. The boreholes currently not used for production of water supply 
were sampled after pumping until temperature, electrical conductivity and pH were stabilized as 
explained by Appelo and Potsma (1993). Duplicate samples were collected from each source for 
chemical and stable isotopes content determination. 
 

b) Laboratory determination 

δ 18O and δD determinations were undertaken by using the mass spectrometer at the Institute of 
Environmental Physics of the University of Heidelberg in Germany. The stable isotope 
abundance is reported according to Craig (1961a). The chemical data were determined using 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) of the Institute of Geology and Paleontology 
of the Technical University of Berlin. 
 

c) Data collection 

Additional isotopic and chemical data were obtained from the reports of Dincer (1980), Klitzsch 
(1990), Shindo (1990) and those unpublished by Sonntag (1990). Hydro - geological and 
meteorological data were obtained from the reports by the Hydrogeology section of the Ministry 
of Water Energy and Minerals in Dodoma in Maji (1974 and 1976) and at the Dodoma airport 
meteorological station respectively.  
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Results 
All the chemical data are presented according to Back (1966) (Fig.2) constructed using the 
United Nations Groundwater Software by Karanjac and Braticevic (1989). Table 1.0 and Figs. 3a 
and 3b show δ 18O and δD values in the Hombolo and Makutapora basins respectively. The δ 18O 
and δD values along with chloride data for the local rainfall at the study area were also measured 
with the results shown in table 1.0  
 
 

Discussions 

Groundwater recharge mechanism 
Groundwater in arid and semi arid regions can exhibit a wide range of isotopic composition 
because the factors that lead to recharge are usually governed by specific conditions met at the 
soil surface at the time of recharge (Allison 1982, Barnes and Allison 1988). Plot of δD against  

δ 18O for all samples (Fig.3a and 3b) show that groundwater has the same isotopic character as 
some rainfall events, surface runoff as well as shallow groundwater. This similarity suggests that 
the source of groundwater recharge in this area is some local rainfall events that form flash 
floods. The local rainfall event as being the source of groundwater recharge at this area is 
supported by the plot of δD values against various sources (Fig. 4a) where the mean groundwater 
δD content is more or less as that of local rainfall. Similarly, the relationship between δ 18O 
values and amount and or intensity of rainfall shows that the intensity of rainfall influences 
greatly the stable isotope character of the rainfall at the study area (Fig. 4b). This is explained 
according to CALF (1978) as being due to the fact that individual rainfall events in one location 
vary greatly in their isotopic composition owing to climatic fluctuations such as ambient 
temperature, humidity and wind as experienced at the study area particularly during the rain 
season.    

Regression analysis on the isotopic data formed the equations δD = 6.15δ 18O + 0.85 ‰ with R2 
= 0.64 and n = 40 for deep groundwater and δD = 6.6δ 18O + 3.8 at R2 = 0.93 and n = 16 for 
surface runoff. Regression analysis for the precipitation formed the equation δD = 7.9δ 18O + 
13.83 ‰ at R2 = 0.94 and n = 41.0.The similarity of the slopes on the equation between deep 
groundwater and surface runoff indicates that ground water is recharged by surface runoff that 
has undergone significant evaporation process before infiltration. However, the slope on the local 
precipitation line show slight evaporation effects, as it is almost the same magnitude as that of the 
Mean Global Water Line (Crag 1961b). The long term mean of δD and δ 18O for rainfall at the 
study area are calculated as –20.99 ‰ and –4.38 ‰ with the standard deviation of 25.8 and 3.15 
respectively.   

Plots for δD against chloride show a mixing trend and a reciprocal relationship, implying 
respectively existence of two deep groundwater flow systems and leaching of surficial salts (Figs. 
5a and b). Existence of the two deep groundwater flow systems is indicated by the stratification 
of δD values (Fig. 6) and chloride data (Fig. 7) for the BH 88/75 that is centrally located in the 
basin. The stratification of chloride and δD imply that during groundwater recharge, the surface 
runoff formed during and or immediately after rainfall event dissolves the surficial and near 
surface soil salts before infiltration. Subsequently, infiltration takes place under the force of 
gravity through the macropores forming the deep groundwater with high concentration of 
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chloride and very depleted δD values as shown in Figs 6 and 7. According to Booltink (1993), 
when the macropores are full then the water would be imbibed into the unsaturated soil matrix 
under lateral force of capillarity as indicated by the data. Therefore, the low chloride content in 
medium deep groundwater signifies imbibitions effect and / or late infiltrating matrix water that 
has less chloride content than the earlier macropore infiltrated surface runoff. The late matrix 
infiltrating surface runoff would contain less chloride amounts, since the earlier surface runoff 
infiltrating through the macropores already dissolves most of the near surface and surficial soil 
chloride. The earlier infiltrating surface runoff through the macropores escapes intensive 
evaporation and is more depleted in deuterium values than that infiltrating later through the 
matrix (Beven and German 1982, Freeze and Banner 1970, Nativ et al. 1995).  

At the study area groundwater recharge through the macropores is further supported by the high 
fluctuations of groundwater levels following the rainfall event characterized by a short time lag 
(Fig.8).  A fluctuation of about 1.0 m as indicated through Fig. 8.0, during one month under semi 
arid conditions testifies that deep groundwater recharge takes place predominantly through the 
macropores under the by pass flow mechanism and to a less extent through the matrix flow. 
 

Groundwater Salinization 
Salinization of groundwater in the study area was established through correlation and factor 
analyses and interpreted according to Ashley & Lloyd (1978). The results show chloride and 
sodium each to be highly correlated with electric conductivity, which is a measure of salinity. 
The two ions also show high correlation between each other (Table 2). In addition, factor analysis 
was conducted on the chemical data and three factors were obtained (Table 3). Factor 1.0 is 
interpreted, as being environmental while factor 2.0 as anthropogenic and factor three as being 
due to evaporation effect. Since C1, and EC are highly loaded together in factor 1.0 and that C1 is 
not found in granitic rocks this supports the view that salinization at this area is due to leaching 
process of surficial and near surface soil salts. Correlation results also support this process. Factor 
2.0 is positively and negatively loaded respectively with NO3 and pH and is due to nitrification 
process on the sewage effluents since no artificial fertilizers are used in this area. Pastoralists for 
rearing cattle and other domestic animals intensively use the area.  Factor 3 is highly loaded with 
δD and δ18O data implying that evaporation is responsible for the fractionation effect of the 
isotopes. 
 
 

Conclusions 
In this area, groundwater recharge is predominantly local and takes place under bypass flow 
mechanism through macropores and matrix to a less extent. Groundwater salinization is 
interpreted to be primary due to leaching of surficial and near surface soil salts by the infiltrating 
surface runoff through the macropores. 
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Abstract 
Water resources problems are particularly critical in the Republic of Djibouti located in the Horn of Africa and 
experiences semi-arid to arid climate. Management of aquifers represents one of the main objectives to protect the 
limited renewable underground water resources. As part of this objective, recharge limited to the stream bed 
alluvium is an important factor, and therefore a 3D modeling of wadi Oueah stream bed alluvium, overlying volcanic 
aquifers, has been realized with Modflow in order to study recharge rates. 

The modele is based on a fairly well known geology and takes into account the evapotranspiration and the recharge 
area which is considered fixed in the modele. 37 recharge events are available for the study area over a period of five 
years. The results of the simulation give a wide range of recharge rates as a consequence of the recharge area, which 
is in reality a function of time. The analysis of the results and the available observed data bring out a mean recharge 
rate value of 0.34 m/day and a standard deviation of 0.166 m/day. Fairly good correlations are obtained for the 
recharge volumes compared to the flood volumes and the piezometric level rise. The best relation corresponds to the 
piezometric level rise with a coefficient of correlation of 0.91. 

The approach applying modeling in stream bed alluvium aquifers under arid conditions gives a good evaluation of 
recharge. However, this approach can be improved by taking into consideration the recharge area variations and the 
spatial variability of the hydrodynamic properties of the superficial alluviums. 
 

Keywords: recharge simulation, arid climate, streambed alluvium, volcanic rocks, Republic of Djibouti 
 
 

Introduction 

In the Republic of Djibouti (23000 km², 600000 inhabitants) volcanic rocks aquifers provide 16 
millions cubic meter per year which represent 85% of the water production. Drought periods, 
deficency in water resources management and intensive exploitation of these aquifers induced 
aquifers over exploitation: lowering of piezometric levels and increasing of salinity. The 
objective of this paper is to study the recharge in stream beds during intermittent floods in order 
to implement adequate management of aquifers.  For this purpose groundwater modeling in 3D 
was undertaken to estimate recharge rates in stream bed alluviums covering volcanic aquifers. 
Recharge simulation was realised on the site of Oueah where recent alluviums overly fractures 
Dalha basalts. Modflow (Chiang W.H. and Kinzelbach W. 1998) was used to determine first 
aquifers boundary conditions and hydrodynamic characteristics in steady state conditions. Then 
in transient state conditions, different recharge rates were used to fit piezometric recordings 
during recharge periods. A preliminary critical analysis of the recharge rates simulation results is 
then performed with regards to the run-off volumes, the water table variations and the area of 
recharge. 
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The study area and the available data 

The study area is located 40 kilometers West from the town of Djibouti, close to the village of 
Oueah in a scarped mountaineous zone. Waddi Oueah crosses the area from South-West to 
North-East and its width varies between some tens of meters to more than hundred meters. The 
area is mainly occupied by the Dalha basalts (9-3.4 My) which thickness can exceed 150 meters. 
Recent lava flows of Gulf Basalts (1 My) outcrop along the waddi bed and overly the pleistocene 
sediments. Stratoid basalts (3.4-1 My) are found at the top of the mountains. These two basaltic 
series are situated above the piezometric level and therefore, will not intervene in the 
underground water modeling. Holocene sediments outcrop in the waddi bed zones in forms of 
coarse alluvium material containing variable proportion of clay. The total thickness of these 
sediment series is around 20 meters in the study area. 

Stream bed alluvium aquifers are located along the main streams and thus, are narrow shaped. 
The surface water drainage network, and so the stream bed alluvium aquifers, are well 
developped and conform to the main tectonic trends. These aquifers are recharged during runoff 
generated by generally short showery periods. Stream bed aquifers, overlying volcanic rocks then 
act as intermediates in their recharge, which occurs mainly through tectonic faults and also 
through horizontal pervious layers of the volcanic rocks (Jalludin 1993; Jalludin and Razack 
1994).  

A continuous hydrological monitoring was carried out between 1979 and 1992. Two mechanical 
hydrographs were installed to record piezometric levels and run offs of the waddi Oueah. The 
analysis of the available data provided the best period of monitoring with reliable run off and 
piezometric datas between April 1985 and September 1990. Even over this period there is a gap 
on piezometric measurements during Dec.86-May87 and Sept.87-Nov.87. Also, the period 
between July-88 and Oct.88 displays a disfunctioning of the hydrogrph and the recharges are not 
properly recorded. A total of 37 run offs occurrences were recorded with a total flood volume 
varying between 8 000 m3 and 5 227 000 m3. The run off periods vary between 0.2 days and 7 
days. 
 

 
Figure 1: Geology of the Republic of Djibouti 
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Methodology and the model structure 
Recharge mechanism in semi-arid and arid conditions is a relatively complex process that 
involves several parameters related to stream flows characteristics, to soil characteristics, to the 
water table depth and to the hydrodynamic properties of the stream bed aquifer. Based on the 
available data different methods dealing with direct and indirect calculations, are proposed 
(Simmers I. et al. 1997; BGR 1982; Rushton 1988; Sorman A.U. and  Abdulrazzak M.J. 1997; 
Conrad et al. 1975; Lerner et al. 1990; Walters 1990). 

The approach of the paper is to apply numerical modeling to simulate recharge observed on 
piezometric monitorings and therefore, to estimate recharge rates in stream bed alluvium aquifers 
overlying basaltic rocks. For that purpose, Modflow (Chiang W.H. and Kinzelbach W. 1998) has 
been used to model the aquifer systems in three dimensions.  

The model area extent of 4km x 3.4km, was chosen to avoid important changes of the hydraulic 
gradients, the underground flow directions and the hydrodynamic characteristics. The modeled 
area is subdivided in 200 columns and 170 lines with square cells of 20 meters. The geometry of 
the model in three dimensions is based upon the geological maps, the aerial photographs and the 
lithological data of wells. Two layers are considered in the model: (1) the waddi bed alluviums 
(thickness 20 m) overlying the second layer (2) the Dalha basalts (thickness 140 m). The 
hydraulic relation between the stream bed alluvium and the volcanic rocks occurs as shown in 
figure n° 2. 

 
Fgure 2: Schematic representation of the modelled area 

 

Figure 3: Recharge simulation results 
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Results and discussions 

The use of an identical recharge rate value for all of the 37 recharge events does not allow a best 
fit of the recharge simulation and the results are significantly different from the observed 
piezometric data over a period of five years. A reliable fit is obtained by adjusting a different 
recharge rate for each event (fig. 3). Such recharge rate values are comprised between 0.022 
m/day and 1.58 m/day.  These data set give a mean recharge rate value of 0.37 m/day (N=37) and 
a high standard deviation of 0.41 m/day. 

The different values of the recharge rate must be put into relation with the recharge area which is 
considered constant in the model. In fact, the recharge area changes according to the floods 
heights of each event which fluctuate between 0.25 m and 1.65 m, and the morphology of the 
wadi bed. A given higher or lower recharge rate obtained through the simulation would be mainly 
the consequence of a higher or a lower recharge area. The recharge rate considered in the model 
is not the effective recharge rate of the study area but a product between recharge rate and a 
proportionnal factor for the real area of recharge for each event. 

Given the above assuptions, the very low and very high values of the recharge rates  (<0.07 
m/day and >1.3 m/day; N=12) obtained from the modeling, would not be representative of the 
effective recharge rate of the study area. Values of recharge rates (N=8) corresponding to the 
periods where the piezometric measurements lack, were also assumed not reliable. The 
arithmetical mean and the standard deviation were calculated for the recharge rate on the 
remaining 17 values: 0.34 m/day and 0.166 m/day. Based on the arithmetical mean value of the 
recharge rate the area of recharge has been estimated. The minimum and the maximum areas are 
thus 0.11 km2 and 1.8 km2. According to the aerial photographs analysis and field observations 
the maximum recharge area would not exceed 1 km2. Therefore, the maximum area estimated 
from the model data is significantly higher. As a consequence, it has to be assumed that the mean 
recharge rate increases when the recharge is in the maximum range. 
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Figure 4: A) recharge volume versus flood volume; B) flood volume versus piezometric level rise; 
C) rharge volume versus piezometric level rise 

 

For each recharge period, the recharge volume has been calculated. This recharge volume has 
been plotted versus corresponding flood volume in the waddi Oueah (fig. 4). The graphic 
displays three groups: the first group corresponds to flood volums lower than 0.7x105 m3, the 
second is comprised between 1x105 m3 and 2.5x105 m3 and the third one higher than 3x105 m3. 
These groups describe a positive linear trend. The coefficient of correlation is 0.78. In the 
following relation Rv is  the recharge volume and Fv is the flood volume: 

Rv  =  0.023 * Fv 

An analysis of the piezometric level rise has also been undertaken to study the relationship versus 
the flood volumes and the recharge volumes. The piezometric level rise for each recharge has 
been calculated between the piezometric level at the beginning of the recharge and the maximum 
level reached after the recharge. The plot of the piezometric level change versus floods volumes 
displays a linear trend. The regression equation for that relationship and the confidence limits 
(upper and lower) at the 95 % level are shown in Figure 5. The coefficient of correlation is 0.81 
and the standard error is 0.593. Relationships  were also sought between piezometric level rise 
and the recharge volume estimated by the model of Oueah (Figure 6). The coefficient of 
correlation is 0.79 and the standard error is 0.086. 

Fv  =  3.5 * PLr 

Rv  =  0.9045 * PLr 

Thus, the recharge volume can be estimated from these empirical relationships versus the flood 
volume and the piezometric level rise. The most reliable estimation of the recharge volume is 
based upon the piezometric variations in response to the recharge.   
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Conclusion 

It is demonstrated that the observation of recharge in the wadi bed alluvium aquifer over a long 
term period cannot be simulated with a unique recharge rate if the recharge area is fixed constant. 
The area of recharge that depends on the flood heights varies significantly and therefore the 
recharge rates used in the simulation are a product of the real recharge rate of the alluviums and a 
proportionnal factor for the recharge area. Hence, by neglecting very small and very high floods 
data an interval for the estimated recharge rates was determined. Considering the mean 
arithmetical value of the recharge rate, the volume of recharge and the duration of each recharge 
event, the area of recharge has been calculated and would vary between 0.11 km2 and 1.8 km2. 
Given that the maximum area of recharge is limited to around 1 km2, that implies that the 
recharge rates vary with the considered area of recharge.     

Data available on Oueah site allowed to seek relationships between recharge and flood volumes 
and on the other hand, between piezometric level rise and respectively recharge and flood 
volumes. Reliable empirical relationships were obtained to estimate the recharge volume versus 
flood volume and piezometric level rise.  
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Abstract 
Water Scarcity is becoming more and more global. A changing climate is already affecting water supplies. Securing 
safe and reliable water for all is one of the leading challenges of the present century . To address this challenge   
provision of sufficient storage capacity is must. This global challenge must be addressed through local initiatives . 
This paper deals with the hydrogeological  studies carried out in Kantli  river basin falling in arid to semi region of 
western India  to look for the additional subsurface storage  to meet the cchallenges posed by climate extremes . Such 
storage may be used to enhance the availability of groundwater  resources during the drought at one hand  and as  the 
additional storage  to store the excess rainfall-runoff by means of artificial recharge schemes  during the flash flood 
,on the other . 
 
Key words: Climatic Extremes ; Kantli basin, India ; Hydrogeology; Subsurface storage;  artificial 

recharge, groundwater; 
 

Introduction  
With a warmer climate, droughts and floods could become 
more frequent, severe, and longer-lasting ( IPCC-2008). The 
potential increase in these hazards is a great concern given the 
stresses being placed on water resources. There would be 
growing water  
demands with  climate change and its  variability . It is 
expected that 150-300 km3 of additional storage capacity will 
be needed by 2025 especially in semi-arid and arid regions 
where changes in climate variability will have most impact on 
rainfall and drought. Storage of substantial amounts of water 
can either be above ground, in reservoirs behind dams or 
underground in aquifers (sub-surface storage). It is understood 
that ephemeral rive basin may be explored for developing 
additional  groundwater towards sustaining the groundwater 
resources in arid to semiarid regions ( Sinha  2001) A 
hydrogeological study has been carried out  to identify and 
delineate the subsurface storage capacity  in arid to semiarid 
region of part of  Kantli river  basin in western India  which 
may be used towards  groundwater resources augmentation  
through artificial recharge, Such storage  may be used during 
the drought and may also  act as host for flash floods water.
                Figure 1: Location Map 
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Kantli River Basin 

The Kantli basin covers about 1092.17 sq km area in northern Rajasthan in the central part of 
Jhunjhunu district bounded between north latitudes 27° 55′ 45′′ : 28° 23′ 20 and east longitudes 
75° 24′ 25′′ : 75° 46′ 50′′ falling in Survey of India degree sheet No 44P and 45M ( Fig-1). The 
population of the basin is 334662 as per 2001 with a population density of 307 persons / sq km. 
against the State′s  average of 165 persons per sq. km ( Govt of Rajasthan-2004 ) .The climate is 
semi arid hot with average annual rainfall of 465.56 mm of which 86.23 % occurs during 
monsoon. The annual potential evapotranspiration is 1502.6 mm. The area is almost sandy plain 
with gentle slope toward north and forms inland drainage basin. The surface elevation varies 
from 458 mamsl to 288 mamsl. 

Aeolian sand occurs in the northern part whereas southern part have fluvial sand. Hills occur in 
about 0.27 % of the area. The Kantli river flows in central part of the area in south to north and 
north-west direction. It is ephemeral in nature and dissipates in north of Tigiyas in northern part. 
The net cultivated area is 77.43% of total area of which 71.28% is irrigated by ground water 
drawn through dug wells, tube wells and dug cum borewells. The hills, forest, barren & pasture 
land constitutes 15.2% and cultivable waste 7.41% of total area. The main crops grown are 
Wheat, Mustard, Barley, Gram, Bajra, Moong, Guwar and Groundnut. 
 
 
Hydrogeological Set Up  
The nature ,distribution ,and structure of geologic formation control the occurrence, movement, 
quality and availability of groundwater  (Karanth 1987) . Groundwater occurs in diversified 
geological setup developed  in the study area ( Fig-2).. The geology of the area is represented by 
formations of Delhi Super Group, Malani Igneous Suite and of Quaternary alluvium and wind 
blown sand ( GSI- 2001  ) The ground water in about 91.48 % of the area occurs in Quaternary 
alluvium comprising of sand, silt, clay and kankars under unconfined to semi confined conditions 
 

 
Figure 2: Hydrogeological Map 
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Figure 3: Hydrogeologica Section along AA’ 

 

The Quartzite of Delhi Super Group forms poor aquifer in 8.24 % of area in the south eastern 
part. The thickness of alluvium varies from 72 m to 125 m and is underlain by granites of Malani 
Igneous suites in major part, followed by phyllite of  Delhi Super Group. The depth to water level 
varies from 13.55 to 61.10 m ( Nov. 2006) and in major part between 30 and 50 m. The water 
level deepens in the direction of flow of Kantli river. Elevation of water table varies from 420 to 
250 mamsl .The ground water flows from south to north in the direction  of flow of Kantli river 
and coincides with the slope of basement topography ( Fig-3). The water level monitoring data 
indicates average annual decline in water level of about 1.04 m in alluvium and about 0.34 m in 
hard rock aquifer during 1996 –2006 and  0.68 m and 0.21 m during 1986-2006 respectively. It is 
evident that alluvial aquifer is more vulnerable to overexploitation than hard rock aquifer over a 
long period of time owing to poor specific yield and less sub surface storage space (Jha 2007)  . 
The transmissibility of alluvium varies from 26.7673 to 679.195 m²/day. The chemical quality of 
ground water in general suitable for irrigaton, domestic and industrial uses except in a small 
pocket in the northern part around Mandrella and Tigias where Kantli dissipates. The ground 
water resources has been estimated (GEC 1997) as on 31.03. 07, which reveals that the stage of 
ground water development is 235.59 % . 
 
 

Subsurface Storage Availability 

The basin area is occupied by older alluvium potential zone in 877.92 km², younger alluvium in 
121.18 km² and  quartzite in 89.97 km². The sub surface storage space available for artificial 
recharge of ground water has been estimated as 1604.9617 MCM. It is planned to recharge the 
desaturated aquifer up to 3m below ground level. The average depth to water level below 3m has 
been computed as 50.22 m in older alluvium, 31.83m  in younger alluvium and 16.30m in 
quartzite aquifer for post monsoon 2006 period. The specific yield of older alluvium, younger 
alluvium and quartzite aquifer (if saturated) has been taken as 10%, 12% and 1.5% respectively. 
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The desaturated alluvial aquifer thickness is taken as 25% of total thickness and desaturated non 
aquifer thickness is taken as 75%(CGWB 2007).. The specific yield  for nonaquifer zone has 
been taken as 10% of specific yield of aquifer zone ( Gupta 2005) . Hence by multiplying the 
effective aquifer zone, specific yield and aquifer / non aquifer thickness, sub surface storage 
space available for artificial recharge of ground water has been estimated. The planned rain water 
run off /  Flood water  for  artificial recharge has been considered as 21.9291 MCM and assuming 
life of recharge scheme as 25 years, about 438.582 MCM of rain water run off / Flood water will 
be recharged additionally to ground water for which space of about 1604.9617 MCM is available 
(Table-1). The enhanced groundwater storage resources  may be used  to meet the higher water 
demand during the drought period  
 
 

Table 1: Estimation of sub surface storage space available for groundwater resource augmentation 

Sl. 

No. 

Potential 

Zone 

Potential 

Zone area 

(sq.km.) 

Average 

depth to 

water 

level 

below 3m 

(Post 06) 

Aquifer 

thickness 

(m) 

Sp 

Yield 

(%) 

Storage 

space in 

aquifer 

(MCM) 

Non- 

aquifer 

saturated 

thickness 

(m) 

Sp 

Yield of 

non 

aquifer 

(%) 

Storage 

space in 

non 

aquifer 

(MCM) 

Total 

storage 

space 

available 

(MCM) 

1 A 121.18 31.83 7.96 0.12 115.7511 23.87 0.012 34.7108 150.4619 

2 Ao 877.92 50.22 12.55 0.1 1101.7896 37.67 0.01 330.7125 1432.5021 

3 Q 89.97 16.3 16.3 0.015 21.9977 - - - 21.9977 

 Total 1089.07 98.35 36.81 0.235 1239.5384 61.54 0.022 365.4233 1604.9617 
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Abstract. 
This study aims to analyze spatial and temporal variation of physicochemical quality of drinking water and human 
health vulnerability in a few villages in the hard rocks region of Benin. Drinking water quality is appreciated 
according to the standards of WHO, effect of rainfall variability and chemical property of geological layers. The 
chemical parameters (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, Cl-, HCO3

-, SO4
2-, NO3

-) are compared to the Maximal Allowable 
Concentration (MAC) and Piper diagrams help to characterize seasonal geochemical facies of drinking water. The 
sources of water pollution are evaluated during direct observations on investigated villages by analyzing the origin of 
all ions identified. Classification of water quality following the geochemical facies shows that all of the drillings 
water is of calcium and magnesium bicarbonate facies while 40% of the well water is of chloride sulphate calcium 
and magnesium in the dry and rainy season. The dominant facies is related to the silicate nature of the land and to the 
infiltration of rainwater laden chemical elements into the depths after leaching from granite rock. Groundwater 
pollution is linked to the combination of natural factors (topography, dissolution of the rocks components, rainwater 
infiltration) and anthropogenic factors (inadequate sanitation facilities). Groundwater quality seasonal change 
characterized in step with rainfall variability and assessment of sources of drinking water pollution help to propose 
an approach of health risks reducing in the hard rock region which cover 90% of the territory of Benin. 

 
Key Word:  Benin, Hard Roch, Groundwater, trilinear diagram, Physicochemical Quality, Health. 
 
 

Introduction 

Groundwater is mainly used for domestic needs and consumption in the area of Bantè and 
Savalou, located in the hard rock region of Benin (figure 1). Mean factors affect groundwater 
(well and drillings water) quality. Water quality is affected by the combination of natural factors 
(topography, dissolution of the rocks components, rainwater infiltration) and anthropogenic 
factors (inadequate sanitation facilities, hygienic disposal around drinking water source). This 
study aims to analyze spatial and temporal variation of physicochemical quality of drinking water 
and human health vulnerability in a few villages in the hard rocks region of Benin. 

The villages concerned by this study are in the transition climatic zone which rainfall regime 
is composed by one rainy season and dry season. In the hydrogeological context aquifers system 
is formed in granite geological layers forming the group of Pira (Le Barbé et al., 1993). The 
geomorphologic facets are dominated by the crystalline peneplain made by granite and gneissic 
rocks on which topography is marked by residual forms of relief (hills, inselbergs).  
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Figure 1. Geographical location of the study area and water sampling sites 
 

Data and method 
Climate data (rainfall (P) and potential evapotranspiration (PET) are used to determine the 
monthly water balance (P-PET) over the period 1961-2000. Five well and three drillings water 
samples taking in the dry (december) and rainy seasons (may) help to analyse physicochemical 
parameters variation while observed environmental indicators lead to know natural and human 
factors effects on groundwater quality change.  
Drinking water quality is appreciated from the standards of WHO and by comparison to the 
Maximal Allowable Concentration. Water quality is studied through variation of temperature, 
Hydrogen potential (pH), conductivity and the major ions like Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, HCO3

-, Cl-, 
SO4

2-, NO3
-. Measurement of temperature, pH and conductivity is made in situ using a portable 

multiparameter (Consort, standard C835). Determination of the chemical parameter values are 
required colorimetric proportioning using a spectrophotometer (UV/visible Lamba 2) and by 
excitation of the atoms by the varying photometer with flame. Piper diagrams help to characterize 
seasonal geochemical facies of drinking water.  
 

Results and discussions 
Monthly rainfall distribution and climatic water balance 

Rainfall regime and climatic water balance in the hard rock region of Benin is illustrated by 
figure 2. November to March corresponds to the dry season and May to October is the rainy 
season when groundwater recharge is optimal. The wet period governs rainwater infiltration and 
pollutant transfer from the surface to the groundwater while dry season accelerate groundwater 
discharge and chemical concentration in water.  
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Figure 2. Monthly rainfall distribution and climatic water balance on the hard rock region of Bante and Savalou 

 
Groundwater availability depends on the geological and hydraulic properties of the study area. 
Monthly or seasonal rainfall variability affects groundwater level and therefore it quality. 
 

Seasonal variation of physicochemical parameters 
The physical parameters variation in the hard rock area of Benin is given by table 1. On the 
whole drinking water supply source, temperature and pH are higher in the dry season and 
particularly in the well because of their lowest depth (under 4 m).  
 

Table 1. Physical parameters seasonal variation in the hard rock region of Benin  
Low High Average 

 

WHO 

International 

Standards 

Dry 

season 

Rainy 

season 

Dry 

season 

Rainy 

season 

Dry 

season 

Rainy 

season 

Temperature (°C) 25°C 27,90 25,80 32,20 29,30 29,29 27,66 

Hydrogen potential  6,5  < pH< 9,5 6,00 5,96 7,38 6,97 6,70 6,47 

Conductivity (µs/cm) 2000 73,10 90,90 1514,00 1471,00 538,71 556,58 

 
Physical parameters values show that temperature is beyong WHO standards while conductivity 
is under. Variation of the major ions (chemical parameters) is illustrated by figure 3. Seasonal 
change of the ions concentrations shows climate patterns effect on groundwater quality which 
varies less in the drillings and more in the well.  
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Figure 3. Physicochemical parameters seasonal variation in the hard rock region of Benin 

 
However drinking water supply sources presents the chemical parameter under the Maximal 
Allowage Concentration excepted the well of Tchetti Attiba for Mg2+, K+ and NO3

- in both 
seasons. The nitrate pollutes 80% of the well water and 33% of the drilling’s. The origins of 
drinking water contamination are granite rock components and human activities which explain in 
part the highest concentration of NO3

- in well water. Geological structure, infiltration properties 
of land layers, well shape and inadequate sanitation disposal are the most factors of groundwater 
vulnerability to pollutants sources in the localities of Bantè and Savalou.  
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Seasonal geochemical facies of drinking water is illustrated by the figure 4. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Seasonal geochemical facies of drinking water in the hard rock region of Benin  

 
Figure 4 shows that in dry and rainy seasons, 100 % of the drilling water is of calcium and 
magnesium bicarbonate (Ca2+-Mg2+-HCO3

-) facies. Concerning the well water 40% of the 
samples are of the facies chloride sulphate calcium and magnesium (Ca2+-Mg2+-Cl--SO4

2-) in both 
season.  
 
Contrasted variation is related to the lowest depth of the well and the highest depth of the 
drillings. Moreover infiltration rainwater across crystalline rock layers pollutes groundwater by 
various mineral elements which interaction effects characterize the observed water quality. 
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Gomez et al. (2008) confirms that groundwater mineralization is related to the geological 
environment. According to Johnston et al. (1987) high concentrations of chloride in groundwater 
is attributed to rainwater, seawater, natural brines, evaporate deposits and pollution. Odeyemi et 
al. (2007) explain that higher contamination of the well water may be due to the selection 
migration and percolation of pollutants down the soil based on their sizes and shapes. This is 
confirmed the study area where groundwater quality deterioration particularly in the well is also 
related to environmental components degradation and unhealthiness around drinking water 
supply sources due to land use change (photography 1). 

This photography shows an inadequate water supply sources in the investigated area of 
Savalou and Bantè. The greyish colour (similar of the hills) of water in the bowls indicates that it 
contains elements coming from granite rocks mineral decomposition by runoff ou infiltration of 
rainwater.  

 

 

 

      
 

Photography 1: Shape of well in the villages of Tchetti Attiba (Savalou) and Bobe Djagbalo (Bante)  
 
 

Conclusion 

Temporal and spatial variations of groundwater quality lead to characterization of drinking water 
physicochemical contamination in the hard rock region of Benin. This study to highlight that 
drilling and well water are contaminated but the quality is still within potable limit as per the 
standard set by WHO except for NO3

- et K+ which are near or beyond. Hydrochemical trilinear 
diagram allow identifying dominance of calcium and magnesium bicarbonate (Ca2+-Mg2+-HCO3) 
facies in the drilling water and chloride sulphate calcium and magnesium (Ca2+-Mg2+-Cl--SO4

2-) 
for the well’s in dry and rainy seasons. In general, groundwater physical parameters and chemical 
components less concentration indicate that water quality is satisfactory but permanent 
monitoring will lead to protect water supply sources and to limit human vulnerability. This 
challenge requires more control of groundwater quality, sanitation and waste disposal 
development to assure safe drinking water to people. 
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Extended abstract 
 
The River Njoro watershed is located within the Lake Nakuru basin. The river has its source from 
Mau escarpment and drains into Lake Nakuru. The watershed lies between longitudes 35˚ 05’E 
and 36˚ 05’E, and latitudes 0˚ 15’S and 0˚ 25’S, with an area of 225 km² at an altitude of between 
1600m and 3000m asl. It covers agro-climatic zones (ACZ) I, II and III with ratios of mean 
annual rainfall to mean annual potential evaporation of > 0.8, 0.6 – 0.8 and 0.5 – 0.65, described 
as humid, sub-humid and semi-humid, respectively. Mean annual temperatures range from 10˚C 
to 16˚C. The objectives of the study were to map the soils; assess the degradation types, 
magnitude and extent; and identify the degradation causes and recommend suitable management 
interventions. 
 
The soils were mapped using existing information supported by use of imageries, aerial 
photographs, field checks and sampling representative profile pits for physical and chemical soil 
analyses. The soils exhibit great variability in physical, morphological and chemical 
characteristics due to differences in landform, altitude and climate. The soils are developed on 
volcanic ashes and pyroclastic rocks. Soils of the mountains and major scarps are somewhat 
excessively drained, shallow to moderately deep, brown to dark brown, firm, slightly smeary, 
stony to gravelly clay loam, classified as Ando-Ferralic Cambisols. The hills and minor scarps 
have somewhat excessively drained to well drained, shallow to very deep, dark brown to greyish 
brown, friable, smeary clay loam soils classified as Mollic Andosols and Ando-Haplic Lixisols. 
Soils of the plateaus are well drained, deep to very deep, dark brown, friable, smeary, sandy clay 
to clay classified as Mollic Andosols and Ando-Ferric Alisols while well drained, deep to very 
deep, dark reddish brown, friable and smeary, silty clay to clay soils occur in the uplands and are 
classified as Mollic Andosols, Ando-Ferric Alisols and Lixisols. The volcanic plains have well 
drained, deep to very deep, dark reddish brown to dark brown, friable, slightly gravelly loam to 
clay loam soils classified as Mollic Andosols and Ando-Luvic Phaeozems. The lacustrine plains 
have well drained to poorly drained, moderately deep to very deep, strong brown to dark brown, 
friable to very firm, sandy clay loam to clay soils classified as Stagni-Gleyic Solonetz. 
 
The soils show high percent base saturation indicative of high exchangeable bases due to limited 
leaching and a short period of pedogenesis. Topsoils indicate high silt content, low to moderate 
levels of soil organic matter (SOM) and high exchangeable sodium percent. These factors make 
the soils very erodible and susceptible to sealing and crusting, runoff generation and erosion. Of 
the approximately 22,500ha of the watershed area, 14101ha, 609ha, 194ha and 7419ha indicate 
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very high, high, low-moderate and low susceptibility to erosion respectively while 552ha (2%), 
5047 (22%), 9111ha (41%), 194ha (1%) and 7491ha (33%) show moderate-severe, moderate, 
slight–moderate, slight and non-slight erosion hazard respectively. Results of susceptibility to 
sealing and crusting indicate that 3527ha (16%), 18317ha (81%), and 551ha (2%) of the 
watershed has very high, high and moderate susceptibility while 3527ha (17%), 4159ha (18%), 
9662ha (43%) has high, moderate, slight and non susceptibility classes to waterlogging and 
flooding. 
 
Forest clearing has been extended to the steep mountainous and hilly areas which are very 
susceptible to erosion leading to increased siltation, reduced quality and quantity of water in 
water bodies. The management of SOM through appropriate land use including conservation of 
water catchments, re-afforestation, application of organic fertilizers, maintenance of soil surface 
cover and enhancement of conservation measures should be the main focus for sustainable use of 
the soil and water resources in the watershed. Involvement of all the stakeholders taking into 
consideration the socio-economic and political environment is important for the success of the 
proposed interventions. 
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Abstract. 
 The ciy of Djibouti, capital of the Republic located in the Horn of Africa, is supplied with water abstracted from the 
Gulf basalts aquifer. The climate is of arid type, with a very low average annual rainfall (150 mm). Water resources 
are thus represented exclusively by groundwater. The drastic increase in water demands, due to the development of 
the capital, has led to an overexploitation of this aquifer and has severely degradated its reserves and quality. A 
sustainable management of this aquifer must be undertaken in order to preserve its resources. This work focuses on 
the assessment of this aquifer's characteristics and the elaboration of a numerical model. The model permitted to 
assess for the first time the water balance of the aquifer (surface recharge,  boundary conditions, runoff to the sea, 
global flows in the aquifer), although still non-negligible uncertainty affect this determination. 
 
Key-words: Gulf basalts aquifer. Arid climate. Numerical model. Djibouti. Geostatistics. Hydraulic 

conductivity.  
 
 
Introduction . 
The ciy of Djibouti, capital of the Republic, is supplied with drinking water, abstracted from the 
Gulf basaltic aquifer. The continuous and drastic increase in water demands, due to the rapid 
development of the capital particularly during the last two decades, has led to an intensive 
exploitation of this aquifer and has severely depleted its reserves and deteriorated  its quality. The 
main concern of the Public authorities of the country is at present to preserve and manage 
properly this crucial water resource. This paper focuses on the evaluation of this aquifer's 
hydrogeological properties and the elaboration of a numerical model. This work is included in a 
large research program launched by the authorities, which principal objective is the achievement 
of an optimal and sustainable managament of this aquifer.  
 
 
Geological situation 
Gulf basalts (2.8-1 My) cover an area of 600 km² (Fig. 1). They are in the form of a series of 
plateaus that rise up to 200 meters. Several major wadis (Ambouli, Atar, and Damerdjog Douda) 
cut these basalts by forming canyons with cliffs which can exceed several tens of meters. Many 
volcanic cones of different sizes are situated on the plateaus, particularly in the South. Gulf 
basalts are composed of basaltic flows with intercalation of sedimentary strata, scorias and 
palaeosols. They are characterized by an important surface alteration in bowls. The thickness of 
these basalts was determined after the mineralogical analysis of the cores of the only well that 
entirely cut these basalts (Daoud, 2008). This wells is part of the PK20 wells field. A thickness of 
250m was determined. The Gulf basalts lie unconformably on Somali basalts (9-3.4 Ma) in the 
South and Dalha basalts (9-3.4 My) and Mabla rhyolites (15 My) in the West. On the East Coast, 
there is a coastal plain forming a band of a few kilometers wide, related to alluvial cones of 
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different wadis. These formations date from the Pleistocene and the Holocene (Gasse et al. 1986). 
Several fractures networks affect the Gulf basalts. The East-West fractures direction is the most 
important one and is probably related with the first deformations associated the setting up of the 
basalts (Arthaud and Jalludin, 1990). This main fracture strike would have been reactivated until 
recently. The other  fracturing directions are N140-150 and NS-N040. Outcrops are characterized 
by varying degrees of alteration and hydrothermalism. Older the formations, higher the alteration. 
Hydrothermal activities result in deposits of secondary minerals and thus reduce the permeability 
of the basalts (Jalludin and Razack 1993, 1994). 
 

Figure 1: Location and geological setting of the Gulf basalts aquifer 
 
 

Hydrodynamics characteristics of the aquifer 
Given the distribution of the wells, the water-table is known with sufficient precision to the East 
and less precisely to the West (Fig.2). On the Eastern coastal area, piezometric levels do not 
exceed 2m/sea. On the opposite, high levels (H = 60m/sea) are observed to the West at the PK20 
catchment. That raises the issue of continuity of the groundwater. The Western boundary of the 
aquifer consists of oldest Dalha basalts (9-3.4 Ma) where levels exceed 200m/sea (Oueah 
catchment). The geological observations in the field and drilling cuttings did not show any 
impermeable layer between the 2 aquifers (Gulf basalts and Dalha basalts) (Jalludin 1993). 
Moreover, recent or reactivated faults are continiuous within both aquifers. Assuming a hydraulic 
relationship between the two aquifers, it is possible to find downstream this flow boundary high 
piezometric levels as those observed at the PK20 catchment. The assumption that the 
groundwater is continuous between these aquifers seems likely given the fracturing affecting the 
basalts. Accordingly gradients remain high (between 5 and 7 °/00) along the contact between the 
two aquifers. At the main wells field, in the  coastal zone, there are very low hydraulic gradients 
around 0.2 °/00 reflecting areas with higher permeability. 
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The Gulf basalts aquifer is intensively exploited for the supply of drinking water to the city of 
Djibouti. The wells of ONED (Office National des Eaux de Djibouti) are operated continuously 
with a total daily average discharge of 32,000 m3/day. The discharge rates fluctuate between 20 
and 100 m3/h. Recharge of the aquifer occurs mainly thanks to the wadis rare runoff. The basalts 
surface has a very low permeability because of superficial weathering. Iinfiltration occurs mainly 
in sedimentary formations in the wadis beds. The recharge of these inferoflux aquifers allows in a 
second step the recharge of the underlying basalts aquifer. The measures between two gauges 
were used to estimate the overall average recharge of the Gulf aquifer from the wadis  to 15 Mm3, 
given a flooded area of 12 km2 (BGR 1982, 1993). 
The values of hydraulic conductivity, determined by pumping test range between 0.037 m/h and 
15.83 m/h. There is a sample of 39 values unevenly distributed in the aquifer. The hydraulic 
conductivity (K) over the whole aquifer was assessed using a geostatistical procedure 
(variographic analysis and kriging). The omni-directional experimental variogram of log(K) was 
fitted with a spherical model.   
On the basis of this model, the log(K) was estimated over the whole aquifer using the kriging 
procedure. The hydraulic conductivity map was then obtained by backtransform. The map of the 
kriging variance (not shown) displays however that there are quite large zones of the aquifer 
where the log(K) estimates are highly uncertain. The estimated hydraulic conductivity map was 
used as a first input in the numerical model. During the calibration procedure of the numerical 
model, the hydraulic conductivity map was reassessed, specifically at places where the kriging 
variance is high.  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: The Gulf basalts aquifer. Distribution of the wells. Boundary conditions (B.C.) of the numerical model. 

Distribution of the hydraulic conductivity (K, m/h) in 14 zones resulting from the geostatistical estimation 
procedure and calibration of the numerical model. 
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Numerical model of the Gulf basalts aquifer. 

Gridding. Boundary conditions (BC) 

The goal of steady state modeling of the aquifer is to verify the consistency of existing data and 
complete those missing or partially available (hydraulic conductivity, boundary conditions, 
recharge, exploitation of groundwater, water levels). The aquifer was discretized in a regular grid, 
with 200m x 200m cells, distributed on 150 rows and 250 columns according to East-West and 
North-South directions. Fixed head BC (H = 0m) were imposed on all cells representing the East 
and North coastine. No-flow BC were used on the cells at the North-West limit of the aquifer and 
at the contact with the Somali basalts in the South. Flow BC were imposed on the cells 
representing the limit with Dalha basalts. 

Annual discharge rates of all the abstraction wells was estimated at 12.7 m3/year. The recharge of 
the aquifer was divided in two types : a main recharge occuring from the wadis bed with a 
specific rate of of 4.32 10-5 m3/s/m2 and a diffuse recharge over all the basaltic area with a 
specific rate of 7.2 10-7 m3/s/m2 . 
 

Model calibration and sensitivity analysis. 

The calibration of the model was conducted using the trial and error method. The K field has 
been divided into 14 zones for this purpose. The changes were mainly brought over the zones 
where geostatistical estimate was accompanied by high uncertainty. This ultimately led to a 
satisfactory calibration of the model. The calibration diagram is reported in figure 3. A sensitivity 
analysis was performed on all zones of K and other parameters. It showed that further 
investigations should thereafter be conducted specifically on some zones where knowledge of K 
should be specified. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Calibration diagram of the numerical model 
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Water balance of the aquifer. 

The water balance calculated by the model is reported in Table 1. It is an average annual balance. It should 
be noted that this is the first time that all terms of the balance of the aquifer have been quantified. 

Uncetainty about the figures of the water balance are non-negligible. This balance however indicates that 
an important flow would occur from the Dalha basalts to the Gulf basalts.  

 
Table 1: Average annual water balance of the Gulf basalts aquifer. 

 
Gulf/Dalha basalts 

boundary 
Recharge Pumpings Coastline Total 

Entrée 12.8 18.6   31.4 

Sorties   12.7 18.7 31.4 

 
 
Conclusion. 

The main achievements of this work can be summarized as follows: 
- Synthesis of available data on the Gulf basalts aquifer;  
- Development of a digital model of this aquifer that allowed to check and complete these 

data (hydraulic conductivity field, type of boundary conditions, relations with Somali and 
Dalha formations and quantification of the water balance terms). 

Uncertainty about the results of the numerical model is still non-negligible. Further investigations 
are needed to improve this model and to move to a 3D model with variable density for integrating 
marine intrusion. 
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Abstract 
Impacts of climate variability and land use change on catchment runoff of the Meki river basin, Main Ethiopian Rift, 
was assessed using a modified Precipitation Runoff Modeling System (PRMS) for the study area. The model was 
calibrated for 5 years (1981-1986) and the validation period covered a period of 19 years divided into two as per the 
availability of observed runoff data. Daily observed and simulated hydrographs showed a reasonable agreement for 
both calibration and validation periods. The model coefficients of efficiency were 0.71 for the calibration period and 
0.69 and 0.66 for the two validation periods. Possible impacts of climate variability and land use change on the 
runoff has also been tested. An arbitrary 20% of change in rainfall and 1.5oC increase in temperature was considered 
for climatic scenarios. One land use change scenario, conversion of the study area between 2000m to 3000m a.s.l to 
woodland, was also used to assess the likely impacts of this change on the runoff of the Meki River.  
 

Key Words: Meki, Hydrological modeling, scenario analysis,  PRMS, 
 
 

Introduction 

The Meki river basin, which is part of the Ziway-Shalla basin, is located in the northern part of 
the Main Ethiopian Rift. The area extends from the Guraghe Mountains, where the Meki River 
originates to the Ziway Lake where the river drains. The total gauged basin area of Meki is 2154 
Km2. The Meki River and the Ketar River replenish the Ziway Lake, which in turn gives rise to 
the outflow to the Bulbula River that flows south for 30 km before draining into the terminal 
Lake Abijata. The outflow of Lake Ziway is an important source of the downstream terminal 
Lake Abijata, whose level and salinity is controlled by the amount of inflow from Ziway ( 
Legesse et al., 2003). 

Global Climate Models that predict long-term trends in climate (rainfall, temperature, humidity) 
are often unsuitable for regional scale studies because of the coarse grid-size resolution. 
Consequently, there is a strong need for hydrologic modeling tools that can be used to assess the 
likely effects of land use changes as well as climate variability on the hydrologic cycle at a 
catchment scale ( Legesse et al., 2003). 

The main objectives of this study were  

1. Test and validate a modified Precipitation Runoff Modeling System (PRMS) and 
assess the model performance in the Meki river basin.  

2. Assessing the impact of land use change and climate variability on the basin’s runoff 
under different climatic and land cover scenarios. 
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PRMS is a modular-design, physically based deterministic, distributed-parameter modeling 
system developed by US geological survey to evaluate the impacts of various combinations of 
precipitation, climate, and land use on stream flow, sediment yields, and general basin hydrology 
(Leavesley et al., 1983).  Basin response to normal and extreme rainfall and snowmelt can be 
simulated to evaluate changes in water-balance relationships, flow regimes, flood peaks and 
volumes, soil-water relationships, sediment yields, and ground-water recharge (Leavesley et al., 
1983). 
 
 
Model Application to Meki River Basin 
The distributed parameter capabilities of PRMS are enabled by partitioning a watershed into sub-
areas that are assumed to be homogeneous in their hydrologic response, termed hydrological 
response units (HRUs). Partitioning was made based on basin characterstics such as soil, 
vegetation, elevation, slope, aspect and mean annual rainfall distribution using Geographic 
Information System (GIS). Topographic maps of 1:50,000 scale prepared by the Ethiopian 
Mapping Agency, soil map extracted from the Soil and Terrain Database for northeastern Africa 
CD-ROM (FAO 1998), and land cover map based on Landsat TM image of 1986 were used to 
delineate HRUs. After simplification of the resulting polygons obtained from the overlay process, 
28 HRUs were delineated for the basin.  
A modified PRMS model was built  for this study using both existing standard PRMS modules 
and an additional new module in Modular Modeling System (MMS) (Leavesley et al., 1996).  
The standard PRMS was not used since it doesn’t take wetland and lake HRUs into account and 
hence couldn’t be directly used for this study because of the presence of a wetland in the basin. A 
new soil moisture balance module (Mastin and Vaccaro, 2002) was used instead of the original 
soil moisture balance module in the standard PRMS.  
PRMS was calibrated and verified using daily-mode flow simulation. Measured climatic and 
discharge data  were obtained from the National Meteorological Services Agency (NMSA) and 

Figure 1 : Location Map of the Meki Catchment 
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Ministry of Water Resources respectively. All data cover a period of 25 years from January 1980 
to December 2005. Linear regression method was used to fill in missing climatic data values. 
Initial estimates of parameter and coefficient values for the basin were taken largely from a 
previous PRMS modeling study ( Legesse et al, 2003) on Ketar river basin, an adjacent basin, 
and other similar studies in the area (Ayenew, 1998) except for the physical parameters.  
 
 

Results and Discussion 
A period of one year (1980-1981) was used for model initialization. After selection of initial 
parameter values, a daily sensitivity analysis was used to identify parameters for calibration. 
The model calibration and validation periods in this study were divided in to three. The 
calibration period was a five years period (1981-1986). The validation period was divided in to 
two: validation 1 (1986-1991) and validation 2 (1996-2002). This was due to missing discharge 
records between the two validation periods.  
Daily observed and simulated hydrographs showed a reasonable agreement for both calibration 
and validation periods. The volume of the simulated runoff was greater than the observed runoff 
values in general for the calibration period and both validation periods. The model was also 
limited in its capability of simulating complex hydrograph shapes and peak discharge values. 
However, the model performed well in simulating dry season flows for both validation and 
calibration periods.  Results for the calibration and the first validation period are shown in the 
figure 2.  
 

a) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure.2: Observed and Simulated discharge for calibration (a) and validation period 1 (b) 
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A 20% arbitrary rainfall change and a 1.50C increase in temperature scenarios was introduced 
both on year round basis and on seasonal basis. This was to assess the sensitivity of the 
catchment runoff to both seasonal and general rainfall changes. 
Results of the simulated scenarios revealed that the runoff volume is sensitive to both 
temperature and rainfall change. The simulated runoff volume however was found to be more 
sensitive to increase in rainfall than to a decrease. 
Simulated runoff values for all scenarios were compared with simulated runoff values for the first 
validation period (1986-1991). Figure 3 shows the simulated runoff  for validation period 1 and 
the simulated discharges as a result of 20% increase in seasonal and year round rainfall scenarios. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Simulated discharge for validation period 1 and 20% increase in rainfall scenarios 

By assuming the scenario that the part of the catchment between 2000 and 3000m a.s.l., was 
covered by dense woodland and introducing the corresponding parameters to this change, the 
model produced an increase in daily evapotranspiration of 2.19% and a decrease in the mean 
daily river flow of about 11.8% with respect to the actually simulated value for the calibration 
period indicating the role that this type of change may have in the hydrological response. 
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Estimation of equivalent permeability in Amirkabir tunnel alignment 
with neural network  
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Abstract 
Groundwater flow into tunnels has always been a major technical problem in tunnel 
constructions, so it is very important to estimation of groundwater inflow into tunnel. There are a 
lot of parameters that relating to groundwater flow into tunnel such as permeability, RQD, joint 
frequency, joint aperture, porosity,  head of water above tunnel and radius of tunnel. Permeability 
is very variable in tunnel alignment because of variation in geological conditions. Therefore, 
estimation of equivalent permeability is very necessary. 
 
In this research with use of artificial neural network, equivalent permeability of Amirkabir tunnel 
is estimated. A number of boreholes was drilled, cored and hydraulically tested in the 
investigation stage. Records at the boreholes have been considered as the main source of facts for 
seepage calculations. 
 
The general variation of analytical and RBF neural network results along tunnel path line is alike,  
 
Average of permeability into tunnel is calculated around 1.3*10-7  to 1*10-5  m/Sec   /according 
to analytical and RBF neural network results respectively.  
 
Regarding results and general geologic considerations, seepage is concentrated at fault zones and 
crashed zones , and other geological conditions have not a major problems. 
 

 

Keywords: neural network, permeability, seepage,  
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Groundwater flow model and groundwater age distribution in the Upper 
Awash Basin Ethiopia 
 
Seifu Kebede 
 
 
 

The volcanic aquifers of Eastern Africa are placed as the least understood hydro-geologic system 
(UNESCO, 2006). Compared to other aquifers in Africa, the volcanic aquifers of Eastern Africa 
are known for their lateral discontinuity, low storage capacity, and modern groundwaters 
circulation following shallow flow paths. Two distinct hydrogeological regimes identified by 
their topography, tectonics and geo-thermometry characterize the region. These are the plateaus 
or “highlands and the Rift valley cutting the plateaus. The former is characterized by rainfall rates 
in excess of 1000 mm/a, recharge rates in excess of 100 mm/a and potential evapotranspiration 
lower than 1000 mm/a. The latter is, however, characterized by rainfall lower than 1000 mm/a, 
recharge less than 100 mm/a and potential evapo-transpiration in excess of 1500 mm/a. 

The topography is a direct reflection of prominent doming or uplifting, rifting and massive 
volcanic eruptions. This topographic configuration results in arid to semiarid or desert lowlands 
and humid high rainfall highlands (Nicholson, 1996). In the rift, groundwater is the principal 
source of water supply. It maintains wetlands and lakes hydrology including their ecosystems.  

However, the suitability of groundwater for water resource use in the rift is hampered by water 
quality limitations. In the center of East African rift, higher levels of salinity (Reimann et al., 
2003) and fluoride (Kilham and Hecky, 1973; Yirgu et al., 1999, Ayenew 2008), and elevated 
concentrations of trace elements such as uranium and arsenic (Reimann et al., 2003) are the most 
widely documented groundwater water quality degraders.  In a recent survey in the Central 
Ethiopian Rift, Kassa (2007) documented that 80% of groundwater well failures and 
abandonment after construction is related to discharge of poor quality (high salinity and high 
fluoride) waters.   

Understanding groundwater flow patterns, recharge processes, and discerning origin of 
groundwater geochemistry in such a setting would help to judiciously exploit the resources. This 
entails the need of addressing the fundamental questions at what rate, depth and with what kind 
of solute content fresh groundwater that is recharged at the bounding mountains reaches the 
valley aquifer. Related to this several questions arise, most of which are known fundamental 
questions in mountain hydrogeology (Manning and Solomon, 2004; Wilson and Guan 2004; 
Chavez et al., 1994; Manning and Solomon, 2005):  

1) What is the spatial pattern of mountain front recharge: is it diffuse or focused, from the 
surface or subsurface, shallow or deep?  

2) What is the temporal pattern of recharge: can at least part of it be regarded as quasi-steady 
instead of intermittent? What is the pattern of shallow and deep flow paths and residence 
times within typical mountain blocks?  
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3) What is the role of marginal grabens, transverse and bounding faults in controlling 
groundwater and solute flow and transport (Kebede et al., 2008)? How do the 
hydrogeologic characteristics of mountain blocks and the stream network geometry affect 
these patterns? Are faults and tectonic structures responsible for facilitating groundwater 
transfer between uplands and lowlands or are they responsible for a deviation of recharge 
water before they reach the rift valley aquifers? 

4) What controls the contribution of each component of mountain front recharge? In 
particular, for what conditions is the subsurface (bedrock) component important?  

In a complex hydrogeological setting, tracers  such as major elements, trace elements, and stable 
isotopes have proven to be suitable tools in gaining knowledge on flow, recharge and timescales 
of hydrological processes.  In such setting numerical groundwater flow modeling based on 
hydraulic data only is less promising in understanding groundwater flow compared to using 
geochemical tracers. However, the application of the geochemical tracers has also limitations in 
rift settings. For example:  1) Similar geochemical patterns can be generated in a rift setting by at 
least two different (distinct) processes (e.g. geochemical trends along a groundwater flow path 
are indistinguishable from trend differences related to lithological differences), 2) residence time 
indicators such as 14C are challenged due to diffusion influx of ‘dead’ CO2 from deeper sources, 
3) transient tracers such as SF6 and 3H-He methods may show interferences by geogenic sources.  

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how major element geochemistry, trace elements, and 
environmental isotopes can be of fundamental use to decipher groundwater flow, recharge and 
water quality evolution. Trace elements in particular have been recently used as groundwater age 
indicators where 14C cannot be sufficiently applied.  This approach depends on the assumption 
that once calibration between residence time dependent trace elements and 14C is obtained, age 
can be inferred from the trace element data (Edmunds and Smedely, 2000). The use of trace 
elements as residence time indicator then is a function of their behavior in aqueous systems 
which control their enrichment or depletion.  

This study has two main objectives: One is to characterize spatial pattern in major and trace 
element groundwater geochemistry and groundwater age indicators and relate these to temporal 
and spatial patterns in recharge, groundwater flow and origin of water quality in central Ethiopia 
(Upper Awash Catchement, Figure 1) and to review existing data sets. The other aim is to 
characterize the behavior of trace elements in a rifted hydrological setting where red-ox 
conditions, pCO2, and trace element abundance in the rocks differ from other (well-studied) 
settings such as confined sedimentary aquifers or crystalline aquifers in tectonically inactive 
zones.  

A combination of groundwater flow modeling and groundwater age indicators (trace elements, 
tritium and carbon 14) has been used to gain some insight on groundwater flow and recharge in 
the Upper Awash basin, Ethiopia.   

A significant difference has been noted between groundwater flow velocity obtained from 
numerical models and groundwater age distribution. While the age pattern show older (at least in 
order of hundreds of years) goundwaters existing in the basin flow model testifies that 
groundwater flow velocity is faster.  
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In addition to this decoupling between geochemical methods and numerical flow methods there 
are several other complexities in the groundwater flow, recharge and discharge in the volcanic 
aquifers of the region. The region is characterized among others by: 

1) Artesian groundwater condition sitting near by unconfined flows 

2) Dry well and high yield wells in close proximity (<10 m) distance from each other 

3) High TDS waters emerging in aquifers which should other wise yield low TDS waters 

4) Older groundwaters near supposed recharge zone compared to groundwaters in the 
discharge zone 

 

Some of the lessons learned from the investigation are:  

Scale: A better understanding of flow and recharge can be obtained at regional scale than at local 
scale. In this regard groundwater flows and recharge are regionally homogenous while locally 
complex and heterogeneous.  

Inter basin groundwater flows: In rifted volcanic terrain inter-basin groundwater flow as 
mountain body recharge may account for higher lateral recharge. In this studied case up to 30 
percent of the recharge comes from an adjacent basin. 

Probabilities more important in drilling:  The heterogeneity in aquifer composition, degree of 
fracturing, storage and permeability are extremely variable. In such condition in addition to 
analytical approach in to proposing drilling sites, probabilistic approach (deeper drilling to 
probably encounter high yield aquifers, learning from doing, drilling in zones which proves 
already high yields) may also be important.  
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Geochemical signatures in the Ethiopian geothermal resources 
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The limited resources; the continuing prices rise of fuel; and the environmental impact awareness 
bring renewable energy resources from minor curiosity to a respectable level. Ethiopia has possibly a 
huge and valuable energy resource associated with the Great East African Rift System. Therefore, it 
can be developed aggressively for the benefit of the country and reduce exposure to high oil import 
costs. Moreover, the rationale behind for promoting renewables and energy efficiency in Ethiopia 
include enhanced energy security; availability of plentiful and cost-competitive renewables, 
especially hydro and geothermal; ability to provide cost-competitive energy services to remote 
rural settlements; significant job and enterprise creation potential. Of the about 120 localities 
within the rift system that are believed to have independent heating and circulation systems, about 
eighteen are judged to have potential for high enthalpy resource development, including for 
electricity generation. The Rift is characterised by presence of a large thermal anomalies indicated 
by the presence of high concentrations of leakage detectors such as NH4, CO2 and B. Subsurface 
temperatures as high as 335ºC have been measured in the deep exploration wells, that produces up 
to 50 tons per hour. Tertiary ignimbrite, which is found below about 1400m is assumed to be the 
main aquifer, while the basalt overlain this is sealed with alteration minerals and is assumed to 
serve as a cap rock in the Main Ethiopian Rift geothermal systems. The waters in the system are 
by in large that of near neutral pH having total dissolved solids (TDS) of below 5 g/L, which 
makes them commercially attractive. The general lack of O isotope shifting in rift hydrothermal 
systems suggests a high water-rock ratio, with the implication that these systems are mature. 
Similarly, the studies on Carbon isotope of the rift in general show the evolution from dilute 
meteoric recharge (essentially from both escarpments) to a relatively mineralised waters, via the 
widespread silicate hydrolysis promoted by the flux of mantle carbon dioxide which occurs in 
most parts of the rift. There are both boiling (at greater depths) and mixing in most of the systems 
at shallower depths. 
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Abstract 

Well A5 is located 3.2kms to the north-northeast of A4, about 1km north of Fiale volcanic 
complex, in the inner part of Asal rift. It is vertical well reaching a total depth of 2105 m. The 
well penetrated a lava succession of olivine basalt, ferrobasalt, dark trachyte, trachybasalt, 
rhyolite and the hyaloclatiques and with the lava we are the intrusive rocks who are inferred at 
four depth intervals. Six alteration zones were identified in the well: a zone of no alteration at 0-
200 m, a smectite zone at 200-345 m, a mexied layered zone at 345-500 m, a chlorite zone at 
500-860 m, a chlorite-epidote zone at 860-1250 m and an chlorite-actinolite zone at 860-2105 m. 
Based on mineral sequence deposition and a comparison between hydrothermal alteration and 
formation temparatures, the geothermal systeme appears to have cooled in the uppet 500-550 m 
of the well. Three others minor aquifers were found in the production part of the well below 1600 
m depth. The hydrothermal assemblage above 1700 m depth indicates a much higher temperature 
condition than presently measured which clearly shows that the geothermal system has cooled 
down by as much as 200°C at 1000 m depth. With the indication of retrograde mineralization : by 
the commun occurrence of smectite down to 1000 m depth and laumonite oresence at 600 m and 
800 m depth, may indicate a lowering of temperature to below 200°C. 
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Minéralisations d’or épithermal dans un rift en cours d’océanisation : exemple de 
Djibouti 
 
Moussa, N.*, Fouquet, Y. ***, Caminiti, A. M. **, Bohn, M. ***, Etoubleau, J. ***, Le Gall, B. ****, Jalludin, M.*, 
Rolet J. ****, Delacourt, C****.  
  
CERD*; Ifremer*** ; MERN** ; UBO-IUEM ****  
 

Résumé  
Quatre vingt échantillons provenant de filons hydrothermaux ont été étudiés sur une dorsale en cours d’océanisation 
(République de Djibouti). Les analyses minéralogiques au microscope optique à réflexion, par diffraction X, à la 
microsonde électronique ont permis de déterminer trois paragenèses : une paragenèse (i)  à or natif, sulfures 
(chalcopyrite, pyrite, bornite) dans une gangue de quartz massif et brèches ; (ii) à or natif, électrum, hématite, 
magnétite, des minéraux traces (argentite) et adulaire dans du quartz rubané calcédonieux ; (iii) à pyrite et ± goethite 
dans du quartz.  

Les études de terrain montrent que les zones minéralisées sont associées à des intrusions acides tardives autour 
desquelles les altérations hydrothermales sont souvent intenses. 

Le volcanisme bimodal, la présence d’adulaire, d’or et d’électrum dans le quartz rubané sont classiquement observés 
dans les systèmes épithermaux neutres liées aux volcanismes acides des arcs insulaires. La découverte de ce type de 
minéralisation dans un contexte initial d’ouverture océanique est unique et permet une meilleure compréhension des 
processus hydrothermaux associés aux dorsales océaniques. 
 

Mots Clés : République de Djibouti, Hydrothermalisme, Systèmes Epithermaux, Dorsales Océaniques, 
Rift 

 
 
Introduction  

Les dorsales océaniques sont des systèmes d’accrétion magmatique sur lesquelles l’importance de 
l’activité hydrothermale a été démontrée dès 1979 (Corliss et al., 1979). De nombreux travaux 
ont été menés depuis 30 ans pour comprendre les processus hydrothermaux et métallogéniques 
sous marins dans différents contextes géodynamiques (dorsales rapides, dorsales lentes, bassins 
arrière arcs) et à des profondeurs comprises entre 800 m et 4000 m. Curieusement, pendant la 
même période,  peu de travaux ont porté sur les rifts peu profonds et sur les dorsales émergées. 
Le plus bel exemple de dorsale océanique exposé à ciel ouvert, excepté le cas particulier de la 
dorsale médio-atlantique islandaise, se situe dans le Triangle Afar et plus particulièrement le long 
du système du rift Asal-Ghoubbet (République de Djibouti). Paradoxalement, ce dispositif 
exceptionnel n’a été étudié jusqu’à présent que d’un point de vue structural, pétrochimique et 
géophysique. Aucune étude métallogénique détaillée liée à l’hydrothermalisme du rift Afar n’a 
été menée à ce jour hormis quelques travaux d’inventaire minéralogique entamés par De La Rue 
(1937; 1938), Baiserie (1939; 1946), Cheymol (1961) et enfin Caminiti depuis 1996. Notre étude 
constitue donc la première approche consacrée aux processus hydrothermaux associés au rifting 
Afar. Le but est, par une combinaison d’études de terrain et de travaux de laboratoire, de 
déterminer les types de minéralisations rencontrés et de préciser leur mode de mise en place. Ces 
données constitueront un jalon important pour la compréhension des processus métallogéniques 
sur une dorsale émergée en stade initial d’ouverture océanique. 
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 La République de Djibouti est le siège depuis près de 30 Ma d’une intense activité volcanique et 
tectonique. Les circulations hydrothermales liées à ces cycles volcaniques ont permis la mise en 
place de minéralisations variées. En effet, les fluides magmatiques jouent un rôle majeur dans le 
fonctionnement des volcans : d’une part, les éléments volatils dissous dans le magma influencent 
directement le style éruptif; d’autre part, le magma réchauffe les fluides présents dans les terrains 
encaissants (Jébrak, 2004). Suivant la composition de la roche et les caractéristiques physico-
chimiques des fluides, différents types de minéraux d'altération peuvent se former. Ces 
circulations peuvent également mettre en solution, transporter et précipiter des métaux 
(Giggenbach, 1997). Certaines de ces accumulations peuvent donner naissance à des gisements 
économiquement exploitables. 
 
 
Contexte Géodynamique 

La République de Djibouti est située dans la partie Sud Est du Triangle Afar (Fig. 1) dont la 
structure résulte de la convergence de trois segments de rift actifs  (Golfe d’Aden, Mer Rouge, 
Rift Est Africain au Sud) à travers une province magmatique initiée vers 30 Ma lors de la mise en 
place d’un complexe de traps basaltiques (Ethiopie et Yémen) en réponse à la remontée du 
panache mantellique Afar. Durant ces 30 Ma, le processus de rifting Afar s’est soldé par divers 
événements magmatiques syntectoniques. La République de Djibouti est caractérisée par un 
volcanisme bimodal. Les formations volcaniques rencontrées ci-dessous sont liées à l’histoire 
géologique de la dépression Afar (Fig.1) :  

� Les basaltes anciens d'Ali Sabieh (26,7 et 19,7 Ma) sont sécants et discordants sur les 
roches sédimentaires du Jurassique et du Crétacé dans l’antiforme d’Ali Sabieh.  

� Les rhyolites de Mabla (14 à 9,6 Ma) se présentent sous forme de coulées épaisses et de 
dômes. Ces roches sont toujours très altérées par l’hydrothermalisme. Elles sont 
synchrones de l’ouverture du Golfe d’Aden.  

� La série du Dalha (8,9 à 3,6 Ma) correspond à des traps basaltiques (localement>1000m) 
discordants sur les rhyolites des Mablas. 

� La série acide de Ribta (4,6 à 3,3 Ma) localisée dans la région d’Arta et au Nord de 
Tadjourah surmonte la série du Dalha et semble annoncer l’ouverture du Golfe de 
Tadjourah.  

� Les basaltes stratoïdes (3,8 à 0,7 Ma) forment une puissante série de traps qui recouvrent 
la presque totalité de la dépression afar et sont l’expression magmatique liée à la 
propagation de la dorsale d’Aden à travers le rift Afar. Ils se terminent localement par un 
épisode de volcanisme intermédiaire et acide.  

� Les basaltes initiaux (2,7 à 0,5 Ma) amorcent l'ouverture du Golfe de Tadjourah.  

� Les basaltes axiaux, de type océanique,  sont les plus récents (0,3 Ma à l’actuel), ils 
occupent le graben axial actif d’Asal et le Manda Inakir. 

Les 8 zones d’études échantillonnées au cours de ce travail ont été sélectionnées afin de couvrir 
l’ensemble des épisodes magmatiques cités ci-dessus. Ainsi, les sites de Baba Alou, Garrabayis, 
Hes Daba et Asa Leyta correspondent à la partie terminale acide des séries stratoïdes ; le site 
d’Arta aux  séries acides Ribta ; le site d’Ali Addé aux rhyolites de Mabla et le site de 
Da’asbyo aux basaltes anciens d’Ali Sabieh.  
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Etude Minéralogique de quelques minéralisations actuelles et fossiles de la République de  
Djibouti  

Cette étude résulte de l’observation de plus d’une trentaine de sections polies au microscope 
optique à réflexion. Pour chaque site, une étude des paragenèses a été faite en prenant en compte 
les critères d’automorphie, de remplissage de fractures, de remplacement et d’inclusion. A partir 
des observations effectuées, une synthèse interprétative est tentée, un diagramme paragénétique 
résume les relations génétiques entre les différents minéraux. Des études complémentaires 
(diffraction X, fluorescence X, analyses à la microsonde) sont ensuite entreprises pour déterminer 
et confirmer les paragenèses. Le microscope optique à réflexion nous a permis à la fois 
d’observer les minéraux et de caractériser les différentes paragenèses. C’est la méthode classique 
permettant le diagnostic des phases minérales. Il permet de discuter leur mode de formation et 
l’étude texturale et structurale des successions minéralogiques.  L’analyse par XRD a été 
appliquée à l’étude des altérations et la caractérisation des gangues, ces éléments nous ont permis 
de discuter des conditions de dépôts des filons observés sur le terrain. La figure suivante montre 
un exemple de descriptions effectuées sur des échantillons de la zone d’étude.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 : Carte géologique de Djibouti (d’après Vellutini et Piguet, 1994). Les numéros correspondent 
aux zones visitées et échantillonnées. 

Figure 2 : Descriptions macroscopiques et microscopique des veines de quartz et leur contenu en 
A) : Quartz rubané ; B) : Microphotos de sulfures en lumière réfléchie. a) Grain d’Or 
natif et d’argentite dans une matrice de quartz ; b) Electrum (obj.* 50;). 
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Les observations paragénétiques ont permis de déterminer les successions des différentes phases 
minérales. Un exemple de successions est illustré dans la figure 3. Ces successions  donnent des 
indications sur les conditions de genèses. Le quartz constitue la gangue principale. Il possède des 
textures et structures différentes (massif, brèchique, calcédonieux et rubané). Nous avons à la fois 
des sulfures primaires (chalcopyrite, pyrite, "pyrrhotite"), des sulfures secondaires (bornite, 
digénite, covellite) et des oxydes de fer (goethite). Les sulfures primaires sont indicateurs de 
paragenèses de haute température (350 à 250°C), les sulfures secondaires sont indicateurs de 
paragenèses de moyenne à basse température (< 250° C), les oxydes secondaires sont indicateurs 
de milieux plus oxydants et de conditions de basse température. Cinq paragenèses différentes ont 
été pour l’instant observées. Ces descriptions sont établies à la fois, à partir de l’étude des 
altérations par diffraction X, des observations macro et microscopiques : une paragenèse 1) à 
dominante d’or, chalcopyrite, pyrite, sphalérite et minéraux mineurs (bornite, digénite, covellite, 
goethite), gangues à quartz, carbonates (calcite, barytine) ; 2) à chalcopyrite, pyrite, sphalérite, 
galène et minéraux mineurs (covellite, digénite, chalcocite) et gangues à quartz, fluorine ; 3) à or, 
électrum, argentite, pyrite, hématite, minéraux mineurs (goethite), gangues de brèche siliceuse et 
quartz rubané ; 4) à pyrite, minéraux mineurs (goethite), gangues de brèche siliceuse, quartz, 
carbonates, 5) à pyrite, minéraux mineurs (goethite), gangues à brèche siliceuse. L’épidote est 
observable macroscopiquement et sa présence est confirmée par XRD.  

Paragenèse 
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Or  

Electrum 

Argentite 

Pyrite     

Goethite     

Adulaire                          

Quartz massif 

Quartz rubané 

Carbonates  

   

Figure  3: Diagramme paragénétique des différents échantillons étudiés. 

La recherche de l’As dans une dizaine d’échantillons riches en pyrite révèle sa présence dans 
quelques échantillons. Au microscope, la pyrite se présente toujours sous forme de plages 
polycristallines. Les analyses effectuées à la microsonde montrent que l’arsenic est alors 
incorporé dans le réseau cristallin de la pyrite (Fig. 4). L’arsenic se substitue partiellement au 
soufre et au fer de la pyrite. Les résultats obtenus par fluorescence X montrent qu’il existe des 
enrichissements en or dans certaines pyrites arsénifères. L’or est observé localement à l’état natif.  

Temps 
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Le rapport Ag/Au de l’électrum montre que l’or est transporté sous forme de complexe sulfuré et 
à des températures inférieures à 250°C. Les complexes chlorurés eux sont stables au-dessus de 
300°C et dans des conditions de faible pH et forte salinité Les complexes sulfurés, pour leur part, 
sont stables à des températures < 300°C  (Piragno, 1992).  Le Cu a été détecté dans des zones à 
Au (or natif et électrum) et Ag (argentite). Sa présence indiquerait des températures comprises 
entre 250°C et 300°C compatibles à la fois avec le transport de l’or sous forme de complexes 
sulfurés et avec la précipitation du Cu. Ces différentes paragenèses traduisent une zonation 
verticale du système hydrothermal centré sur les intrusions volcaniques.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Similitudes et différences des minéralisations de Djibouti avec les minéralisations 
épithermales 
Les échantillons étudiés montrent des minéralisations présentant des nombreuses similitudes avec 
celles des systèmes épithermaux associés aux intrusions acides dans les volcans d’arc insulaire. 
Cependant, ce type de minéralisation n’a jamais été décrit jusqu’ici dans les contextes extensifs 
de rifting.  
 

Minéralisations des séries anciennes (26 à 3 Ma) 
Les filons hydrothermaux des basaltes d’Ali Sabieh (26 à 19 Ma) sont tapissés de sulfures 
primaires (pyrite), d’oxydes de fer (hématite), de carbonates (calcite), de zéolites (heulandite, 
mordénite), d’épidote et de silicates de fer (céladonite). L’épidote est un silicate de calcium, 
d’hydrothermalisme profond, stable entre 200 et 240°C. Les zéolites sont quant à elles stables à 
des températures de l’ordre de 220 °C. Les carbonates et la céladonite sont indicateurs de basse 
température (< 100°C) (Hedenquist, 1996 ; Duplay et al., 1989). Ces différents assemblages 
indiquent des épisodes différents d’hydrothermalisme en température et très probablement 
échelonnés dans le temps. 
Les minéralisations des rhyolites de Mabla du secteur d’Ali Addé (15 à 9 Ma) présentent une 
paragenèse assez complète et unique de type BGPC. Les fluides minéralisateurs de cette 
paragenèse semblent synchrones des intrusions acides associées aux rhyolites de Mabla.  

Les cortèges hydrothermaux des basaltes du Dalha (8,9 à 3,6 Ma) et des séries acides de Ribta (4,6 
à 3,3 Ma) sont caractérisés par des carbonates, des sulfates et des hydroxydes.  

Figure 4 : Analyse de la pyrite à la sonde dans les différents secteurs. 
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Minéralisations des séries récentes (< 3 Ma) 
Les sédiments silicifiés de Garrabayis  sont recoupés par des veines carbonatées en relation 
possible avec des fumerolles actives. 

Les paragenèses identifiées localement dans les séries stratoïdes acides (sulfures de cuivre et de 
fer, carbonates (calcite, barytine) prouvent un polycyclisme de l’hydrothermalisme. 

Les études au microscope des faciès rubanés montrent des chapelets de grains d’or soulignant des 
niveaux spécifiques de rubanement. A la microsonde, l’or apparaît sous forme natif et d’électrum, 
l’argent lui, sous forme d’électrum  mais également d’argent natif et d’argentite. Les analyses 
XRD et microsonde révèlent parfois de l’adulaire qui est l’un des minéraux diagnostics des 
systèmes épithermaux à pH neutre. Cependant, les faibles concentrations en Fe dans les sphalérites 
nous laissent penser qu’il s’agit plutôt d’un système épithermal intermédiaire. 

Dans la zone axiale d’Asal, l’hydrothermalisme actif se manifeste par des sources chaudes, des 
fumerolles et des encroûtements actuels. Les forages de géothermie réalisés dans cette région 
(Asal-Ghoubbet) montrent des températures allant jusqu’à 359°C pour une profondeur de 2015 m 
et un pH (~ 5,1) et neutre vers le lac Asal (Giusti et al., 1998). Les assemblages minéralogiques 
révèlent la succession verticale suivante : une zone non altérée ; une zone à smectite ; une zone 
phyllitique  et une zone propyllitique (260 à 280°C) à épidote, prehnite, feldspaths, pyrite, 
chlorites, pyroxènes, et grenat (profondeur: 2015 m). 

Cette zonation rappelle celle observée dans les systèmes géothermiques (Hedenquist, 1996 ; 
Hedenquist et al., 2000). Les données isotopiques de l’hydrogène et de l’oxygène indiquent une 
contribution météorique dans la zone de la source Korilii. Les analyses chimiques effectuées sur 
les eaux du réservoir géothermal au travers des forages et des émergences ont montré une 
saumure du réservoir (Sanjuan et al, 1990) qui peut jouer un  rôle important dans le transport des 
métaux (Zn, Pb, Au etc.) (Piragno, 1992).   

Les minéralisations d’Hes Daba et d’Asa Leyta semblent être associées à des intrusions acides 
tardives contrôlées par les grandes failles bordières du rift d’Asal. Un premier modèle 
hydrothermal est réalisé à partir des minéralisations et des observations de terrain (Fig. 5). Il 
montre les relations spatiales entre les minéralisations, la tectonique et les intrusions acides 
tardives. Les minéralisations sont situées en bordure des grabens. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Modèle synthétique de circulations hydrothermales et des minéralisations 

depuis Hes Daba jusqu’au Fossé Asal. 
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Conclusion  

Les analyses menées ici (microscope optique, diffraction, microsonde électronique et 
fluorescence X) permettent de distinguer 3 groupes de minéralisations : 1) des sulfures primaires 
de haute à moyenne température (chalcopyrite, pyrite, sphalérite, galène) ;  2) des sulfures 
secondaires de basse température (covellite, bornite, digénite) ;  3) des éléments supergènes 
(Cuivre natif, cuivre associé à l’argent et des hydroxydes de fer).  

La chalcopyrite présente dans deux sites, a une composition homogène et semble dépourvue 
d’élément trace. La pyrite est le sulfure le plus commun dans tous les secteurs. La présence locale 
de l’adulaire signe des conditions épithermales. Des éléments supergènes (Cuivre natif, cuivre 
associé à l’argent) existent localement. 

Ainsi, les minéralisations identifiées dans diverses séries volcaniques synrift de Djibouti nous ont 
permis de préciser leur association étroite avec des intrusions acides soit récentes (stratoïdes ~ 
3Ma) soit anciennes (Fm Mabla, ~15-11 Ma). L’activité hydrothermale liée aux intrusions acides 
développe systématiquement une altération des roches encaissantes.  

Les études minéralogiques  combinées aux analyses géochimiques semblent montrer qu’il existe 
de fortes similitudes entre les minéralisations de Djibouti (paragenèses à or et adulaire) et les 
systèmes épithermaux associés au volcanisme acide des arcs insulaires. Les minéralisations de 
Djibouti constituent un exemple unique de minéralisation de type épithermal en contexte initial 
d’ouverture océanique.  
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The Modern Techniques considered as a very important role to assist the Researcher in the 
Geological and Geothermal energy to obtain useful, scientific and technical results in the 
Geothermal Energy Resources Explorations. 
 
This Study in Geothermal Energy Resources Explorations and produce Maps of Geothermal 
Energy Resources very essential circulation to investigate these Resources to be used in so many 
scopes such as Electricity Energy, physical tourism and Agriculture….etc 
 
The target of this Study is to use the Modern Techniques in Geothermal Energy Resources 
Explorations in the Republic of Yemen also produce and prepare Maps of Geothermal Energy 
Resources physical tourism with scale of 1:250000 for the these geothermal fields (Alisi,Esbil, 
Damt and Alqafr) 
 
The location of Alisi and Esbil geothermal field in the Middle part of the western area of Yemen 
(East of Dammar Province) which considered as recently quaternary Volcanic field. which as 
cones and Volcanic  lava that mainly formed  of Basaltic rocks ,Obsidian , and tuff….etc 
 
&in this research we interpreted the satellite images  land sat 7ETM+for Alisi, Esbil geothermal 
field as typical area to determine the recently quaternary Volcanic field and the Hot volcanic 
material because these geothermal energy fields connected to recently quaternary Volcanic field 
And we analyzed the Ratio image we obtain the image that explains the Hydrothermal Zones to 
show the links among the Geothermal Energy Resources and Hydrothermal Zones also to obtain 
the image of the  Mineral composition to show the links among the Geothermal Energy 
Resources Mineral composition. 
 
We do use the GIS programmers to form some main layers for the Geothermal Energy Resources 
Maps with the scale of 1:250000,whereas we formed nine layers to form the map and we 
produced the map that distribute the well’s and hot springs’ Temperature as well as we produced 
the map that distribute the Temperature rate according to the Depth in this field . We add the 
locations of the well’s and hot springs’ in this geothermal field on the structural map and  the 
Geological map to show the links among the Geothermal Energy Resources and the structure and 
geological situation. 
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We have obtained some results during the period of this research as the following:     
&when we interpreted the map that distribute the well’s and hot springs’ Temperature in the Alisi 
field, we realized the geothermal source is occurred in the NE of the Alisi in the depth of 1000m 
with 260 °C. 
 
From add locations of the well’s and hot springs’ in this geothermal field ( Alisi and Esbil in 
Dammar Province) on the structural map we were able to show the links show the links among 
the Geothermal Energy Resources and the structural seating to this field. 
While the bands composition (741) showed good results to distinguish the volcanic rock units. 
This Study give us the same result for previous geothermometry survey for the geothermal 
energy Resources that come up from deep  hydrothermal through the fractures. 
Also the satellite images showed the hydrothermal zones in the study area as typical area 
comparing to the volcanic Quaternary rocks. 
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Abstract 
The Asal area has been described as a segment of the world oceanic rift system by earlier investigators. A total of six 
deep wells have been drilled in the area, the first two in 1975 and the last four in 1987 and 1988. Well Asal-2 was 
damaged, wells Asal-4 and Asal-5 were impermeable, although very hot, but wells Asal-1, 3 and 6 have produced 
extremely saline fluids from 1000-1300 m depth, where the aquifer temperature is about 260°C. During long-term 
exploitation a large pressure draw-down is observed in the reservoir. Wells Asal-3 and Asal-6 produce highly saline 
(120 g/l TDS) reservoir fluid and scaling of galena at high pressure reduces the discharge rate. Lumped parameter 
modelling (LPM) was applied to simulate the production history of well Asal-3, and a good pressure response match 
was obtained. The reservoir volume is estimated to be around 10 km3 and the permeability–thickness, kh, near 13 
Dm. There is good agreement between the value of the kh estimated by the LPM-method and one estimated from 
conventional well test analysis, which was close to 14 Dm. Lumped parameter models provide an attractive 
alternative to numerical modelling of geothermal reservoirs with the distinct advantage of having to deal with fewer 
modelling parameters. Some production scenarios were simulated for forecasting the future pressure response of the 
reservoir. The results indicate that well Asal-3 should be operated at about 20 kg/s total flow rate in order to stabilize 
the pressure decrease during long production periods. The consideration of a reinjection scenario is recommended. 
 
Keywords: Lumped parameter model, Asal Geothermal Field, Pressure response, Forecasting. 

 
 

Introduction 
The Republic of Djibouti (23,000 km2) is 
located in East Africa where three major 
extensional structures, the Red Sea, the East 
African rift and the Gulf of Aden, join forming 
the Afar Depression (Barberi and al., 1975). 
This particular area is characterized by the 
presence of geothermal resources revealed by 
numerous hot springs found in different parts of 
the country. The most active structure is the Asal 
Rift which is the westward prolongation of the 
Gulf of Aden - Gulf of Tadjoura Ridge.  
The geothermal exploration programmes of the 
Asal area, including field studies and exploration 
drilling between 1970 and 1990, and recently a 
TEM and MT 

Figure 1: Location of geothermal boreholes in  
the Asal rift geothermal area (Aquater, 1989) 
 

geophysical survey revealed the high salinity, deep Asal geothermal reservoir in Gale le Koma, South-
East part of the Asal geothermal system and other subfield potential geothermal areas. However, all these 
investigations did not yet lead to any exploitation of the geothermal energy. 
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The main objective of reservoir evaluation is to estimate the long-term production potential of the Asal 
geothermal reservoir. The lumped parameter model was used to simulate the observed pressure decline in 
well Asal 3 located in the Gale le Koma (Figure 1) from August 1987 until November 1987. The aim is to 
predict the future response of the reservoir for a long term production forecasting and also to determine 
the reservoir properties like size and permeability – thickness and compared this last result to the ones 
obtained respectively from geophysical survey and conventional well testing.  
 
 

The asal 3 production history 

Well Asal 3 was drilled in 1987 to a total depth of 1316 m. The well cased with 9-5/8" to 1016 m and it is 
open hol between 1016 and 1316 m. 

Four output characteristic curves were established for well Asal 3 (Figure 2). Two curves at the beginning 
and at the end of the production test, following the well completion in 1987 by Aquater (Aquater, 1989). 
Two others curves were obtained by Virkir-Orkint Consulting Group Ltd (1990) during the geothermal 
scaling and corrosion study. These two periods of production lasted 4 and 3 months, respectively. 

Curve 1 (Aquater, 1989) represents the results obtained from a water-fed well, feeding from a reservoir of 
low permeability. After four months, curve 2 was obtained (Aquater, 1989) in Figure 5. It indicates about 
30-40% decrease in flow rate. The correlation between the second deliverability curve from Aquater 1987 
and the first curve 1 from Virkir-Orkint is relatively good.  
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Figure 2: Output characteristic curves of well Asal 3 for different tests 

 
Between these two periods, the well was shut-in. The second curve from Virkir-Orkint shows about 25-
28% decrease in the flow rate compared to the earlier curve.  

Therefore, both phases of production of well Asal 3 show a decrease of 50-60 % in its initial output. 
Scaling and reservoir pressure drop explain the decrease in flow rate. At the flash zone between 650 and 
750 m, the diameter of the wellbore was reduced by about 20 mm. And between 600 m and the wellhead, 
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the diameter reduction was around 15m. At low pressure in surface equipment the main deposition was 
FeSiO3 and at high pressure (i.e. down in the well) it was galena PbS. 
 
 

The LUMPFIT PROGRAM 

A practical model of the geothermal field is essential for prediction of changes in a geothermal reservoir. 
To construct the model, a variety of geosciences field data, such as hydrological, gravity, self-potential, 
geological and geochemical data are necessary. 

The application of reservoir engineering begins during the exploration phase of the project with the 
analysis of the initial geophysical measurement data that indicate a promising geothermal system, and it 
continues throughout the operational life of the geothermal resource. It is the reservoir engineer’s task to 
test wells, monitor their output, design new wells, and predict the long-term performance of the reservoir 
and wells. This design and prediction is accomplished by studying field and operational measurement data 
and using computer models like Tough2 for a detailed numerical modelling or LPM simple methods to 
project the field operation into the future. 

Lumped parameter models of hydrological systems such as geothermal systems consist of a few capacitors 
or tanks that are connected by resistors (Figure 3). The program LUMFIT, which employs a non-linear, 
iterative, least square procedure, has been used successfully to simulate data on pressure changes in 
geothermal systems caused by mass extraction and/or mass injection (Axelsson and Arason, 1992). The 
tanks simulate the storage of different parts of the reservoir in question, whereas the resistors simulate the 
permeability. A tank in lumped model has the mass storage coefficient κ. The tank response to a load of 
liquid mass m gives a pressure increase given by p = m/κ. The mass conductance of a resistor in a lumped 
model is σ when it transfers q = σ∆p units of liquid mass per unit time at the impressed pressure 
differential ∆p. The pressures in the tank simulate the pressures in different parts of the reservoir, whereas 
production from the reservoir is simulated by withdrawal of water from only one of the tanks (Axelsson, 
1989). 
 

 
Figure 3: Examples of lumped models of hydrological reservoirs: (a) one tank open model (b) three tank closed 

model.  
 
Lumped models can be either open or closed. Open models are connected by a resistor to an infinitely 
large imaginary reservoir, which maintains a constant pressure. On the other hand, closed lumped models 
are isolated from any external reservoir.  
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Lumped parameter models can in general be considered as distributed parameter models with a very 
coarse spatial discretization. The LUMPFIT approach, however, tackles the modelling as an inverse 
problem, which requires much less time and operator intervention than direct or forward modelling. 
Reservoir modelling by using LUMPFIT is therefore highly cost effective and has been shown to yield 
quite acceptably accurate results (Axelsson et al., 2005). 
 
 

Results 

The main objective of reservoir evaluation is to estimate the long-term production potential of the Asal 
geothermal reservoir. The lumped parameter model was used to simulate the observed pressure decline 
(drawdown). Here, the lumped modelling will concerned only the beginning of the production test, 
following the well completion in 1987 by Aquater (Aquater, 1989). The net production (total production 
minus reinjection in the production zone) rate and observed reservoir pressure from August 1987 until 
November 1987 were utilized as an input file in the LUMPFIT program (Figure 4). 

Both models yield similar acceptable fits, providing a coefficient of determination of 96.5% and standard 
deviation of 0.14 bars. Figure 5 shows the match between the observed and calculated reservoir pressures. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Reservoir pressure at sea level and total 
mass extraction  

 

Figure 5: Match between observed 
ressureand a lumped parameter model in 
well Asal 3 
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Reservoir properties 

The lumped parameter models were used for estimating the reservoir properties of the Asal geothermal 
field. It is assumed that the Asal reservoir is liquid-dominated and the storage is dominated by the liquid 
and formation compressibility. The volume of the different tanks can be estimated as: 

tw

t

c
V

*ρ
κ

=  

Where ρw is the liquid density and ct is the total compressibility ct = ø cw + (1- ø) cr. It is assuming 10% 
porosity ø for typical basalt rock formation. 
 
Table 1 shows the calculated results considering a radial flow (2-D) model and assuming reservoir 
thickness of h = 2500 m. The surface area estimated by the two models assuming a confined system, are 
10 km2. Compared the Gale le Koma geothermal reservoir size with the results obtained geophysical MT 
and TEM surface exploration made in 2007-2008 (Knutur et al. 2008) it is a good estimation. The 
estimated permeability-thickness of the Asal reservoir according to the two models is between 11-13 Dm. 
This value can be considered realistic comparing which founded from the conventional well testing 
method (semilog, log-log plot, match curve and multirate drawdown test) between 11-14 Dm (Daher, 
2005).  
 

Table 1: Estimated reservoir properties  

Reservoir volume 

 (km3) 

Area 

(km2) 

Permeability-thickness 

(Dm) 

Confined 

System 

Free 

Surface 

Model type 

Confined 

 system 

Free 

 surface 

Confined 

 system 

Free 

 surface 

(2-D radial flow) 

Two-thank closed 

Two-thank open 

10.5 

9.7 

0.2 

0.2 

4.2 

3.9 

0.07 

0.06 

13 

11.6 

12 

12.5 

 
As it showed the surface area of a confined system model is 60 greater than the one of free surface model.  
 

Future predictions 

The main objective of modelling a geothermal system is to assess its production potential. In the case 
discussed here the lumped models can be used to predict the pressure changes in the reservoirs in question 
for different cases of future production. The maximum allowable drawdown in the fields determines the 
maximum potential of the systems. In paragraph 2, the pressure decreases in well Asal 3 about 30 % 
during four months production test discharging with an average 50 kg/s mass of flow rate extracted. Three 
scenarios are showed in Figure 7 for a prediction reservoir response after nine months.  

Future pressure changes are expected to lie somewhere between the predictions of open (optimistic case) 
and closed (pessimistic case) models and it is argued that the differences between these predictions do not 
demonstrate the unreliability of lumped parameter modelling, but simply the inherent uncertainty in all 
such predictions (Axelsson and al., 2005). 
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Figure 7: Predicted reservoir response for three production scenarios for a 2-thank open LPM 

For all the scenarios the difference between predicted reservoir pressure for an open and closed model is 
equal to 1.5 bars for the 2-tank model from LPM (Figure 7). This small difference between these two 
models can be related with the inherent uncertainty. It seems clearly from these two figures, it is better to 
work with 20 kg/s flow rate in order to stabilize the pressure drawdown from the two models between 19 
and 16 bars. But the question is now if is economically feasible/profitable?  

 

Conclusion 

The main results of a lumped parameters modelling from well Asal 3 presented here are close to the 
values obtained by well testing analysis (Daher, 2005) and geophysical surface exploration. It can be 
summarized as: 

• The permeability thickness of the deep geothermal reservoir in Gale le Kome area is between 
11 and 14 Dm. 

• Based on a geophysical surface exploration, it seems that the reservoir thickness is 2500 m 
with a permeability value close to 5E-15 m2. 

• The total volume of the reservoir is about 10 km3. 
• During long term exploitation, there is a large drawdown observed in the reservoir. 

Some other remarks can be notice as: 
• The salinity of the deep reservoir fluid in the Asal geothermal field is high (120 g/l). 
• Deposition of galena scale inside well Asal 3 while working at high pressure, between 18 and 

20 bar- g reduces the well radius and so decreases the discharge rate. 

Based on the reports by Aquater (1989) and Virkir-Orkint (1990), and the results of this work the 
following recommendations are made: 

• Detailed numerical modelling should down in order to compare and manage this reservoir. 
• Since the results of the inhibitor tests made by Virkir-Orkint were relatively promising, 

laboratory study should be made in order to solve the problem of scaling by finding potential 
inhibitor chemicals available on the market. 

• If the outcome of the above tests is positive, new production wells should be drilled. 
• Reinjection test can beneficial. 
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Hydrological consequences of climate change and demographic growth  
on water scarcity issues in the World 
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The French Academy of Sciences published in October 2006 a “Science and Technology Report” 
entitled “Continental Waters”, which was prepared for the French Government to examine some 
of the major water problems that the World may face in the second half of the present century. 
The aim of this report was to examine the risk of major crises occurring in the World due to 
water-related problems and to suggest possible actions to anticipate such crises. The perceived 
risks were linked to the consequences of climate change, to the increase of the World’s 
population, to the impact of society on water ecosystems, to potentially deteriorating drinking-
water quality and to the increasing number of mega-cities (with more than ten million 
inhabitants) mostly in the developing world.  
 
The talk will first examine the likely consequences of climate change, for both average and 
extreme events, taking also into account the latest IPCC report. Situations of water scarcity and 
droughts, as well as water resources increase will be considered. The situation of Djibouti will be 
examined. 
 
The water needs at the World scale for food production, both by rain-fed agriculture and by 
irrigated land, will then be discussed, given the predicted demographic growth, the changes in 
diet due to economic growth and the potential competition between food production and bio-
energy production. Arable land availability will also be discussed. The potential for major food 
shortages in case of severe global droughts (e.g. during very strong El Niño events) will be 
examined.  
 
But mankind is not the only user of water on earth. Natural ecosystems also depend on water to 
survive. Land-based ecosystems mostly use rainwater and water stored in the soil for their 
development; aquatic continental ecosystems use water in streams, lakes and wetlands, which can 
be affected by any changes to the hydrologic regime of these water courses, e.g. by climate 
change or by agricultural development.  Land and water for agriculture will thus be in direct 
competition with land and water for natural ecosystems and biodiversity. Maintaining 
biodiversity may thus be the major challenge… 
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Abstract: 

Volcanic terrain in western India comprises of Basalts, also known as the Deccan Traps and covers an area of about 
500,000 sq kms. It is the largest exposure of volcanic rocks in the world. Sustainable management of percolation 
lakes or percolation tanks is closely related to the survival of about 15 million farmers and an equal number of cattle, 
living in the semi-arid basaltic plateau in western India. Here the Monsoon rains are restricted to a few rainy days 
between June and September. It is therefore, necessary to harvest the monsoon runoff into small percolation lakes in 
mini- catchments, by constructing earthen bunds on small streams and allowing the stored water in the lakes to 
percolate and recharge the ground water body. The residence time of water in the mini-catchments is thus increased 
and it is possible for the farmers to dig wells and give supportive irrigation to the crops in their small farm plots. The 
efficiency of the percolation lakes is hampered by the silt which accumulates in the lake bed or tank bed, year after 
year. It is therefore, necessary for the beneficiary farmers to de-silt the lake bed when the lake dries in the summer 
season. Soil conservation practices should be followed in the catchment area in order to reduce the silt coming into 
the lake. These activities have been listed as ‘best practices’ on the website of UNESCO-IUGS-IGCP Project 
‘GROWNET’ for which the Author is the Project Leader. NGOs have an important role to play in ensuring 
sustainability through active participation of the villagers.     
 
Key Words: Percolation lakes, Socio-economic dimensions, Research on sustainability, Basaltic terrain, 

Semi-arid watershed management, Afforestation policy, GROWNET, India. 
 
 
Introduction 
The importance of long term sustainability of lakes, tanks or reservoirs in different hydrological, 
hydrogeological, agro-climatic, socio-economic and socio-cultural settings, is due to different reasons. 
This is because of the differences in priorities attached by policy-makers, planners, engineers, scientists, 
executive agencies, sociologists and social workers, to the existing or proposed uses of lake water. These 
include domestic and industrial water supply; providing a water body for carrying out religious rituals; 
augmenting ground water recharge; hydropower generation; flood control; fisheries; providing drinking 
water to cattle; washing cattle and clothes; recreation; tourism; and environmental protection.   

The importance of such tanks is more pronounced in the semi-arid basaltic terrain of western India, 
because people and cattle need the water stored in the tanks or tanks for their mere survival. The rainfall in 
this region is erratic and takes place in the four months of the Monsoon season (June-September). During 
the rest of the year, comprising four months of winter and four months of summer, people need the stored 
surface water and ground water for their crops, domestic use and for the cattle. Due to the high 
evaporation rates of surface water in the summer months, storage in a ground water reservoir is a preferred 
method in this region. In order to augment this storage, runoff water in several seasonal streams in an area 
is impounded by constructing earthen bunds across the streams. Percolation tanks are formed during the 
Monsoon season, behind such bunds.  This water percolates during the four months of the winter season 
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(October-January) and by the beginning of summer the lake becomes dry.  Once the runoff water collected 
in the lake percolates to join the phreatic water table, its residence time in the stream valley changes from 
a few hours to several months. Drought years are frequent in the semi-arid region. It is, therefore, 
important to collect runoff water whenever available, allow it to percolate and recharge the ground water 
reservoir, so that in the dry season people, crops, and cattle may depend upon ground water available in 
dug wells and bored wells. Sustainability of the percolation lakes assumes unique importance on this 
background. At places, where the quality of ground water is impaired due to high salinity or high 
fluorides, it is possible to locate the drinking water well of a village on the downstream side of the 
percolation lake. Here, the quality of ground water is better due to the percolation from good quality 
runoff water in the lake.  

Recharge augmentation of the phreatic aquifer by improving the “recharge to rainfall ratio” is possible by 
adopting watershed development activities such as contour bunding, hill-slope trenching, gully plugging, 
and afforestation with grass and shrubs. In western countries, artificial recharge is carried out by pumping 
the flood-water from a stream into a settling-pond, allowing the silt to settle down and then taking water to 
the spreading basins.  In India, the cost of such pumping and the availability of land for settling pond and 
spreading basin is a major constraint. A percolation lake, formed in the stream-bed, is a cheaper 
alternative. 

Another important socio-economic factor, favoring construction of percolation lakes in the 
drought-prone, semi-arid region is that during a drought year construction of an earthen bund 
across a stream gives employment to about 1,000 to 1,200 men and women, for 6 to 8 months. 
Such constructions are therefore, useful for the Government to provide employment to the 
villagers and farmers, who have no other work on the farm due to drought conditions. The 
payment to the construction laborers can be made partly in cash and partly in food-grains.   
 
 
Natural Features: 
Basalt or the Deccan trap of western India is one of the largest exposures of volcanic terrain in the world. 
The area covered by the basalt is around 500,000 sq. kms out of which about 30 % has semi-arid climate. 
This semi-arid area approximately lies between 17 to 25 Degrees North Latitude and 74 to 77 Degrees 
East Longitude. 

The rainfall during the four months (June-September) of the Monsoon season is about 400 to 500 mm in 
this region. The population of the semi-arid region is about 15 million, with an equal number of cattle. 
Over 85 % of the cultivated area has only rain-fed crops. During a long break in the Monsoons, surface 
water stored in farm ponds, tanks etc. and ground water from dug wells or bore wells, is used for 
protective irrigation of crops, by some farmers. Ground water is also useful for growing winter crops on 
small farm plots, normally having an area of a fraction of a hectare. In summer ground water is mainly 
used for drinking purpose.  

Stream flows are seasonal. Most of the streams with catchment areas up to 50 sq. kms dry up within a 
month or so after the rainy season. The stream -flow after the rains is supported by the discharge of 
shallow ground water into the stream. Ground water flows from the water divide to the central portion of 
the stream valley, thereby draining the peripheral areas close to water divide. Dug wells and bore wells are 
therefore located in the central portion of the valley, close to the stream. The ratio of ground water 
recharge to rainfall is about 15%.  

Since surface water sources are erratic and seasonal, it is necessary to store the runoff water in percolation 
lakes formed by constructing low cost earthen bunds on streams with catchment areas of 10 to 50 sq. kms.  
The velocity of ground water flow being much less than that of the surface runoff water, the percolation 
taking place from the lake stays in the stream valley for a much longer time and is available for use in the 
wells located in the down-gradient direction. Depending upon local hydrogeological situation, the 
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beneficial effects of a lake are normally felt in the dug wells up to 2 to 3 kms distance along the valley 
downstream of the lake. In Pune district alone there are over 800 percolation lakes, their ages ranging 
from one to thirty years.  

 
 
Efficiency of a Percolation Lake       
A typical earthen bund constructed across a stream, to form a percolation tank, is 6 to 10 m high and 100 
to 150 m long. The area of submergence under the lake or tank is 5 to 10 ha. Occasionally, the lake area is 
up to 30 ha. A side spill-way or weir, having its crest about 2 m lower than the top of the bund, is provided 
to prevent overtopping of the bund. Unlike a normal earthen bund, the cut-off trench in the foundation of 
the bund is not excavated upto the hard rock. This allows percolations from the lake to flow under the 
bund, in the down-gradient direction and feed the wells on either banks of the stream.. Runoff water stored 
in the percolation lake during the rainy season thus percolates and recharges the ground water body, 
during the next four months of winter season. An ideal percolation lake gets dry by the month of March, 
i.e. the beginning of summer. This protects the scarce water resource from being exposed to high 
evaporation rates of summer months. In fact, if a percolation tank holds water in March, the farmers bring 
their pump-sets to the water front and lift water to their neighboring farms.   

A percolation lake or tank has two efficiencies, the storage efficiency and the percolation efficiency. 
Storage efficiency is the ratio of the volume of water stored in the lake to the volume of runoff water 
available from the catchment during the rainy season. This efficiency could be close to 100% in the initial 
stage, but as the lake bed gets silted-up every year, storage efficiency declines. This decline is represented 
by increase in the volume of water flowing over the spillway. 

Percolation efficiency is defined as the ratio of the volume of water percolated to the volume of water 
stored. The overall efficiency is the product of the above two efficiencies. Percolation efficiency is 
difficult to estimate by direct method. An indirect estimation is possible by deducting the weekly evapo-
transpiration losses from the volume of stored water. Silting of the lake bed impedes vertical percolation 
rates and reduces the percolation efficiency. Overall efficiency of an average percolation lake ranges 
between 40 to 70%. (Limaye, 1986) Newly constructed lakes, in the last couple of years, have better 
efficiency than old lakes constructed 25 to 30 years ago, due to the low permeability of the silt 
accumulated over the lake-bed. 
 

Sustainability 

Location of the bund across the stream in relation to hard-rock topography, is important. If the lake behind 
the bund has a rocky bed, percolation rates are extremely slow and the very purpose of creating the lake is 
defeated. Vertical bores are then drilled in the rock and blasted to create artificial fracture porosity. 
Conversion of failed lakes into useful ones, needs more research. Silting of the lake-bed is also 
undesirable, as it reduces both the storage and percolation efficiencies. It is, therefore, necessary that when 
the tank bed dries in summer, beneficiary farmers bring their bullock-carts to the tank, remove the silt, and 
spread it on their farms for renewal of topsoil. If this is not done regularly, the percolation lake may 
become an evaporation lake within a decade or so, due to accumulation of silt. In some villages, the 
percolation lakes are also being used as fish- ponds and the fishermen assume the responsibility of de-
silting.  
The amount of silt received in the lake in each rainy season could also be controlled by promoting 
watershed development and soil conservation activities like contour bunding of farms, contour trenching 
on hill slopes, gully plugging, afforestation, grassland management, etc., in the watershed of the lake. 
Here, apparently, there may seem to be a conflict of interest between the surface water engineer who is 
interested in getting more runoff out of a storm event in the watershed and a ground water engineer, who 
is interested in obtaining more recharge to the ground water body. However, a closer analysis will disclose 
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that although the watershed development activities mentioned above may reduce the quantity of 
immediately available runoff from a storm event, there is a sizable contribution later on by delayed stream 
flow, due to effluent seepage from ground water.  Further research is required in this field. In other words, 
the watershed development activities change the shape of the stream hydrograph at the entrance to 
percolation tank by reducing the peak and increasing the time base. In management of scarce water 
resources, this shape of hydrograph is always preferable to the one with a sharp peak and short time base. 
However, one precaution is necessary while selecting species of plants for afforestation in the watershed. 
The main thrust should be on locally available shallow rooted grasses and bushes. In semi-arid areas, 
afforestation with deep rooted trees like Eucalyptus, with high rates of transpiration is not advisable. Only 
hardy, drought resistant, trees with small water requirement should be planted. Otherwise the recharge 
from rainfall, seeping towards water table will be consumed by transpiration.   
All such activities related to watershed development and sustainability of the Percolation Tanks have been 
listed as ‘best practices’ on the website www.igcp-grownet.org. Project GROWNET (Ground Water 
Network for Best Practices in Ground Water Management in Low-Income Countries) has been approved 
by UNESCO-IUGS-IGCP for global dissemination of ‘best practices’ over the Internet, for replication 
elsewhere. (Limaye and Reedman 2005) 
 
 
Conclusions 

1. Percolation lakes or tanks are of vital importance for the survival of about 15 million farmers 
and an equal number of cattle, living in the semi-arid basaltic terrain in western India. 

2. Regular de-silting of the lake bed is essential for improving the storage efficiency and the 
percolation efficiency of a percolation lake.  

3. Long term sustainability can be achieved by adopting watershed development activities in the 
catchment area of a percolation lake. In the semi-arid region, precaution must, however, be 
taken to select only those species of trees, bushes and grasses for afforestation, which have 
very low transpiration. Otherwise, recharge from rainfall seeping through the root zone, 
towards the water table, gets consumed by transpiration thereby adversely affecting the 
ground water storage. 

4. At present, the percolation lakes are constructed by the Government, under drought relief 
programs or minor irrigation schemes. Locations are selected without much consideration of 
local hydrogeological features. Provision for regular de-silting of the lake-bed, is also not 
made.  Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) and Community Based Organizations 
(CBOs), therefore, play a vital role in ensuring sustainability of percolation lakes. This is 
achieved by promoting active participation of the beneficiaries in the construction and 
maintenance of the lakes and also in the watershed development activities.  

5. UNESCO-IUGS-IGCP Project “GROWNET” (Ground Water Network for Best Practices in 
Ground Water Management in Low-Income Countries) is a humble step in promoting water 
harvesting structures like percolation tanks, for achieving sustainability of ground water 
supply for domestic and irrigational use in semi-arid volcanic terrains. 
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Hydrogeological parameters and sustainability of ground water 
in Uganda. A case of Ankole-Masaka corridor, South Western Uganda. 
 

Abel Tumusiime1, Paul Twebaze2       

 
 
Uganda is well endowed with abundant surface water, with notable 162 fresh water 
lakes and numerous rivers. However this water is not safe for human consumption. 
Treatment to supply a scattered rural population in Uganda is financially unfeasible; 
and thus many people depend on groundwater harvested from deep boreholes in the 
basement rock aquifer. None of the past or present groundwater harvesting schemes 
in Ankole-Masaka corridor have been carried out with due regard for the 
hydrogeological or the social context rendering some water projects ineffective. The 
study aimed at defining hydrogeological parameters and sustainability of ground 
water in Ankole-Masaka corridor a semi-arid area in south western Uganda.  
 
The study employed a number of methods ranging from surface geophysics, depth 
sampling, regolith sampling and testing, numerical methods of pumping test 
analysis, and flow modeling. Other methods employed included observation, opinion 
surveys, personal interviews and group discussions with representatives of 
groundwater resource harvesting facilities, water engineers and representatives from 
government and NGO’s working on water quality and accessibility in the area.  
 
The results from the area confirmed that the bedrock is an extremely weak aquifer 
whose ability to yield water depends on additional contributions from the regolith. It 
was discovered that the regolith provides a significantly better aquifer. It was also 
found that that, the principal aquifer in Ankole-Masaka corridor is not the basement 
rock but rather the overlying regolith. It was also discovered that present pumping 
rates in the deep rock might not be sustainable in the long term. Evidence from the 
study indicates that the recharge, storage, and vulnerability of local aquifer is weak, 
a factor that renders most bore holes and wells dry.  
 
The study recommended that land use patterns be monitored to assess their potential impact on 
water quantity and quality, the study also advised that steps be taken to implement a national 
monitoring program based on monitoring of wells in both the regolith and bedrock aquifers. The 
study also recommended those issues of land ownership and access to boreholes; laws governing 
groundwater harvesting facilities be investigated and improved. 
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Abstract  
Sixteen Schlumberger vertical electrical soundings in the study area indicate 81% show a three-layer earth model. 
These are; a topsoil with an average thickness of 2.0m and resistivity of 152 ohm-m. A sandy-clay layer with an 
average thickness of 9.5 m and average resistivity of 37 ohm-m. A highly weathered/fractured basement with an 
average resistivity of 87ohm-m. While 19% of VES indicated a four-layer earth model here there is an additional 
sandy layer with an average thickness of 5.3m and with an average resistivity of 83 ohm-m. Based on the 
information obtained from the resistivity survey, eight boreholes of depths between 18 - 29m were drilled in the 
study area. The boreholes have an average static water level of 3.4 m. The geochemical analysis of water from the 
boreholes indicated a mean value of chlorine and total dissolved solid of 1.6 and 120 mg/l respectively. From results 
of the geochemical analysis of water samples indicate that the water in Hong and its environs are suitable for 
domestic, agricultural and industrial purposes. 
 
Keywords: Hong and environs, geology, hydrogeology, qualitative and quantitative resistivity data 

analysis and interpretation. 
 
 

Introduction  
The resistivity method is unique and can furnish information on subsurface geology. The method is most 
widely used in water exploration, and is relatively cheap when compared with the seismic refraction 
method. The Hong area falls between latitudes 10013′ - 10015′N and longitudes 12055′ - 12058′E (Fig 1). 
The need for groundwater resources exploitation to meet up adequate demands in Hong and its 
environments called for pre-drilling geophysical surveying Hong and its environments. The area is 
underlain by crystalline basement complex, where the occurrence of groundwater is due largely to the 
development of secondary porosity and permeability by weathering and/or fracturing of the parent rocks 
(Acworth, 1987; Olorunfemi and Fasuyi, 1993; Edet and Okereke, 1997). Experience throughout the 
world has shown that the rate of failure of boreholes is usually high in the basement complex terrain. This 
is mainly due to an inadequate knowledge of the basement aquifers, which results from in-situ weathering 
and/or denudation of basement rocks.  

Researches works on resistivity method in basement rocks for groundwater exploration and 
exploitation has been utilized by many authors. These include; Pulawski and Kurht (1977), 
Zodhy et al, (1974) Nur and Ayuni (2004) and Nur and Kujir (2006). They have reported that the 
ability of the resistivity method on the subsurface geology in groundwater studies. The electrical 
properties of most rocks depend on the amount of water, conducting minerals and the resistivity 
varies with salinity and temperature. Olorunfemi and Okakune (1992) showed that in the 
basement complex of Ile-Ife, low yield boreholes are characterized by low resistivity. The aim of 
this research was to carry out a detailed VES investigation of some selected areas of Hong and its 
environs, prior to drilling of borehole in order to avert problems of unproductive wells and also to 
maximize economic gains. The data generated from geo-electrical investigation has helped in the 
determination of Depth to the bedrock, for the purpose of groundwater development.  
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Climate, geology and hydrogeology of the area  
Hong area falls within the sub-Sudan climatic zone. The mean annual rainfall is about 1020mm and a 
mean monthly rainfall in May and October is about 230 and 58mm respectively. The maximum 
temperature in the study area is about 390C particularly in April while minimum monthly temperature can 
be as low as 190C between December and January, the mean monthly temperature of the study area is 
about 26.90C (Adebayo and Tukur, 1999).  The study area is mountainous with the highest elevation of 
2900ft (878.8m) found at the south-western part of Shengwini, and 2850ft (863.6m) at the south-eastern 
part of Shengwihi. Also, the north-eastern part of Kuvagaya has elevation of 2850ft (863.6m) above the 
sea level. The low relief areas can be found at the north-western part of the study area. A place like 
Muzigiba has elevation of 1850ft (560.6m) above the sea level whereas Arndu at the north-western 
extreme of the study area has the lowest relief of 1750ft (530.3m) above the sea level (Fig 1). Hong area 
falls within the sub-Sudan savannah belt which is characterized by stunted-fire resistant trees with thick 
back and grasses. 
The study area is part of Hawal massif of the north-eastern Nigeria Basement Complex. The rocks consist 
of undifferentiated migmatites and gneisses and porphyritic granites (Fig 2). The undifferentiated 
migmatites and gneisses found in the study areas have undergone complex weathering leading to 
unconsolidated layers of laterite, clay, silty sand and gravel. Geo-electrical investigation is therefore 
essential before drilling activities take place in the study area. Groundwater estimation in an area requires 
accurate data of aquifer parameters such as water level, hydraulic conductivity, storage coefficient and 
transmissivity (Uma et al. 1989).  The major sources of surface water in the area are from rainfall, and 
there are seasonal. Aquifer unit in the study area is mainly from the weathered/fractured basement is 
dependent to perennial supplies from boreholes.  
Hong area is located in a high relief, it run off is relatively high. The infiltration rate is low. The 
geological features in addition to the climatic condition of the area control the groundwater storage. The 
surface waters in the study area are seasonal. Water supply in the area is mainly from hand-dug wells, 
inadequate number of boreholes, and from seasonal rivers. There is the need therefore to exploit the 
groundwater resources.  
 

                         
Figure 1: Topographic map of the study area  Figure 2. Geological map of the study area  
(Modified after Federal Surveys of Nigeria , 1968).  (After Geological Survey of Nigeria, 1994).  
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Data collection, analysis and interpretation  
Sixteen vertical electrical sounding of AB/2 = 70m were conducted by Hillwater Resources Limited in the 
study area (Fig. 1). The work was be carried out by using a Terrameter SAS 1000 and adopting 
Schlumberger configuration. 
The apparent resistivities obtained from the field were plotted on log-log graph paper and show the 
presence of three or four layer model. The initial interpretation of the VES data was carried out using 
partial curve matching techniques with two layer masters curves and auxiliary diagrams. The resistivities 
and thickness of the sixteen VES were used as the initial input to a computer program which is based on 
optimization techniques. Details of the model parameters and the mathematical formulae used for this 
study can be found in Mbonu et al. (1991), Nur et al. (2001). During the interpretation, existing borehole 
information was also incorporated and the results obtained from the computer modelling are presented in 
Table 1. Water Samples were collected from eight boreholes drilled in the study area after the survey and 
the results obtained are presented in Table 2. 

To understand better the underground situation in the study area; isoresistivity values 
corresponding to AB/2 = 50 m. was contoured as shown in figure 3. There are three major 
anomalies located in the north-western, north-eastern and south-eastern part of the study area. 
The first anomaly is located in the north-western part of the study area, the resistivity values 
decreases from 120 ohm–m to 60 ohm-m. This anomaly has a length of about 2km. The second 
anomaly is located in the north-eastern part of the study area, the resistivity values decreases 
from 140 ohm-m to 100 ohm-m. This anomaly has a length of about 1.8km. The third anomaly is 
located in the south-eastern part of the study area, the resistivity values decreases from 180 ohm-
m to 100 ohm-m. This anomaly has a length of about 2.5km. There are also small anomalies and 
some of them are found within the major anomalies.  
 
Table 1: summary of results from computer modeling for the sixteen (16) ves in the study area 

S/N VES STATION 
THICKNESS OF 

LAYERS (m) 

RESISTIVITY OF LAYERS 

(OHM-m) 

RESISTANCE 

(OHM-m) 

FITTING 

ERROR 

% 

  H1 H2  H3  ρ1 ρ 2 ρ 3 ρ 4 R1 R2 R3  

01 MUHOI  1.0 8.0 - 170.1 30.0 140.2 - 170.1 240.0 - 4.02 

02 LADING  1.0 8.0 5.0 380.2 90.0 78.9 210.6 380.2 720.0 394.5 2.18 

03 TSOHON GARI 

HONG  

2.0 12.0 - 224.7 78.5 80.1 - 449.3 942.0 - 3.53 

04 LADING  1.0 8.0 - 90.0 37.4 126.0 - 90.0 299.2 - 3.26 

05 SHENGWIHI 1.0 5.0 - 129.8 56.9 210.0 - 129.8 284.5 - 3.40 

06 SHENGWIHI 0.5 5.5 8.0 1112.0 116.3 114.0 230.0 556.0 639.6 912.0 3.17 

07 MACHANDA  1.0 2.5 3.0 122.4 42.0 36.3 160.0 122.4 105.0 108.8 3.37 

08 KWABAKTINA  2.0 12.0 - 130.0 27.0 113.0 - 260.0 324.0 - 4.51 

09 KWABAKTINA  2.0 12.0 - 171.3 59.9 68.2 - 342.6 718.8 - 1.93 

10 HONG  9.0 5.0 - 42.1 35.9 60.0 - 378.8 179.5 - 1.15 

11 HONG  1.0 8.0 - 121.3 43.5 68.3 - 121.3 348.0 - 3.40 

12 HONG  2.0 7.0 - 110.0 19.8 55.3 - 220.0 138.5 - 1.45 

13 NYINGA 1.0 13.0 - 218.3 29.2 50.0 - 218.3 379.6 - 3.37 

14 HONG  2.0 12.0 - 156.0 38.3 70.0 - 312.0 459.5 - 3.49 

15 HONG  1.0 8.0 - 234.0 31.9 60.0 - 234.0 255.2 - 2.39 

16 NYINGA 1.0 13.0 - 183.2 22.4 49.3 - 183.2 291.1 - 1.87 
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Table 2: summary of aquifer and geo-chemical properties for the eight boreholes in the stduy area 
 

Location 

Total 

depth 

of borehole 

(m) 

Aquifer 

thickness 

(m) 

Stati

c 

wate

r 

level 

(m) 

pH Na Mg Ca K Fe Zn Mn TDS Cl 
CaCO

3
2- 

SO4
2- 

Nyinga BH1 26 12 3.5 7.98 0.13 1.976 8.3 0.03 0.45 0.09 0.21 122 3.6 20.75 169.75 

Machanda BH2 20 13 3.7 8.37 0.34 3.048 12.8 0.18 0.36 0.56 0.22 164 3.1 32.00 154.87 

Hong BH3 18 9 2.8 8.03 0.11 4.071 17.1 0.02 0.19 0.18 0.18 205 4.2 42.75 130.41 

Kwabaktina BH4 24 10 3.4 8.04 0.21 3.002 12.6 0.14 0.81 0.13 0.11 123 0.6 31.50 121.62 

Muhoi BH5 19 10 3.3 8.17 0.08 1.340 5.5 0.02 0.21 0.31 0.09 82 0.2 13.75 116.32 

Lading BH6 19 10 3.4 7.47 0.14 1.548 6.5 0.04 0.54 0.17 0.26 86 0.3 16.25 124.84 

Tsohon Gari Hong BH7 24 10 3.2 7.89 0.12 1.334 5.6 0.13 0.32 0.46 0.12 83 0.2 14.00 143.11 

Shengwihi BH8 19 15 4.0 7.82 0.02 1.501 6.3 0.15 0.23 0.26 0.32 91 0.6 15.75 118.93 

Mean 22.4 11.1 3.4 7.97 0.143 2.228 9.338 0.089 0.389 0.27 0.189 120 1.6 23.34 134.98 

WHO guideline 2006 maximum 

permissible limit 
   6.5 – 8.5 

200 

mg/l 

150 

mg/l 

200 

mg/l 

200 

mg/l 

0.3 

mg/l 

3 

mg/l 

0.4 

mg/l 

600 

mg/l 

5 

mg/l 

120 

mg/l 

500 

mg/l 

The results obtained from the resistivity data interpretation (Table 2) have assisted in delineating the thicknesses of the topsoil and the 
highly weathered/fractured rocks, which in turn was used for the location of the drilled boreholes in the study area. The aquifer unit 
was identified in the highly weathered/fractured basement of the study area, and has an average static water level of 3.4 m. (Table2). 
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Geochemical analysis of water samples collected from eight boreholes are summarize in Table 3. 
Most of the water tested indicates pH range of 7.47 – 8.37.  The sodium and magnesium contents 
vary between 0.02 – 0.34 mg/l and 1.334 – 4.071 mg/l respectively. The contents of sulphate 
range between 116.32 – 154.87mg/l, while calcium and chlorine contents range between 5.5 – 
17.1 and 0.2 – 4.2mg/l respectively. The iron, zinc and Total Dissolved Solid (TDS) contents of 
the water samples analysed indicated 0.19 – 0.54mg/l for iron, 0.09 – 0.56mg/l for zinc and 
between 82 – 205 mg/l for the Total Dissolved Solid. Whereas carbonate content range from 
13.75 – 42.75 mg/l.  Figure 4 indicate the Contour map of the Hydraulic head obtained from the 
eight boreholes drilled in the area after the geo-electrical investigation. The flow direction is 
mainly towards Hong which is west of the study area. 

   

      Figure 3: Isoresistivity Map for AB/2=50 m   Figure 4: Contour Map of Hydraulic Head in the study area 

Conclusion 
Sixteen vertical electrical soundings of maximum electrode spread pf AB/2 70 meters using 
Schlumberger configuration were carried out and interpreted in different location of Hong and its 
environment. 81% of VES in the study area indicate a three-layer earth model, while 19% 
indicated a four-layer earth model. The first layer is the topsoil and has an average thickness of 
0.8m, and an average resistivity value of 538.2 ohm-m. The second layer, which is sand, has an 
average thickness of 5.3m and an average resistivity value of 82.80hm-m. The third layer, which 
is sandy-clay, has an average thickness of 5.3m and an average resistivity value of 76.4 ohm-m. 
The fourth layer is a highly weathered/fractured basement with an average resistivity of 200 ohm-
m. Based on the information obtained from the resistivity survey, eight boreholes of depths 
between 18 - 29m were drilled in the study area. The eight boreholes have an average static water 
level of 3.4 m. The geochemical analysis of water from the eight boreholes indicated an mean 
value of chlorine and total dissolved solid of 1.6 and 120 mg/l respectively. From results of the 
geochemical analysis of water samples indicate that the water in Hong and its environs are 
suitable for domestic, agricultural and industrial purposes. 
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Water policies and institutional issues 
 
Oyule Ngata 
 
Ministry of Water and Irrigation, 
Water Resources Department, Nairobi, Kenya. 
 
 
Kenya is classified as a water scarce country, therefore unsustainable development, use and 
management of water resources poses serious threat to the country's social and economic 
development.     
 
Kenya has an estimated population of 32 million people and projected to reach 43 million by the 
year 2015. Natural renewable fresh water is estimated to be about 647 m³ per capita per annum of 
which only approximately15% is being used leaving 85% available for exploitation. Access to 
safe water is estimated at 89% in urban areas and only 49% in rural areas.    
 
Water is distributed unevenly in Kenya and this has influenced present settlement patterns. Kenya 
is divided into five major drainage basins and straddles three main climatic zones. The fertile 
highlands which cover 25% of the land area supports 75% of the population while the Arid and 
Semi-arid lands (ASAL) cover 75% of the land area and supports 25% of human population and 
50% of livestock population.  
   
People who live in the ASAL areas are seriously affected by unreliable and/or severe shortage of 
water which is key to the good health of human beings, more so that of children, pregnant and 
lactating mothers.    
 
As is well acknowledged, water plays a very important role in the performance of all key sectors 
of the economy such as energy, agriculture, manufacturing, tourism and others. Therefore it can 
be correctly stated that the performance of any country's economy is very much dependent on 
water availability which in turn is dependent on climate and hydrological variability.    
 
The Kenya Government's core objectives of development agenda are to restore and sustain 
economic growth and hence reduce poverty through employment and wealth creation. Water 
Resources Development and Management is a major input into the realization of the success of 
these Government objectives.    
 
It is an acknowledged fact that major parts of East African countries are covered by igneous and 
metamorphic rocks that crop out or lie close to the surface under a thin veneer of surficial 
deposits. This is particularly so within the East African Rift System that has a fragile 
environment and ecology yet is the home of a population which has very low per capita income.    
 
One of the primary constrains to economic and social development in this region is the difficulty 
encountered developing reliable water supplies. This is the problem Kenyans are struggling with 
and therefore seriously looking for solutions.    
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Geology is considered as the limiting factor of groundwater occurrence. Hydrogeologists know 
that the geology of the East African Rift System consists of igneous and metamorphic rocks 
which have virtually no integranular porosity and therefore water can only be found to occur 
within their fracture systems. As a matter of fact, these rocks while mostly solid, non-porous, and 
absolutely impervious at the scale of a hand specimen, can hold water in networks of cracks, 
joints, fractures or faults or along contacts between rocks of various types, as is the case of dykes 
and sills. The main problem in undertaking groundwater exploration in these areas is to find a 
fracture pattern with maximum storage capacity.    
 
 
In this respect the Kenya Government has established specific institutions that are now dealing 
with issues of water resources management and exploitation with emphasis on groundwater. In 
order to ensure sustainable availability of the groundwater for exploitation legislations have been 
enacted and continuously reviewed.   
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Sustainable Groundwater Management in  
the East African Rift the MAWARI Partnership 
 
Cheikh Bécaye Gaye 
 
www.mawari.ne,t www.cifeg.org 
 
 
The MAnagement of WAter Resources in East African RIft (MAWARI) partnership is a multi-counterpart 
regional project on the assessment of volcanic aquifers in three countries of the East African Rif (EAR): 
Djibouti, Ethiopia and Kenya. The overall objective of this initiative financed by the French governmental 
cooperation is to support investigations aimed at improving the knowledge base and the understanding of 
the hydrodynamics of the aquifer systems of the East African Rift Valley and consequently, to set 
guidelines to help decision makers for a sustainable management of the groundwater resources.  

For this purpose, the project is gathering the scientific expertise of the three countries involved in the 
project, through a five-year regional scientific co-operation. The Mawari project aims to be demand-
driven i.e. the selected research projects are contributing at solving key problems and require a 
multidisciplinary approach. Universities and specialized institutes in the three countries are working 
jointly on fundamental aspects and have set up adequate organizations to host and exchange students, 
research scientists and professionals from the water sector.  

Groundwater resources in Eastern Africa are known for their discontinuous flow in low storage aquifers. 
These characteristics are the function of disruption on lithologies by rift faults and rift bounding faults. 
These characteristics make the groundwater storage in aquifers of the Easter African vulnerable even to 
short lived climate shocks. Drilled wells often dry following wet seasons or following short lived drought 
events. Decadal scale climate change events related to El Nino, SST changes etc… are coupled with 
groundwater storage and depth to water table.   

In such condition obtaining groundwater with sustainable yield under prolonged drought depends on 
obtaining rift aquifers with high storage and connected to sustained recharge sources. One sustained 
recharge source being the mountains bounding the rift aquifers.  

In Ethiopia, a group of groundwater professionals led by the Addis Ababa University and the Geological 
Survey are conducting integrated research in understanding groundwater recharge and flow between the 
rift bounding mountains and the rift floor aquifers. The result show that the occurrence of sustained 
groundwater sources in the rift depends on the configuration of the interface between the high rainfall 
mountains and the arid rift valleys. High groundwater storage that can absorb the shocks of short lived 
climate variations can be obtained in alluvial filled marginal grabens bounding the rifts and in tectonic 
windows where the rift faults are cut by transverse faults.  

Sustained recharge alone can not be a guarantor for sustainable groundwater development.   In the rift, 
fresh groundwater bodies are often underlain by saltwater or high fluoride groundwater. Extracting the 
good quality waters without obliterating the stratification requires the development of groundwater flow 
model of accurate performance. 

The state-of the art review of fluoride occurrence in the East African Rift groundwater has been prepared 
and preliminary investigations for building of experimental de-fluoridation units are underway with the 
assistance of Jimma University. 

In Djibouti, scientists from the “Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches de Djibouti” (CERD) are carrying 
experiments on the so-called Hydrogeological Experimental Site at Atar near the town of Djibouti to 
understand and model the groundwater flow in volcanic aquifer. 
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This groundwater reservoir has been identified from more than thirty boreholes used for the water supply 
of Djibouti.  A set of boreholes (9) depth ranging from 40 to 50 meters, equipped with dippers and various 
measuring devices are being used for pump testing and recording of the aquifer properties. 

The first results show that the aquifer is replenished through the adjacent oued Atar and the depth of the 
seawater – fresh water interface has been localized. Low storage, shallow circulating groundwater is also 
most vulnerable to pollution from anthropogenic sources.  

In Kenya, deep investigations are being made by the researchers, students and professors of the 
Universities of Nairobi and Kenyatta together with the scientists of the Kenyan Agricultural Research 
Institute (KARI) and the experts of the Regional Center for Mapping of Resources and Development 
(RCMRD) for mapping the vulnerability of the volcanic aquifers to natural and anthropogenic pollutions. 
Efforts are being made on understanding the role of fracturing and faulting on the vulnerability of the 
volcanic aquifer systems.  

In parallel with the investigations being carried out and to support the capacity building in the three 
countries, twinning with French universities are being organized to promote the scientific exchanges and 
give to the African institutions a more easy access to specific scientific tools and know-how that are 
necessary to develop the four national research programs supported by the Project. African scientists are 
integrated in the French teams, and co-chair the PhD thesis in the French universities.  

Financing is coordinated by CIFEG, the French operator and a large portion of the funds is used for 
education and training purposes and so-far about sixty students are supported for their PhDs and masters 
studies. A series of workshops on ‘’hydrogeologica modeling’’, geochemistry and isotope hydrology 
methods and remote sensing have been organized since the launching in 2005. 

A special attention is paid to the development of the regional knowledge. The MAWARI institutions are 
aiming to developing the set-up of a perennial regional scientific network dedicated to the geological 
context of the EAR. Increasing competences in partnership is a key issue and additional institutions from 
neighboring countries of the Rift will be invited to participate. The perspective of a common compre-
hensive approach of the treated problems is anticipated and new links with scientific institutions from 
northern countries being sought for future cooperation. 

The administrations in charge of the water sector are fully involved in this regional approach that will 
form the basis of a future interstate committee in charge of the sustainable management of the 
groundwater resources of this very specific (hydro)geological system in Africa. The constitution of a 
Regional Geodata Center (RGC) is considered in a second phase for ensuring the exhaustivity of collected 
data and also their availability. 

The Project communication consists in scientific publications as well as specific documents to be 
produced at the end of the project to promote the dissemination of the results towards the authorities in 
charge of the water sector. A Website dedicated to a large audience displays the main phases and results. 
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Partnerships towards sustainable utilization of groundwater in Africa 
 
Emmanuel Naah 

 
 
Groundwater is important in Africa. Although groundwater accounts for only 15% of the 
continent’s renewable water resources, more than 75% of the African population uses 
groundwater as its main source of drinking water. It remains the only economically-viable option 
for improving water supply in rural areas of many African countries, and especially those which 
currently have to go furthest in meeting the MDGs.   

Groundwater already does, and will increasingly have to play a crucial role in the fulfillment of 
the African Water Vision towards poverty alleviation, socio-economic development, regional 
cooperation and environmental protection. Groundwater’s strategic role for livelihoods support, 
in particular for productive use in small-scale agriculture, is only starting to be recognized in 
Africa.  

In contrast to the strategic role for groundwater, it has remained a poorly understood and 
managed resource.  This has become a clear threat to sustainable water service delivery and 
meeting the Millennium Development Goals on water.   

The challenge is immense and to turn around the present ineffective and unsustainable use of 
groundwater throughout Africa require national, regional and international actions on a number 
of fronts. One of them is to try to narrow the interfaces between science and government 
processes and science and society processes to achieve national and regional development goals, 
but see it as imperative to move forward boldly and supporting each other in strategic 
partnerships.  

The translation into action could be through the establishment of the Africa Groundwater 
Commission. A Commission is usually called / appointed when there is some issue of 
considerable importance to society or a sector of society and the normal means of dealing with it 
are not expected to provide for the desired progress, because of inherent complexities, divergent 
interests or other, sometimes hidden bottlenecks. This is clearly the case with the issue of 
groundwater in Africa.  
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Strategies de la gestion des ressources en eau en mileu rural en 
Republique de Djibouti 
 
Said Kaireh Youssouf 

 
Ingénieur Hydrogéologue, MAEM-RH, Direction de l’eau 
 
 
Résumé 
 Les populations nomades utilisent traditionnellement les nappes superficielles, sujet aux crues violentes. Et les 
sécheresses fréquentes et sévères  de ces dernières années ont provoqué l’abandon de ces puits. La construction des 
ouvrages hydrauliques ruraux sécurisés avec de l’énergie renouvelable est donc un atout pour faciliter l’accès à l’eau 
des populations pour les besoins domestiques et agricoles. Ainsi le revenu des jeunes agriculteurs peut être amélioré 
par la disponibilité d’une eau (gratuite jusqu’à présent) pour l’ensemble des activités socioéconomiques. De plus à 
travers des programmes et projets de grande envergure la République de Djibouti  s’oriente vers le développement de 
ses ressources hydrauliques renouvelables, notamment par la  mobilisation des eaux de surface dans les principaux 
bassins versants en vue de pallier durablement les besoins en eau de la population et des activités économiques. 
Cependant la mise en place d’une gestion participative est une sécurité indispensable pour pérenniser les ouvrages 
hydrauliques menacés par la gratuité de l’eau. 
 
Mots clés : schéma directeur de l’eau, Direction de l’eau, milieu rural, points d’eau sécurisés, énergie 

renouvelable, eaux de surface, bassins versants, comité de gestion des points d’eau, 
sédentarisation. 

 
 
Généralités :  

La République de Djibouti se caractérise par la sévérité de ses conditions climatiques.  Les 
températures sont élevées.  La pluviométrie  annuelle est faible (150 mm).  A cela s'ajoute une 
grande irrégularité spatio-temporelle des précipitations. Bien que la moyenne de ces 
précipitations soit faible, tout événement pluviométrique dépassant 10mm provoque un 
ruissellement d’une grande proportion de l’eau qui se déverse en mer. Ces ruissellements en crues 
dévastatrices produisent au passage une dégradation constante de l’environnement sous forme 
d’érosion hydrique et parfois une inondation sans précédent comme celle  du mois d’avril 2004 
qui a affecté principalement la capitale du pays. Ces conditions climatiques particulières ont pour 
conséquence l'insuffisance des ressources en eau.  Le pays ne dispose pratiquement pas de cours 
d'eau permanent et les rares oueds ne coulent que quelques jours dans l'année en période de crue.  
La mise en place d’une stratégie de gestion des ressources en eau du milieu rural passe par 
l’utilisation rationnelle des quantités disponible et la sensibilisation de la population rurale de 
manière à préserver les ressources en eau disponibles. 
 

Le sous-secteur de l'hydraulique :  

La Politique de l’eau est du ressort du ministère de l’agriculture, de l’Elèvage et de la Mer, 
Chargé des Ressources Hydrauliques (MAEM-RH). L’ ONEAD (Office national des eaux et de 
l’assainissement de Djibouti) gère l’alimentation en eau du milieu urbain et la  DIRECTION DE 
L’EAU a la responsabilité en ce qui concerne l’alimentation en eau potable des populations 
rurales et leurs cheptels. 
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L’amélioration du sous- secteur hydraulique est une étape importante vers la sécurité alimentaire 
mais aussi vers la sédentarisation des populations nomades. Ainsi la stratégie sectorielle pour 
l’hydraulique  a beaucoup évolué ces dernières années en république de Djibouti. De ce fait les 
principaux axes du Schéma Directeur National de l’eau,  élaboré en 2000, ont presque tous été 
réalisés. Il s’agit en particulier : 

- de l’axe « Gestion rationnelle des ressources en eau » : Il y a eu à cet égard  la création 
d’un service appui à la gestion décentralisée des points d’eau au MAEM-RH et une 
campagne de sensibilisation des populations rurales à la gestion rationnelle de l’eau dans 
les cinq régions de l’intérieur. Enfin la création des Comités de Gestion (CG) des points 
d’eau est une réalité sur plusieurs sites. 

- de l’axe « Accroître la disponibilité de l’eau et son accès pour les populations pauvres » : 
On observe  dans ce domaine i) la réalisation des 22 points d’eau ruraux (forages) équipés 
en système d’exhaure à partir de l’énergie solaire ; ii) la réhabilitation des grandes 
retenues du Nord au nombre de cinq (5) ; iii) l’approvisionnement en eau des zones 
rurales  (acquisition de 15 camions citernes de 15m3) ; et iv) la réhabilitation de 60 puits 
dans le cadre du projet de  lutte contre la sécheresse et  la mise en place de réservoirs 
d’eau pour l’urgence dans les zones difficiles d’accès. 

- de l’axe «  Renforcement le cadre institutionnel » :      A cet effet il y a eu i) la création du  
code de l’eau en 2000 ; ii) l’implication croissante des         collectivités locales avec la 
création des comités de gestion et le renforcement des  associations dans les zones 
rurales ; et iii) la sensibilisation des populations sur les problèmes de l’eau et la tenue 
d’un atelier de réflexion sur la gestion participative des points d’eau (décembre 2006). 

- de l’axe « alimentation en eau potable de  la population urbaine » : L’approvisionnement 
de la population urbaine en eau potable en quantité et en qualité est une priorité du 
Gouvernement. Il a été réalisé 6 nouveaux forages en milieu urbain 

- de l’axe « levée les contraintes institutionnelles » : A ce sujet a été organisé le premier  
forum  des investissements privés, avec notamment un thème concernant le financement 
de développement de l’hydraulique par le secteur privé (décembre 2007).  

- de l’axe  « promotion des moyens d’exhaure adaptés » :« Améliorer la conception 
technique des ouvrages ; Acquisition des deux nouvelles foreuses et renforcement des 
capacités matériels et logistique ; Introduction des Pompes manuelles ; Equipements des 
points d’eau en Énergies renouvelables (solaire…)» 

 

Mode d’approvisionnement en eau du milieu rural 

 Le milieu rural bénéficie de plus en plus de la réalisation des forages. Ainsi les populations 
d’origine nomade  commencent à se sédentariser autour des forages. Avec les forages l’eau est de 
plus en plus disponible en milieu rural.  Le graphique n°1 représente les catégories des points 
d’eau qui sont des sources, des puits, des forages, des citernes enterrées et des retenues 
d’excavations. Et le graphique n°2 quant à lui correspond aux quantités d’eau fournies par chaque 
catégorie. D’après le graphique n°2, les forages peuvent fournir à ceux seuls plus de 7.12 millions 
de mètres cubes d’eau potable par an. 
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L’état actuel des ressources  en eau 
Le tableau n°1 montre le type des points d’eau  existants et la quantité d’eau  qu’il peut fournir en 
millions de mètres cubes par an (Mm3/an). Bien que les puits cimentés sont majoritaires, ce sont 
les forages qui fournissement une grande partie d’eau de consommation ainsi que pour 
l’irrigation. Le tableau ne mentionne que les points d’eau communautaire que le Gouvernement a 
construit, entretient et finance le gardiennage. Il est à noter que l’eau est fournie gratuitement aux 
zones rurales.  
 
 Tableau n°1 : état actuel des ressources en eau, MAEM-RH-Direction de l’eau, 2008 

Type de point d'eau Nombre actuel Quantités 
d'eau ( m3/j) 

Quantités d'eau 
(Mm3/an) 

Sources 49 0,86 0,02 
Puits cimentés 
communautaires 436 2 0,32 

Retenue d'excavation 60 10000 1,20 

Citernes enterrées 134 0,25 0,0001 

Forages ruraux 65 300 7,12 

Total 744 10303,11 8,67 

 

Les programmes en cours  
Les programmes et projets en cours d’exécutions permettront de mobiliser une quantité d’eau 
d’environ 25.52 millions de mètres cubes supplémentaires  par an. Ce qui servira à la mise en 
valeur de une superficie complémentaire d’environ 103 hectares afin de contribuer d’une manière 
significative à la sécurité alimentaire et à la sédentarisation de la population rurale de plus en plus 
fixe autour des points sécurisés (forages équipés en solaire) où un dispensaire, une école et une 
cantine sont déjà opérationnelles. Le tableau n°2 montre les nombres provisoires des nouveaux 
points avec leur débit annuel en mètre cube et la superficie approximative qui peut mise en valeur 

Graphique n°1 : Catégories des points en milieu rur al
MAEM-RH -Direction de l'eau - 2008

Sources; 29

Retenue d'excavation; 
60

Citernes enterrées; 134

Forages ruraux; 65
Puits cimentés; 436

Graphique n°2 : Quantités d'eau disponibles en mill ionsde m3/an)
MAEM-RH -Direction de l'eau - 2008

Sources;  0,01   
Puits cimentés;  0,32   

Retenue d'excavation;  
1,20   

Citernes enterrées;  
0,0001   

Forages ruraux;  7,12   
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avec 40% d’eau mobilisée. De plus le tableau mentionne le partenaire technique du projet. Avec 
de plus en plus d’études et de réalisation des barrages la République de Djibouti s’oriente vers le 
développement de ses ressources hydrauliques renouvelables, notamment par la  mobilisation des 
eaux de surface dans les principaux bassins versants dans le but de pallier durablement les 
besoins en eau de la population et des activités économiques. 
 
Tableau n°2 : La  production à moyens termes de l’eau (2005-2015) et le nombre d’hectares mis en 

valeur avec 40% d’eau, MAEM-RH-Direction de l’eau,2008  

 

 

la sécurisation des points d’eau : 
Afin de sécuriser les points d’eau, des moyens d’exhaure adaptés sont utilisés pour contrer la 
hausse du prix des carburants. Hormis quelques pompes manuelles de marque « Afridev » les 
points d’eau sont équipés d’une pompe solaire. Certains points situés dans des zones à forte 
densité sont équipes d’un système hybride (pompage solaire et pompage thermique). Ce qui 
permet de faire face au manque d’eau et d’améliorer la situation de la population rurale en 
réduisant significativement durée d’attente autour du point d’eau. a cela s’ajoute une formation 
des bénéficiaires au maintien de la station de pompe et à la sensibilisation de l’importance 
d’hygiène autour du point d’eau. Le graphique n°3 ci-dessous montre l’évolution de la 
solarisation des points d’eau dans le pays. 

Type 

de point d'eau 

Nouveaux 

points 

d’eau à 

créer 

Quantité 

d’eau (m3/an) 

Nombre 

d’ha 
Projet 

Source 29 7300 0,300 UNICEF-UE 

Puits 60 43800 2 UNICEF (URGENCE) 

Puits cimentés 

communautaires 
25 18250 0,73 

ADDS - BUDGET 

NATIONAL 

Barrage 1 91000 3,7 BID 

Barrage (2) 1 93500 4 BAD 

Forage 12 1314000 53 FONDS SAOUDIENS 

Citernes enterrées (73) 1 7600 0,300 FIDA - BAD-OSRO-CRD 

Retenues  Grands 

Travaux (4) 
1 120000 5 

ADDS - BUDGET 

NATIONAL 

Retenues (30) 1 309885 12 
FIDA -OSRO-

CROISSANT ROUGE 

Forage 5 547500 22 ABU DHABI 

Total 2552835 103,03  
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Graphique n°3: EVOLUTION DE LA SOLARISATION DES POI NTS
MAEM-RH - Direction de l'eau -2008
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De la même manière, le graphique n°4 met en évidence le renforcement de l’approvisionnement 
en eau de la population rurale en équipant les  forages avec des pompages qui fonctionnent avec 
l’énergie solaire. L’utilisation de cette énergie renouvelable met fin aux longs arrêts des stations 
de pompage dus au manque de carburants. 

Graphique n°4: Energie renouvelable en milieu rural
(MAEM-RH - direction de l'eau - 2008)
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Cependant, il est important de rappeler que l’eau reste gratuite en milieu rural malgré les grands 
investissements et que le gardien est  pris en charge par l’Etat. Les nouveaux forages en cours de 
réalisation seront équipés en système solaire et les forages thermiques existants seront remplacés 
au fur et à mesure  par des pompes utilisant l’énergie renouvelable dont le but de contribuer à la 
gestion rationnelle de l’eau en zone rurale. 

 

Suivi de la qualité de l’eau 
Les points d’eau des zones rurales ont fait l’objet des analyses physico-chimiques approfondies 
en 2006 et des campagnes pilotes d’analyse bactériologique ont commencé depuis 2007 en 
collaboration avec la Direction d’épidémiologie et d’information sanitaire du Ministère de la 
Santé et le Laboratoire géochimique du CERD. Ces analyses ont été faites sur des puits, des 
sources communautaires et les réservoirs des villes de l’intérieur. 
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La préservation de la qualité d’eau 
Les forages fonctionnent avec des équipements d’exhaures adaptés. En effet certains forages 
réalisés en 2004-2005 étaient équipés avec des pompes manuelles à titre expérimental à Ali addé, 
à Towelé et à Bobo-Af. Cependant, bien que ces pompes fonctionnent efficacement, elles ne 
pouvaient pas satisfaire la demande croissante en période d’été. C’est pourquoi, tous les 
nouveaux forages ont été équipés depuis 2006 avec des pompes immergés fonctionnant aux 
énergies renouvelables de type solaires. A ce jour plus de 2 millions de mètres cubes d’eau 
peuvent être exploitées avec de l’énergie renouvelables en milieu rural (graphique n°5). Des 
forages qui étaient surexploités avec les pompes thermiques donnent aujourd’hui la quantité 
nécessaire sans une dégradation éventuellement de la nappe. De ce fait la qualité de l’eau est 
préservée contre une remontée des biseaux marins. L’eau du forage est stockée dans des 
réservoirs d’une capacité de 50 mètres cubes en moyenne durant la journée. Ainsi il a été possible 
de construire une  école et un dispensaire autour de chaque point d’eau sécurisé majoritairement 
des forages. 

Graphique n°5: Quantité d'eau produite avec l'énerg ie 
renouvelable

(Direction de l'eau 2008)
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Les activités génératrices des revenus 
De plus en plus des petits périmètres agro-pastoraux pilotes se créent autour des points d’eau 
sécurisés. Ces  périmètres sont attribués à des familles qui commencent à  l’exploiter avec le 
soutien financier du Gouvernement  (distribution des matériels agricoles, des intrants et 
délimitation de la parcelle). Ce qui permet de créer des petites activités génératrices des revenus. 

 

Conclusions 
Le milieu rural bénéficie d’un approvisionnement eau potable de bonne qualité. Des campagnes 
d’analyse bactériologiques ont menées sur chaque puit et source communautaires. De plus en 
plus la population est sensibilisée sur la gestion rationnelle de l’eau, sur sa préservation mais 
aussi sur sa conservation (moyens de stockages) dans le but d’améliorer la vie sédentaire autour 
des points d’eau. Enfin l’utilisation de l’énergie solaire met fin aux longues attentes de l’arrivée 
du carburant pour le fonctionnement du forage et facilite la sédentarisation de la population 
nomade. Enfin avec l’énergie solaire l’eau est exploitée dune manière rationnelle. 
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Use of the resistivity sounding and imaging techniques in 
the study of groundwater in volcanic rocks 
 
Bernard J., Leite O. 
 
IRIS Instruments, 1 avenue Buffon, BP 6007 - 45 060 Orléans cedex 02 - France  

 
 
Abstract. 
The resistivity sounding technique permits to estimate the depth of the various layers located under the centre of the 
array, provided that the resistivity of the layers have smooth lateral variations. A survey carried out in La Réunion 
Island in the Indian Ocean shows that a set of 1D soundings can be used to locate the best place to drill for finding 
water in a lava, ash and basalt environment. The resistivity imaging technique using multi-electrode instruments 
which has been developed these past years permits to hydrogeologists to detect both lateral and depth variations of 
resistivity of shallow formations with a high productivity in the field. Measurements carried out in the Nakuru Lake 
area in Kenya and in the Beseka Lake area in Ethiopia contribute in the understanding of the possible connections 
between the groundwater of the volcanic rocks of these areas and these lakes. 
 
Key-words: Resistivity sounding. Resistivity imaging. Volcanic rocks. Groundwater. La Réunion. Kenya. 

Ethiopia. 
 
 
Introduction 
Electrical methods are widely used to detect underground water layers or channels thanks to the 
property of the water which contains dissolved salts to let the electric current flow: the principle 
of electrical prospecting consists in transmitting a current into the ground through two electrodes 
and in measuring the difference of potential created by the flow of the current through two other 
electrodes. The depth of investigation of the apparent resistivity thus determined depends on the 
distances between these electrodes and basically increases when the length of the transmitting 
line increases. When a rock is dry, its resistivity is high, when it includes water, its resistivity 
depends on the porosity of the material (linked to the water quantity) and to the resistivity of the 
water (linked to its salinity). The resistivity of clay layers is low due to the bounded water it 
contains 
 
 
Resistivity sounding technique (1D) 
The resistivity sounding technique keeps a fixed centre for the four electrodes of the array, for 
various measurements carried out with increasing distances between the electrodes. This 
technique permits to estimate the depth of the various layers located under the centre of the array, 
provided that the resistivity of the layers have smooth lateral variations. A survey carried out in 
La Réunion Island in the Indian Ocean shows that a set of 1D soundings carried out along a line 
perpendicular to the shore can be used to locate the best place to drill for finding water in a lava, 
ash and basalt environment: in Figure 1, the SE1 sounding located close to the sea shows the 
presence of salt water at depth through low values of resistivity; other soundings, including SE 3, 
show various layers with interpreted resistivity of a 300 to 400 ohm.m compatible with the 
presence of fresh water. All the soundings end by a decrease of resistivity at large spacings 
pointing out a clayey formation (lower than 10 ohm.m) at depth, which constitutes the bottom of 
the aquifer. The borehole has been proposed at the position of the sounding SE 3 where the 
thickness of the resistive layer on top of the clay is maximum (50 to 150m). 
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Figure 1: Electrical soundings at La Réunion Island 
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Resistivity imaging technique (2D) 
The resistivity imaging technique using multi-electrode instruments (also called Electrical 
Resistivity Tomography, ERT) has been developed these past years and gives the possibility to 
detect both lateral and depth variations of resistivity of shallow formations with a high 
productivity in the field. These instruments include a large number of electrodes placed along a 
line at the same time, and carry out an automatic switching of these electrodes for acquiring 
profiling data. 
The multi-electrode resistivity technique consists in using a multi-core cable with as many 
conductors (24, 48, 72, 96, …) as electrodes plugged into the ground at a fixed spacing, every 5m 
for instance (Figure 1). In the resistivitymeter itself are located the relays which ensure the 
switching of those electrodes according to a sequence of readings predefined and stored in the 
internal memory of the equipment. The various combinations of transmitting (A,B) and receiving 
(M,N) pairs of electrodes construct the mixed sounding / profiling section, with a maximum 
investigation depth which mainly depends on the total length of the cable.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Various types of electrode combinations can be used, such as Dipole-Dipole, Wenner-
Schlumberger, Pole-Pole arrays. Each type of combination has advantages and limitations in 
terms of lateral resolution and vertical penetration for instance, as summarized in Figure 3.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: SYSCAL Switch multi electrode resistivity equipment 

Figure 3: Main properties of electrode arrays 
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Depth of penetration in electrical imaging profiles 
In electrical methods, the depth of penetration is linked to the distance between electrodes. For a 
set of 48 electrodes spaced at 5m, two segments with 24 electrodes each are usually used, the 
resistivitymeter being placed between both segments; the total length of the cables is 240m. In a 
first approximation, for Dipole Dipole, Schlumberger and Wenner arrays, the maximum depth of 
penetration is of the order of 20% of the total length of the cable, or 50m in the present case. This 
depth is reached for the combination of the two extreme left and the two extreme right electrodes 
of the profile, and the measuring report plotting point corresponds to the bottom angle of the 
triangle of the pseudo section. For a Pole Pole array, where one current and one potential 
electrodes are placed at infinity, this depth reaches 90% of the total length, or 220m in the present 
case (Loke, 2000). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the length of the profile to explore is greater than the length of the cable, after a first set of 
readings taken at station 1 with the segments a and b, the operator has to move the first segment a 
after the end of the second segment b and take a second set of readings at station 2 using 
segments b and a (see Figure 4), and so on, according to so called "roll along" sequences, until 
the end of the profile to investigate. It is obvious from Figure 4 that if the maximum depth  
reached for one single layout is "Max" at the extremity of the triangle, it will be "Max/2" for two 
successive layouts (with roll along) for a flat bottom part of the apparent resistivity image. 
 

Resistivity imaging in the Rift Valley 
Within the framework of the MAWARI project, resistivity imaging measurements have been 
carried out in Kenya and in Ethiopia in the volcanic environment of the Rift Valley. In Kenya, in 
collaboration with the University of Nairobi, readings have been taken close to the Nakuru Lake 
(Figure 5). The Wenner-Schlumberger interpreted section points out high lateral variations of the 
resistivity which permit to contemplate the presence of lower resistivity water channels within the 
higher resistivity volcanic materials. These channels may be a link between the groundwater 
coming from high elevation areas and the Lake. 
 

 

    segment a              segment b 

  Max 

station 

         segment a              segment b 

1/2 Max  
segment b          segment a 

station 1 station 

Figure 3: Depth of penetration in multi-electrode resistivity measurements: 

simple configuration (on left); roll along configuration (on right) 
Figure 4: Depth of penetration in multi-electrode resistivity measurements: simple 

configuration (left); roll along configuration (right) 
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 In Ethiopia, in collaboration with the University of Addis Ababa, readings have been taken close 
to the lake of Beseka (Figure 6). The 540m long profile consisting in a main sequence of 72 
electrodes at 5m spacing and two roll along sequences of 18 electrodes for a total of 1 200 
readings show a Wenner-Schlumberger interpreted section with conductive layers at a depth of 
20 to 30m which can correspond to connections between the groundwater and the lake. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Conclusions 

While the well established Vertical Electrical Souding (VES) 1D technique keeps all its 
efficiency for following  up the depths of shallow and deep layers in formations which have 
reasonably smooth lateral continuities, the 2D resistivity images obtained with newly developed 
multi-electrode techniques provide, at a reasonable cost, an interesting information on shallow 
heterogeneous geological environments such as volcanic rocks and contributes in the 
identification of potentially water bearing formations. However, it has to be reminded that 
equivalence laws still exist in the 2D imaging data, as well as in the 1D soundings interpretations, 
and that consequently it is necessary to take into account all available geological information 
before interpreting the inverted 2D resistivity sections in terms of groundwater interest. 

 
 
 

Figure 5: Interpreted resistivity section close to the Nakuru Lake, Kenya 

Figure 6: Interpreted resistivity section close to the Beseka Lake, 
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ACP Science & Technology Programme 
 
Pinard 
 
 
Background 
The ACP Science and Technology Programme 2 originates from the need of a joint and systematic ACP-EU (African 
Caribbean and Pacific – European Union) approach in the field of research and innovations and responds to the 
conclusions of the 2002 Cape Town ACP Ministerial Forum on Research and the Johannesburg World Summit on 
Sustainable Development (WSSD). 
 

Developed in the context of the ‘EC's Strategy for Sustainable Development’, it will contribute to 
achieving the Millennium Development Goals 1, 7 and 8 by targeting poverty eradication, 
focusing on building and enhancing strong scientific and technological capacity to support 
research, development and innovation in the ACP region, and enabling the identification and 
formulation of activities or policies that are critical to sustainable development. 
 
To be successful, the Programme has to facilitate the creation or strengthening of frameworksfor 
regional and sub-regional co-operation and of inter-institutional co-operation in the ACPregion in 
the field of science and technology. As such, it is linked to the Education and Training and 
Poverty Reduction initiatives of the European Parliament and Council (July 2001 and March 
2002), and the Development Council resolution of 30 May 2002.  
 
The ACP Science and Technology Programme is also consistent with ‘The European Consensus 
on Development’ (2005) and the ‘Africa-EU Strategy Partnership’. In the context of this latter 
partnership (endorsed at the EU-Africa Summit in Lisbon, December 2007), a Joint EU Africa 
Strategy has been adopted, on the basis of which a ‘First Action Plan 2008-2010 for the 
implementation of the Africa-EU strategic partnership’ has been developed. It identifies 8 Africa-
EU Partnerships, of which one is on ‘science, information society and space’. It addresses a 
number of priority actions:  

a) Support the development of an inclusive information society in Africa;  
b) Support Science and Technology Capacity Building in Africa and Implement Africa's   

Science and Technology Consolidated Plan of Action; and  
c) Enhance co-operation on space applications and technology. 

 
Furthermore, the Programme is complemented by other EC (European Community) funded 
Initiatives, such as the ‘Erasmus Mundus’, and by the EC research programmes ‘International 
Cooperation (INCO)’ and ‘The European & Developing Countries Clinical Trials Partnership 
(EDCTP)’. 
 
The Programme has also been developed in the context of other initiatives with similar 
objectives, such as EDULINK, European initiatives in Water and Energy, the ‘Seventh 
Framework Programme for research and technology development (FP7)’, the ‘Africa’s Science 
and Technology Consolidated Plan of Action’ of the African Union / New Partnership for 
Africa’s Development - AU/NEPAD - (August 2005), the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
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and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) supported ‘Action Plan on Higher Education in Africa’ 
and SADC bilateral co-operation programmes. 
 
The origin of this Programme is based on the conviction that one of the requirements for an 
effective fight against poverty in the ACP countries is the application of knowledge gained from 
Science and Technology (S&T), both on a local as on a regional level. Any systematic approach 
to an improved science and technology capacity and towards applying its results and 
recommendations is a national and regional task. Therefore, any framework for action needs to be 
defined by appropriate S&T policies which more than likely differ from country to country. 
Nevertheless, in order for S&T policies to be successful in contributing to a fight against poverty, 
their identification, formulation, implementation and evaluation should involve a rather broad 
group of concerned actors: government and policy makers, academic institutions, centers of 
excellence, private sector and civil society. Here is where the ACP Science and Technology 
Programme comes in. Whereas the national governments are obviously responsible for the S&T 
policies, the ACP Science and Technology Programme provides an opportunity for the above 
mentioned actors (governmental institutions and agencies, policy makers, academia, centres of 
excellence, private sector and civil society) to strengthen their capacity to play their distinctive 
roles in this process: to be able to address development needs, to design appropriate instruments 
for collaborative research and to manage the research capacity in the country concerned. This is 
why the focus of the Programme is on the ACP countries, their institutions and actors (different 
from, yet complementary to programmes, such as FP7) and the strengthening of the networking 
of ACP institutions in a given country and in a region as a whole to benefit from a 
complementation of the different points of views, capacities and experiences. 
 
The ACP Science and Technology Programme is, therefore, not limited to a particular kind of 
institution like for instance Higher Education Institutions (as is the case of EDULINK). It has a 
very practical approach to the most urgent development needs as defined in previous policy 
documents, such as the ‘Cape Town Declaration on Research for Sustainable Development’. This 
is why the ACP Science and Technology Programme expects to receive proposals in the fields of 
quality health care, environmental research activities, energy, transport, agriculture and agro-
industry, as well as sustainable trade. The ACP Science and Technology Programme is not 
limited to one area, but encompassing all 79 ACP Member States and the modalities of its 
execution reflect the partnership for development that marks the new relationship between the 
European Union and the ACP Member States. 
One concrete expression of this EU-ACP partnership is the fact that different from (and 
complementary to) other sectoral EU initiatives in similar fields, this Programme is being 
implemented by the ACP Secretariat directly in a decentralized ex ante management mode. 
 

Objectives of the programme  
The overall objective of the ACP Science and Technology Programme is to support ACP 
countries in formulating and implementing science and technology policies that can lead to 
sustainable development and to poverty reduction through economic growth and progressive 
integration in the world economy. 
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The purpose of the Programme is to strengthen the internal science and technology capacity of 
ACP countries at three levels: 

� Institutional, administrative and policy making levels. 
� Academic research and technology. 
� Business and civil society. 

The Programme emphasizes the promotion of interdisciplinary approaches to sustainable 
development along three main axes: 

� Co-ordination and networking in applied research (Axis 1). 
� Instruments for collaborative research (Axis 2). 
� Management of research activities and reinforcement of research quality (Axis 3). 

 
 
PRIORITY ISSUES 

Programme will fund projects which primarily focus on: 
� quality health care, 
� environmental research activities,  
� energy, transport, agriculture and agro-industry,  
� sustainable trade.  
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Abstract  
A buried channel has been located, in the basaltic terrain, near village Shenoli, District Satara, Maharashtra. It is 
composed of a gritty mass formed of a semi-consolidated material. The resistivity value of the semi-consolidated 
formation is 6.30 ohm-m whereas the resistivity values of the vesicular basalts range between 18 and 32 ohm-m. The 
specific capacity, unit area specific capacity, specific capacity index, transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity, in 
respect of the buried channel, are 609.07 LPM/m of drawdown, 12.12 LPM/m3, 202.73 LPM/ m2, 243.62 m2/day and 
40.74 m/day respectively whereas the values of these parameters for basalt aquifers range from 67 to 117 LPM/m of 
drawdown, 0.7 to 4.0 LPM/ m3, 20 to 59 LPM/m2, 19.10 to 58.0 m2/day and 8 to 50 m/day, respectively. A 
comparison of the well characteristics and aquifer parameters reveal that the buried channel with semi-consolidated 
formation has distinctly better groundwater yielding properties. 
The groundwater from the semi-consolidated formation has distinctly different quality. The electrical conductivity 
(EC) of the water from the basalt aquifers ranges between 417 and 555 micro mhos/Cm with a modal value of 430 
micro mhos/Cm, which is 960 micro mhos/Cm at 25˚ C for the semi-consolidated material forming the buried 
channel. The plots on the Trilinear diagram show that all the samples fall in field 5 where alkaline earths exceed 
alkalies and weak acids exceed strong acids but it is clear that the proportion of alkalies and weak acids in the water 
from the buried channel aquifer is higher than the water from the basalt aquifers.   
 
Keywords Buried channel • basaltic terrain • specific capacity • transmissivity • hydraulic conductivity • 
hydrochemistry 
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Hydrogeology of a Buried Channel, Village Shenoli, District Satara, Maharashtra (India) 

R.P.Singh˙ A.K.Sinha˙ P.P.Khanna 

Extended Abstract:  A buried channel has been located near village Shenoli, District Satara with the help 
of field observations and geophysical investigations (Fig.1). The study area falls in the sugarcane belt of 
Maharashtra State, which is under intensive agricultural activities. The ground is almost plain and has a 
general gentle slope towards west. Krishna River and its tributaries drain the area. Groundwater is the 
sole source for meeting the domestic and irrigation requirements. The presence of a sedimentary 
formation in the basaltic terrain is very significant for it has better water transmitting and storing 
capabilities. The present study aims at knowing the hydrogeological and hydrochemical aspects of the 
buried channel. 
Geologically a thick pile of basaltic rocks, of Upper Cretaceous to Lower Eocene, represents the area. 
Recent alluvial deposits of sand, gravel and clay occur along the river/stream banks and courses in 
varying proportions. On first examination of the well sections, around village Shenoli, it appeared as if 
thick soil cover was underlain by weathered vesicular basalt, which forms a productive horizon. The 
resistivity of this formation is 6.30 ohm-m whereas it ranges between 18 and 32 ohm-m for vesicular 
basalts. Further, the examination of the aquifer sample reveals that it is formed of a semi-consolidated 
alluvial material. (Fig.2) The study of well sections led to the existence of a buried channel. The buried 
channel is limited in extension but forms a productive horizon. 
The specific capacity, unit area specific capacity and specific capacity of the well tapping buried channel 
are estimated using Slichter’s formula (Slichter, 1906) whereas the transmissivity and hydraulic 
conductivity are estimated using the empirical method (Adyalkar and Mani, 1972). The values of specific 
capacity, unit area specific capacity, specific capacity index, transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity, in 
respect of buried channel are 609.07 LPM/m of drawdown, 12.12 LPM/m3, 202.73 LPM/m2, 243.62 
m2/day and 40.74 m/day respectively. On the other hand the values of specific capacity, unit area specific 
capacity, specific capacity index, transmissivity and hydraulic conductivity for basalt aquifers range from 
67 to 117LPM/m of drawdown, 0.7 to 4.0 LPM/m3, 20 to 59 LPM/m2, 19.10 to 58.0 m2/day and 8 to 
50m/day respectively. A comparison between the values of well characteristics and aquifer parameters 
reveals that the walls tapping buried channels can yield more water than the ones tapping basalt aquifers. 
The electrical conductivity (EC) of the water from the basalt aquifers ranges between 417 and 555 micro 
mhos/cm to 25oC and its modal value is 430 micro mhos/cm. The pH of the water from basalt aquifer 
ranges between 8.4 and 8.9 and its total hardness as CaCO3 ranges between 160 and 220 mg/l. The 
electrical conductivity, pH and total hardness as CaCO3 for the water from the buried channel aquifer are 
960 micro mhos/cm, 7.65 and 315 mg/l, respectively. The EC and total hardness as CaCO3 of the 
groundwater from the buried channel is significantly higher than the groundwater from the basalt 
aquifers. The pH of the groundwater from the buried channel shows that it is more alkaline than the one 
from basalt aquifers. The plots on the trilinear diagram (Piper,1944) shows that all the samples fall in 
field 5 where alkaline earths exceed alkalies and weak acids exceed strong acids. Groundwaters from 
basalts and buried channel form two separate clusters in field 5 which show that the proportion of 
alkalies and weak acids in the water from the buried channel aquifer is higher than the water from the 
basalt aquifers. 
The anomalous buried channel, like this one, is generally more productive than what a groundwater 
seeker expects from the basalt aquifers. 
The buried channel may be located with the help of field observations in the well sections followed by 
geophysical surveys. Remote sensing technique may not be effective in a cropped area. The anomalously 
high yield of the wells in combination with the higher electrical conductivity of the groundwater might be 
more effective than any other tool in such field conditions. On confirming the presence of a sedimentary 
deposit in one well, the extension of the buried channel may be traced in the surrounding.
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Abstract 

In the Sabarmati  basin aquifers are under stress due to heavy ground water extraction For providing sustainability to 
ground water use and keeping in view the increasing thrust on development of ground water resources, there is an 
urgent need to address the problem of ground water depletion  . Towards augmentation of groundwater resources  a 
large proportion of  the  mean annual runoff  in the basin which is not likely to be mobilized for surface storages 
could be utilized through managed aquifer recharge(MAR).The paper discusses the scope of MAR and its potential 
for energy savings and  carbon credits.   
 
Key words : secular decline, managed aquifer recharge, unsustainable, management 

interventions , virtual water. 
 
 
Issues of concern 

Sabarmati river basin in its western  ,central and southern parts is underlain by a multi-aquifer 
system, with prolific yields but the excessive groundwater pumping over many years has resulted 
in de-watering of a substantial aquifer thickness and reduction in pressure heads. The over- 
exploitation of groundwater has led to conspicuous decline in water levels and agriculture 
production has been seriously affected (Jain, and Sinha. 2002).  

The basin is more vulnerable for such adverse effects due to low rainfall reliability and 
recurrence of  droughts .The detrimental effects of overexploitation of groundwater i.e., decline 
in water levels have not only added to the capital cost of construction of the tube wells and the 
energy bill but have also added to annual cost of maintenance of tube wells((INREMF,2001). 
Conventional dug wells and dug-cum-bored wells are already, gradually going out of operation 
and in many areas the dug wells have dried up since many years. Further, during drought years in 
the absence of adequate replenishment, and sustained ground water withdrawals the pumpage of 
groundwater far exceeds that of normal years resulting in permanent de-watering of aquifers (Jain 
& Sinha  2004). 
 
 
Magnitude of ground water depletion 

Because of increased pace of  development during last three decades for meeting the increasing 
demands for irrigation, drinking water supplies and industrial needs the dependence on ground 
water has tremendously increased(Govt. of Gujarat,2005).. The increase in the ground water draft  
has been mainly due to increased pumping  for meeting the ever increasing water demand of 
irrigation, drinking water and industrial sector. This is clearly evident from a perusal of few 
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representative hydrographs shown in figure 1 which  very clearly depict the alarming declines 
ranging from > 5 to 15 m in the shallow aquifers and >20 up to  60 m in the deeper aquifers 
during the last one decade or so (Jain and Sinha 2008).  
 

 

  

 

 
Figure 1: Hydrograph of the  few select  well 
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Groundwater Resource Availability Scenario   

In the Sabarmati River basin the net ground water availability is 2342.59 MCM/yr. The gross 
ground water draft has increased from 1580 MCM/yr as in 1991 (CGWB,2002) to an alarming 
level of  2415 MCM/yr as in 2004 (CGWB,2006). As  per  the  latest  ground  water  resource  
computations  a   negative  balance   of     (-)72.37 MCM/yr is indicated. The stage of ground 
water . 

                 Fig-2  

 

\development has increased from nearly 60% in 1991 in the basin to >103% in 2004 over a 
period of last one and a half decade. A comparative depiction of change in stage of ground water 
development in the stage of ground water development in important talukas in the basin is shown 
in Fig.2. 
Based on  overall stage of ground water development of  103.09% , the basin is categorised as 
OVER EXPLOITED .The present status of development  is unsustainable as the aquifers are 
under stress .It varies widely from 28% as in Anand in the southern part of the basin to nearly 
230% in Mansa in western part of the basin . 
Management options 
The Sabarmati river basin has the problem of intensive ground water extraction / overexploitation 
leading to secular decline in water levels . At present the gross irrigated area in the Sabarmati 
basin  is 7,89,500 ha., which will increase to 12,43,500 ha by the year 2025 (ICID 2005). For 
providing sustainability to ground water use in Sabarmati River basin  there is an urgent need to 
adopt both the supply side and demand side management interventions to augment  and conserve 
the depleting ground water resources in the active recharge zone.  
Managed Aaquifer Rrecharge  
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In order to augment the natural supply of ground water, managed  aquifer recharge ( 
MAR) is an important and frontal management strategy which can provide succour 
to address the problem of ground water depletion (Jain,.& Sinha ,2004).  . The 
managed aquifer recharge   aims at increasing the recharge through suitable civil 
structures under suitable hydrogeological and hydrologic conditions.  This results in 
providing sustainability to ground water development during the lean season. 
The efficacy of artificial recharge schemes depends largely on the scientific input of 
source water availability and capability of ground water reservoir to accommodate it 
,which requires detailed knowledge of geological and hydrological features of the 
area for site selection and design of artificial recharge structures(Kovalevsky, et al, 
2004). 
Identification Of Areas Feasible For Managed Aquifer Recharge in  Sabarmati Basin   
The basin is having total area of 22,260 sq.kms in Gujarat. The water bearing 
formations in the basin are alluvium, igneous, metamorphic and other soft rocks. In 
the major part of the basin alluvium consisting of re-worked aeolian sand, silt, 
kankar and clay forms principal aquifer (Fig. 3). The unsaturated thickness of rock 
formations, occurring beyond eight metres below ground level has been  considered 
to assess the requirement of water to build up the sub-surface storage by saturating 
the entire thickness of the vadose zone to 8 metres below ground level 

                         

Fig-3            Fig-4 

The average post monsoon water level (1998-2007) ranges from less than 8 to 35 
mbgl in the Sabarmati basin (Fig 4). The quality of ground water is good in general 
except the western part which is saline having TDS more than 2500 mg/l. Based on 
the quality, post monsoon water level and the declining trend the feasible areas for 
managed aquifer  recharge are identified in the northern and western parts of the 
basin. It is estimated that an area of 14,517 Sq.km. having depth to water table more 
than 8 m bgl,   spread over all the geological formations is feasible  for managed 
aquifer recharge . 
 
Potential of MAR for Energy savings , reduction in  Green house gases & resultant Carbon 
credits 
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If it is assumed that proposed MAR on full  scale implementation would reduce average dynamic 
head by 20m,then reduction in the pumping head would save 515 Million kWh of power valued 
at US $ 40 Million. If the dynamic head is reduced by  30m, then it would save 775 Million kWh 
of power valued at  US $ 60 Million.  

As dominant contribution to energy production in Gujarat is from Thermal Power Plants, the 
enormous quantum of power saved  will reduce the Green house Gas (GhG) emissions and 
contribute towards reducing the global warming. The potential for carbon credits due to reduction 
in power consumption has been computed by considering the Average coefficients as followed in 
the USA (USEPA 2008).The saving of 775 Million kWh of power implies saved emissions of 
Carbon dioxide (4,71,188 Metric tons) ,Methane (3902 Metric tons) and Nitrous oxide (6760 
Metric tons) which  amounts to carbon saving  worth  US $ .4.7 million  
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Extended Abstract 

The Ethiopian rift forms the third arm of the Red Sea, Gulf of Aden rift–rift–rift triple junction 
where the Arabian, Nubian, Somalian and Danakil plates join in Afar. Extension in the Ethiopian 
rift commenced ~20 Ma in southwestern Ethiopia with central and northern rift sectors 
developing between 18 and 12 Ma, respectively. Large offset border faults commonly marked by 
chains of silicic centres formed along one or both sides of the rift. Since 12 Ma, strain 
progressively localized to the central rift valley where the loci of extension are en echelon chains 
of eruptive magmatic centres, dikes and small offset faults. The figures below show major 
structural and volcanic features of the northern sector of the main Ethiopian rift (MER). 
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The Main Ethiopian Rift (MER) is a region where there is a severe water quality problem, 
characterized by an anomalously high fluoride (F) content that causes an endemic fluorosis 
disease. There is a general agreement among researchers that the potential sources of F are 
volcanic rocks found both at the surface and at depth. The rock types that contribute F to 
groundwater are dominantly of felsic composition. The interaction of these volcanic products 
with water is known to cause the release of fluoride into the interacting water. However, the 
petrological and geochemical processes that lead to variable F concentrations in the rocks 
themselves are poorly known. A better understanding of these processes will enable us to delimit 
the primary F sources in the volcanic rocks and their possible transfer to ground waters.  
 
It is known that F is found in trace amounts in unaltered igneous rocks with strong variations 
among the different compositional groups. Fluorine occurs in fluorspar (CaF) and cryolite 
(Na2AF6) and is widely distributed in other minerals. As a trace element, the distribution of F in 
magmatic rocks is controlled by its geochemical behaviour, such as its partition coefficient. In 
magmatic melts, molecular species of F are more soluble than water and hence strongly partition 
into the magma phase. As a consequence, fluorine compounds are normally present in small 
concentrations in fumarolic gases and do not degas appreciably from quenched volcanic products. 
Recent research has also shown that unaltered volcanic glasses have lost only minor quantities of 
fluorine as a result of secondary alteration reactions. Because of this, analytical data for fluorine 
in fresh igneous rocks would not differ significantly from the actual values pertaining to the 
magmatic stage.  
 
The distribution of fluorine in samples from Italy (Vesuvius, Vulcano, Lipari, Roccamonfina, 
Phlegraean Fields) and Greece (Santorini) have been observed to be correlated with the 
concentration of potassium. Preliminary studies in the MER have shown that F is positively 
correlated with SiO2 and the incompatible elements. The F variations in the MER volcanics have 
been largely explained by processes involving fractionation of basaltic magmas and crustal 
assimilation. This hypothesis requires further testing and verification from studies in a wider 
context.  
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With the ongoing project, we are investigating the primary chemical and mineralogical 
composition of a larger set of MER volcanics with particular focus on their F concentrations. 
From this study we will be able to better understand the geological reasons for the F-rich ground 
waters in the rift aquifer systems and make a general scheme on the sequences of geochemical 
processes leading to fluoride concentrations. To achieve this goal, we will perform various 
petrological and geochemical analyses and determine F contents in rock and mineral samples 
collected from various parts of the MER. Of particular significance in this research work is our 
knowledge and understanding of the different volcanic systems in the rift: sequences, timing and 
evolution. 
 
Field studies reveal that the main Ethiopian rift is marked by the occurrence of huge amounts of 
volcanic products, with a large prevalence of silicic rocks, minor basalts and scarcity or absence 
of intermediate compositions. Silicic rocks consist of dominant peralkaline rhyolites and minor 
trachytes, which were emplaced mostly under the form of pyroclastic flow and fall deposits 
accompanied by minor lavas. Trachytes are mostly confined to the rift shoulders where some 
volcanoes are reported to be formed entirely by these rocks. Mafic rocks are mainly represented 
by transitional basalts forming rows of cinder cones and associated lava flows, with minor tuff 
cones and tuff rings. The occurrence of a large number of caldera structures such as Gedemsa, 
Kone and Fantale show that the most recent acidic products have been erupted from central 
volcanoes. Fissural styles of eruptions have been inferred for the lowest exposed silicic rocks 
forming the rift floor ignimbrites, but supporting evidence from field studies is weak. 
 
Mafic rocks from the Ethiopian rift include lavas, strombolian scoriae and hydrovolcanic lapilli 
and ashes. A synthesis of the petrographic features of MER rocks provides some insight into the 
processes involved in their petrogenesis. Mafic lavas and scoriae have porphyritic textures with 
phenocrysts of olivine, plagioclase and clinopyroxene surrounded by microcrystalline to 
hypocrystalline groundmass. Total phenocryst abundance is very variable and mostly ranges 
between 5% and 20% by volume; however, some strongly porphyritic rocks with up to 40 –50 
vol% phenocrysts and megacrysts are also found. Mg-olivine occurs nearly always as euhedral 
crystals, sometimes zoned and frequently transformed to iddingsite. Plagioclase phenocrysts, 
often zoned, are mostly bytownitic–labradoritic in composition. Augitic clinopyroxene crystals 
are not always present as phenocrysts but are ubiquitous in the groundmass. Some lavas and 
scoriae contain megacrysts of clinopyroxene and plagioclase up to a few cm large. The 
groundmass is composed of plagioclase, olivine, clinopyroxene and Fe –Ti oxides. 
 
The texture of intermediate rocks ranges from almost aphyric to seriate porphyritic with 
phenocrysts and megacrysts of plagioclase, olivine and clinopyroxene. Plagioclase is generally 
dominant and is strongly zoned with compositions ranging from bytownite to oligoclase. Olivine 
is often transformed to iddingsite; it often occurs as corroded Fo-rich crystals. Clinopyroxene 
ranges from colourless diopside to green salite.  
 
Trachytes and rhyolites include lavas, pumices and welded ignimbrites. Trachytic lavas are 
generally porphyritic with phenocrysts of anorthoclase, plagioclase, fayalitic olivine and ferrous 
clinopyroxene. The groundmass contains alkali-feldspar, pyroxene and Fe –Ti oxides and 
variable abundances of glass. The rhyolitic rocks range from hypocrystalline porphyritic to 
hypoyaline. Phenocrysts include quartz, sanidine, anorthoclase, fayalite and hedenbergite. 
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Microphenocrysts of opaque minerals, alkali-amphibole, alkali pyroxene and aenigmatite are 
common.  
 
There is limited major, trace element and isotopic data for volcanic rocks from the main 
Ethiopian rift. The available data have been interpreted by authors to characterize the volcanic 
rocks and constrain the processes of magma genesis and evolution. From the data, the following 
broad petrological and geochemical characteristics have emerged. Basalts straddle the 
subalkaline–alkaline boundary and exhibit important variations in incompatible element 
abundances and ratios. Silicic rocks consist of dominant pantellerites and minor comendites and 
trachytes, although some volcanoes along the rift shoulders consist entirely or predominantly of 
trachytes. Rocks with intermediate compositions are very scarce.  
 
The basalts from the northern main Ethiopian Rift exhibit wide variations in incompatible 
element abundances and ratios. Comparisons between Large Ion Lithophile Elements (LILE) 
such as Th, Rb, Ba, and High Field Strength Elements (HFSE) such as Ta, and Nb provide 
particular information regarding the origin of the volcanics.  LILE/HFSE ratios (i.e.,Th/Ta, 
Rb/Nb, and Ba/Rb) vary by more than one order of magnitude in the mafic rocks (MgO >5 wt% 
and SiO2 <52 wt%). The variations in incompatible element ratios in the basalts suggest 
heterogeneous sources and significant interaction with the crust.   
 
For the derivation of rhyolites, existing geochemical and petrological data suggest that the most 
likely petrogenetic process is dominant fractional crystallization of basaltic magma occurring at 
shallow depths.. Fractional crystallization provides a viable mechanism by which trace elements 
could be concentrated in evolved volcanic rocks. In this scenario, large degrees of crystal 
fractionation would force the magma to produce a range of rhyolitic rocks with progressive 
enrichments in a variety of incompatible elements and volatiles, including F. The role of crustal 
assimilation during evolution of silicic magmas has been found to be negligible. Shallow level 
fractional crystallisation of basaltic magma would generate zoned magma chambers with 
rhyolitic melts accumulating at the top and mafic magmas ponding at the bottom. Volcanic 
eruptions would be preferentially fed by the upper rhyolitic layer, whereas mafic magmas would 
be erupted only when extensional faults intersect the bottom of shallow reservoirs or tap directly 
the deep magma chambers. The occurrence of a large number of caldera collapses in the main 
Ethiopian rift provides strong evidence that numerous magma chambers have formed at shallow 
depths from which voluminous silicic rocks have been emitted.  
 
The existing model for the petrological and geochemical evolution of volcanic rocks in MER has 
been used to explain the initial abundances of trace elements, including F, in these rocks. 
However, the available data are too small and the geochemical arguments too weak for the model 
to be applied to the wider rift setting. The results from the ongoing research work will 
undoubtedly widen our perspectives on the mechanisms of trace element enrichment in the 
volcanics occurring over large parts of the MER  
 

 

 


